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Abstract

Between October 2000 and June 2001, an agency-wide planning effort was organized by

elements of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) to define future research and

technology development activities . This planning effort was conducted at the request of the

Associate Administrator of the Office of Earth Science (Code Y), Dr. Ghassem Asrar, at NASA

Headquarters (HQ). The primary points of contact were Dr. Mary Cleave, Deputy Associate

Administrator for Advanced Planning at NASA HQ and Dr. Charles McClain of the Office of

Global Carbon Studies (Code 970.2) at GSFC.

During this period, GSFC hosted three workshops to define the science requirements and

objectives, the observational and modeling requirements to meet the science objectives, the

technology development requirements, and a cost plan for both the science program and new

flight projects that will beneeded for new observations beyond the present or currently planned.

The workshops were attended by Code Y program managers from HQ, the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Department of Energy (DOE), the Department of

Agriculture (USDA), the U. S. Forestry Service (USFS), and the Office of Management and

Budget (OMB). Also, representatives from the academic science community were invited to

participate. The three workshops were designed to provide a stepwise progression from the

definition of the science goals and objectives through the formulation of the science and

technology roadmaps and budget projections. Each workshop consisted of plenary and

discipline break-out sessions with members of the GSFC staff leading the discussions. After

each workshop, the break-out session leaders provided summaries of their sessions which were

used to formulate the agenda of the next workshop and finally presentation packages for GSFC

and HQ management.

The plan definition process was very intensive as HQ required the final presentation

package by mid-June 2001. This deadline was met and the recommendations were ultimately

refined and folded into a broader program plan, which also included climate modeling, aerosol

observations, and science computing technology development, for contributing to the President's

Climate Change Research Initiative. This technical memorandum outlines the process and

recommendations made for cross-cutting carbon cycle research as presented in June. A separate

NASA document outlines the budget profiles or cost analyses conducted as part of the planning
effort.
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1.0INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Over the past 420,000 years, paleo-climate studies show the Earth's average surface

temperature to have remained relatively stable, at least within the narrow range suitable for life

(Figure 1), while the climates of other planets, e.g., Venus and Mars, are well outside this range.

What are the causes of this co-variation? For one, the ocean "biological pump", the

photosynthetic up take of atmospheric CO2 by ocean microorganisms, results in long-term

sequestration of carbon in the deep ocean via sedimentation, where it is slowly buried in

sedimentary carbonates. The ocean "solubility pump" also removes atmospheric CO2 as air

mixes with and dissolves into the upper ocean. Vegetation on land sequesters carbon (about half

the global photosynthetic uptake), until it is released back into the atmosphere by fire, logging,

disease or mortality. Plant roots, litter and soil microorganisms inject carbon to the soil and are

stored until they decompose. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, the annual uptake and release of

CO2 by the land and ocean had been on average just about balanced (Figure 2). However,

looking at more recent history, concentrations have risen very rapidly over the past 150 years by

over 80 ppm to current levels of about 360 ppm. This increase has motivated much attention

recently, including the collection of temperature and greenhouse gas data sets such as the Vostok

ice cores. Much of this data archived by the Department of Energy Carbon Dioxide Information

Analysis Center (DOE/CDIAC) and is discussed in the lastest report from the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2001).

How has this regulation over such a narrow range been maintained over such a long

period in the Earth's history? While variations in the Earth's climate are caused by a number of

factors external to the climate system (land-ocean-atmosphere), including variations in the

Earth's orbit about the sun, the orientation of its rotational axis with respect to the Earth-Sun

plane, and even variations in the intensity of the sun's radiant output, major regulators of climate

change are "internal", including processes associated with the carbon cycle and photosynthesis

(Figure 3). Warming of the Earth's climate is driven primarily by the absorption of solar energy

by heat-absorbing biologically generated "greenhouse" gases such as carbon dioxide and

methane, and light-absorbing aerosols such as smoke and soot. Cooling results from reflective

clouds and other aerosols such as dust. Removal of greenhouse gases by the Earth's terrestrial

vegetation and its oceans by photosynthesis also acts to cool the Earth.

A comparison of Figure 1 with Figure 4, the Vostok ice core record of carbon dioxide

concentrations in the Earth's atmosphere, displays a strong carbon-climate connection through

co-variations over the past 420,000 years in the Earth's climate and its greenhouse gas

concentrations. Similarly, as atmospheric CO2 concentration has increased over the last century,

a concomitant increase in average global temperatures of about I°C have also been observed

(Figure 5) with more rapid warming at high latitudes within continental interiors.

The contribution to the observed temperature change comes from several quarters. Figure

6 (see Hansen et al., 1998) separates changes in both climate warming (red) and cooling (blue)

from 1850 to the present into its various causes (expressed as a "Forcing" or change in the

amount of solar energy absorbed by the Earth (watts m2). The error bars are the estimated

uncertainties in the magnitudes of the various contributions, reflecting primarily uncertainty in

the rates of change of the various sources, or in some instances their precise climate impacts.

Clearly, carbon dioxide and methane, hence the carbon cycle, have played an important role in

climate change, and involve the atmospheric increases due to increased human activity and the

mitigating effects of terrestrial and oceanic uptake of CO2.



ExaminingtheEarth's carbonbudgetin Figure 7, the climate-carbonconnectioncanbe
clearlyseen.Theannualincreasein atmosphericCO2of about3 petagrams/yearresultsfrom the
emissionof nearly7 petagrams/yearof carbonfrom thecombustionof fossil fuels. However,
roughly haft is absorbedeachby the land (2 petagrams/year)and oceans(2 petagrams/year),
resulting in a much slower increase in atmosphericcarbon dioxide. Thus, these natural
ecosystemsprovidea serviceto the global economyworth billions of dollars through natural
mitigation of climatechange. The reasonsfor this capacityof theEarth's land andoceansto
absorbcarbondioxide arenot adequatelyunderstood,and futureuptakeby the landand ocean
cannotbeestimated.Given theimportanceof forecastingclimatechangeto the nation,it is of
utmosturgencyto find out.

In theremainderof this proposal,we will definea numberof strategicnewinvestments
within NASA EarthScienceEnterprise(ESE)that, whencoordinatedwith the efforts of other
agencies,will greatlyaccelerateourunderstandingof theglobalcarboncycleandits relationship
to futureclimatechange. We will first discussthe currentstateof knowledgeaboutthecarbon
cycle. Thenwewill describeNASA's ongoingefforts to studyit, aswell aswhatcarboncycle
researchactivitiesarecurrentlysupportedby thevariousagenciesandorganizationsinvolved in
carboncyclescience.We will outlinehow NASA cancooperatewith them,andwhy we think an
additionalstrategicinvestmentis neededto fill critical gapsin our observationaland modeling
capabilities. Finally, we will proposea prioritized slateof new studiesandnew technologies,
schedulesfor eachwith optional satelliteobservationscenarios,and the associatedtimeline for
programdeliverables,products,andresults.

1.1Current state of carbon cycle science and uncertainties

In the late 1950's, Charles Keeling, a graduate student at the time, began a series of

measurements on a mountain peak in Mauna Loa Hawaii, to examine the hypothesis that the

burning of fossil fuels might be causing atmospheric CO2 concentrations to increase. His data

were soon to confirm this hypothesis. Since his initial experiment, there have been a continuous

and increasing number of atmospheric CO2 measurements worldwide. Currently, measurements

at nearly 70 sites, mostly over the ocean, are made on a regular basis and have shown that the

atmospheric carbon content increases on average by about 3 petagrams annually with an

uncertainty of less than 10% (Figure 8).

Analyses of economic data pertaining to the sale and use of fossil fuels show that at the

end of the 20 th century, more than 7 petagrams of carbon are released annually, again with a

reasonably small uncertainty of less than 10%. Thus, on average, 4 petagrams or more than half

the annual increase in atmospheric carbon is removed from the atmospheric by natural processes

occurring in the ocean and on the land, sometimes referred to as the "missing sink". Where has

this carbon gone? Ship-borne measurements of the ocean surface CO2 concentration show a

differential concentration with the atmosphere that suggests that the ocean may be absorbing

about 2 of the 4 petagrams. The remaining 2 petagrams by inference must be taken up by an
"unidentified sink" somewhere on land. Where is this sink?

The mean concentration gradient of CO2 from the southern to the northern hemisphere is

only 3 to 4 ppmv and exists because most of the fossil fuel CO2 is emitted in the north. "Inverse"

methods to trace these atmospheric gradients back to their surface sources are uncertain given

only 70 regular global measurements of CO2. Nonetheless, the inverse analyses indicate there is

a land sink in the northern mid-latitudes, which in recent decades has amounted to 1.5 Pg C/year,

agreeing reasonably well with the budget calculations of Figure 8. Unless and until we can locate



thesinksmoreaccurately,anddeterminethecauseof thecarbonsequestrationandhow it might
dependon future climate,our capability to predict the impactof the carboncycle on future
climatewill beseriouslylimited.

Our presentunderstandingof theEarth'socean,landandatmospherecarbonexchangeis
capturedin global, long-termclimate and otherobservationsand in simulationmodelswhich
attemptto describebiological (e.g.,photosynthesisandrespiration)andphysical(e.g.,oceanand
atmosphericcirculation) processesandthe interactionsbetweenthem. Models areparticularly
useful for inferring causeand effect and for quantifying the magnitudesof processesand
feedbackinteractions.But theseprocessesarecomplexandareincompletelycapturedby current
modelformulations.

As anexample,Figure9 displaysstateof the art model-basedprojections(redandblue
lines) of future global averageatmospherictemperatures.Both models have an interactive
biospherethat respondsto climateandaffectsthe greenhousegascontentof theatmosphereand
thusclimate.However,future atmosphericgreenhousegasand climate projectionsfrom these
two modelsvary widely, primarily becauseof differentassumptionsin thesetwo modelsabout
how the Earth's biospherewill respondto climatewarming.The HadleyCentermodel(Cox et
al., 2000)hasprojectedanatmosphericCO2 level of nearly 1000 ppm in 2100, more than 200

ppm greater than the Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL) model (Friedlingstein et al., 2001).

The primary differences in the two models are assumptions regarding the response of forests in

the Amazon basin to future climate change. The Hadley Center model projects a replacement of

the Amazonian rain forest by grasslands as the tropical climate warms and dries, with a

subsequent loss of carbon to the atmosphere. The IPSL model does not. How can we know

which projection is correct?

In order to characterize current carbon cycling and to predict future atmospheric carbon

content and climate, coupled ocean-atmosphere-land surface system models are needed.

Components of this system are being developed, but a number of processes are not accurately

parameterized and full coupling of the model components along with sensitivity testing and

evaluation with data is a long-term development effort. These models will need additional

development, testing and validation to render reliable and practical global and regional

projections of climate change. These efforts will require detailed laboratory and field
observations and long-term global measurements of key parameters and forcing fields, including

land and ocean vegetation distribution and abundance. Measurements of the rates of

photosynthesis and respiration (plants and soil), atmosphere-surface exchanges of CO2 and CI-L,

as well as more standard meteorological variables such as radiation, rainfall, air temperature, and

humidity will be needed. Although there are global networks of ground and ocean surface

stations to measure some of these, most can only be acquired over vast and inaccessible areas of

the globe using satellites.

While the previous discussion has focused on the effect of the carbon cycle on climate

through its regulation of atmospheric CO2, other carbon compounds are also important

greenhouse gases (Figure 3). This CO2-centfic focus is justified to some extent because in

comparison to other greenhouse gases such as CH4, nitrous oxide and O3, CO2 is relatively stable

chemically, with a long lifetime (- 100-200 years) in comparison to transport times between the
ocean and land surface. In addition, while CI-I4 is radiatively important, the current concentration

of CI-L, is a factor of 200 less than C02 and CI-I4 is oxidized to C02 on relatively short time

scales. Similarly, CO concentration is less than 1/1000 of C02. CO emissions from fossil fuel

and biomass burning are generally included as C02 emissions since CO is oxidized to C02 within



daysto weeks. However,recentatmosphericchemistryandtransportmodelingshowsthatCO
may act as a temporaryatmosphericreservoirof anthropogeniccarbonleadingto a carbon
redistributionfrom regionswhereOH is small (winter high latitudes)to thosewhereOH is
greater(low latitudes). This processis not includedin mosttransportmodelcomparisonswith
data(e.g.,inversecalculations).

1.2 Reducing Uncertainty and Understanding the Carbon Cycle

Two main and complementary approaches to quantifying and understanding carbon fluxes

between the land, the ocean, and atmosphere are "bottom-up" and "top-down" approaches. The

bottom-up method quantitatively characterizes the various carbon exchange processes between

the earth's surface and the atmosphere and then "scales-up" the resultant understanding (captured

in simulation models) from local to regional and global scales. Ocean and land bottom-up

models can be coupled with each other and atmospheric models to compute instantaneous,
seasonal and interannual variations in carbon flux as a function of surface "state" and climate

forcing data for regional and global studies. Comparisons of predictions among the various

bottom-up approaches show some convergence between spatial patterns of flux and their

variation with climate, but there is also considerable disagreement that currently cannot be

resolved in favor of one model or the other. Regional measurements of CO2 flux (beyond a few

kilometers using aircraft) do not yet exist. This problem is partially addressed with the

complementary top-down approach, which uses observed temporal and spatial changes in global

atmospheric gas concentrations (currently, there are only 70 CO2 flask sampling sites around the

world) to estimate global and regional CO2 flux patterns on a regular basis. With the top down

approach, one uses an atmospheric transport scenario (global wind fields for example) to solve

for the most likely spatial and temporal pattern of surface-to-atmosphere carbon fluxes that could

produce a particular set of observed global or regional atmospheric CO2 concentrations. This

approach is the primary line of evidence for a northern hemisphere carbon sink. Geographic

patterns of atmospheric CO2 concentrations vary from season to season and from year to year,

thus the top down approach reveals dramatic interannual variations in ocean and land flux

patterns that seem to be driven by seasonal and interannual climate variations. Top-down

estimates when compared with bottom-up estimates of carbon flux provide validation of the

bottom-up predictions, while the bottom-up approach improves our understanding of the

underlying causes for the spatial and temporal variations. A number of top-down analyses have

been conducted. They disagree to some extent as to the spatial structure of the sources and sinks.

Error analyses show, however, that a major source of the disagreement lies with the sparsity of

atmospheric concentration measurements rather than the top-down approach itself.

1.3 U.S. and International Carbon Cycle Science Programs

Over the past decade science and policy communities have come to recognize that in

order to predict the consequences of global change and ]human activities, new concerted research

and development efforts must focus on carbon cycle science at multiple temporal and spatial

scales. Many international and U.S. programs are currently focusing on the important science

and policy issues tied to the global carbon cycle (Figure 10).

The IPCC was established in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) to assess the available scientific,

technical, and socioeconomic information in the field of climate change. The U.S. scientific



community participatesextensivelyin IPCC assessments,and the U.S. hosts the Technical
SupportUnit for IPCCWorking GroupII on Impacts,Adaptation,andVulnerability.

TheInternationalHumanDimensionsProgram(IHDP) onGlobalEnvironmentalChange
is concernedwith how humansinteractwith theenvironment,how individualsandsocietiescan
mitigateor adaptto environmentalchange,andhow policy responsesto suchchangesinfluence
economicandsocialconditions.Key IHDP programsunderwayaddresslanduseandlandcover
changeand "institutionaldimensions"of globalenvironmentalchange.

The IntemationalGeosphere-BiosphereProgram(IGBP) hasas a goal to describeand
understandthe interactivephysical,chemical,and biological processesthat regulatethe total
Earth system,the uniqueenvironmentthat this systemprovidesfor life, the changesthat are
occurring in this system,and the mannerin which thesechangesare influenced by human
actions.U.S.programscoordinatedthroughIGBP include the Joint Global OceanFlux Study
(JGOFS),the GlobalOceanEcosystemDynamicsproject,andthe PastGlobalChangesproject.
The IGBP has the lead role in work on the global carbon cycle. The Global Analysis,
Interpretation,andModeling(GAIM) programis IGBP's taskforceoncarbon.Thecarboncycle
initiative of the IGBP will becomepart of a largerconsortiumbasedon interactionwith the
World ClimateResearchProgram(WCRP)and the IHDP, and will becomean inter-program
crosscuttingactivity.

Thepurposeof the WCRPis to developthefundamentalscientific understandingof the
climatesystemandclimate processesthat is neededin order to determinethe extentto which
climatecanbepredicted,andtheextentof humaninfluenceonclimate.TheClimateVariability
and Predictability Program (CLIVAR) and Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
(GEWEX)arecoordinatedthroughtheWCRP.

The IntegratedGlobal ObservingStrategyPartnership(IGOS-P)bringstogethera wide
rangeof international, intergovernmental,and non-govemmentalorganizationsto develop a
globalobservingstrategyto meettheneedsof globalchangeresearchandof operationalscience
programs.Key partnersinclude the WCRP, IGBP, IHDP, WMO, UNEP, Intergovernmental
OceanographicCommission (IOC), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the
InternationalGroupof FundingAgenciesfor Global ChangeResearch(IGFA), the Committee
on Earth ObservationSatellites(CEOS),and the InternationalCouncil of Scientific Unions
(ICSU). The Global TerrestrialObservingSystem(GTOS)-GlobalClimate ObservingSystem
(GCOS)-IGBPpartnershipis designedto build the scientific research-observationcommunity
linkagesin the mosteffectiveandefficient waypossible.The work plan outlinedfor 2000aims
to makeuseof plannedGTOS,GCOSandIGBPmeetingsin acollaborativeway to achieveboth
observationdesign(GTOS-GCOS)aswell ascontributingto an internationallycoherentcarbon
frameworkfocusedonresearchplanningandsynthesis(IGBP)objectives.

In 1989,Congressauthorizedthe Global ChangeResearchAct of 1990,a statutethat
directedthe implementationof a US Global ChangeResearchProgram(USGCRP)aimedat
"understandingand respondingto global change,including the cumulativeeffects of human
activities and natural processeson the environment." The USGCRPworks with individual
internationalpartnersto develop integrated modeling, observational,and processresearch
programsandactivities to: (1) identify and quantifyregional- to global-scalesourcesandsinks
for carbondioxideandothergreenhousegasesandunderstandhow thesesourcesandsinkswill
function in the future; and (2) identify and quantify regional- to global-scaleatmospheric
transportandprecipitationof water (which control the principal input of hydrologicalprocess
andwater-resourcemodels)andstudytheglobalwatercycleasaunifying themethatcanbridge



thegapin thespatial-scalespectrumbetweenatmosphericandhydrologicalsciences.The latter
effort will be coordinatednationally throughplanningunderwayto developjoint interagency
programsandinternationallythroughinternationalprogramsthat addresswater cycle research,
e.g.,CLIVAR, the GEWEX, andthe BiosphericAspectsof the HydrologicalCycle program).
Bothof theabove-citednewinternationaleffortsarecritical to developmentof climatedatabases
andthepredictionsystemsthatutilize them.

More recently the National ResearchCouncil (NRC) produced a report, "Global
EnvironmentalChange:ResearchPathwaysfor the Next Decade,"that specificallyemphasized
the needfor a comprehensivecarboncycle researchstrategyfor the nation. In response,the
USGCRP establishedthe Carbon Cycle Science Program as a specific fundamental
interdisciplinaryresearchelement. The purposeof the new programis to coordinateand
integratecarboncycleresearchacrossrelevantUSagenciesin orderto providecritical unbiased
scientificinformationonthefateof carbondioxidein theenvironment.

A carboncycle interagencyworking group (IWG), composedof representativesfrom
NASA, NOAA, USDA,DOE,NationalScienceFoundation(NSF),USGSandUSFSandguided
by a scienceworking group,is developingan implementationplan and a long term (10 year)
strategyfor an integratedresearchprogram. Implementationof thenew programwill requirea
significantinvestmentof resourcesandahighlevelof interagencycoordinationandintegration.

Thegeneralcarboncyclesciencegoalsthathavebeenidentifiedor adoptedby the IWG
areoutlinedin detailin Appendix1andare:

• Goal 1: Quantify and understand the Northern Hemisphere terrestrial carbon sink.

• Goal 2: Quantify and understand the uptake of anthropogenic COz in the ocean.

• Goal 3: Quantify and understand the global distribution of carbon sources and sinks and

their temporal dynamics.

• Goal 4: Evaluate the impact of land use change and terrestrial and marine resource

management practices on carbon sources and sinks.

• Goal 5: Provide greatly improved projections of future atmospheric concentrations of CO2.

• Goal 6: Develop the scientific basis for societal decisions about management of CO2 and the

carbon cycle.

In order to address these goals, the IWG has defined a set of research objectives and

activities for the next decade. U.S. agencies, such as NASA, NOAA, DOE, and USDA, are

responding to the science issues and goals set forth by the various international programs by

funding programs and activities that best meet the roles consistent with their established charters.

In this vein, NASA's ESE has put forward a list of science questions that define its research

strategy for the next decade which are summarized in the next section. These questions

encompass many of the USGCRP focus areas including the carbon cycle. The recommendations

for NASA's carbon cycle research activities described herein outline the efforts that will result in

significant contributions towards attaining the goals set out by the USGCRP carbon cycle

research element. For the purposes of this document, we will refer to this planning exercise as

the NASA Global Carbon Cycle Plan (GCCP). The plan reflects the cross-cutting nature of

carbon research which involves closely coordinated, synergistic research and technology

development in the terrestrial, atmospheric and ocean sciences and does not imply a new NASA

program or that the recommendations necessarily require new funds over and above the current

Earth Science Enterprise funding levels. The planning exercise simply considered what was



neededover the next ten yearsto addressthe primary sciencequestions. While manyof the
recommendationscanbeeasilyaccommodatedwithin thecurrentbaseprogram,othersmaynot.
It wasleft to theNASA programmanagersto determinewhich activitiescould besupportedout
of thebaseprogram,what redirectionof baseprogramactivitiesandfundingshouldoccur,and
whatnewfundswouldberequired.To assesswhatnewinvestments,providedeitherby thebase
programor from new funds,will be required,NASA's currentassetsrelevantto carboncycle
researcharereviewedandcritical gapsareidentifiedin thisplan.

1.4 NASA Earth Science Enterprise Foci

NASA plays a major role among U.S. agencies in developing better capabilities to

understand, monitor and predict the global carbon cycle through support for remote sensing,

modeling and field studies. NASA's commitment to carbon cycle related science is defined in

the recent NASA ESE Research Strategy document in which NASA lays out its Earth science

research directions for the rest of this decade.

Five fundamental questions express the essence of NASA's Earth science program strategy:

Variability

How is the global Earth system changing?

Forcin_

What are the primary forcings of the Earth system?

Response

How does the Earth system respond to natural and human-induced changes?

Consequences
What are the consequences of change in the Earth system for human civilization?

Prediction

How well can we predict the changes to the Earth system that will take place in the

future?

These are further refined to a set of questions directly related to advancing understanding of the

global carbon cycle.
Variability

• How is the global ocean circulation varying on interannual, decadal, and longer time scales?

• How are global ecosystems changing?

Forcing
•What trends in atmospheric constituents and solar radiation are driving global climate?

• What changes are occurring in global land cover and land use, and what are their causes?

Response

• How do ecosystems respond to and affect global environmental change and the carbon cycle?

• How can climate variations induce changes in the global ocean circulation?

• How is global sea level affected by climate change?

Consequences

• What are the consequences of land cover and land use change for the sustainability of

ecosystems and economic productivity?
Prediction



• How well can cycling of carbon through the Earth system be modeled, and how reliable are

future predictions of atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide and methane by these
models?

Other NASA ESE science questions that are indirectly related, but highly relevant to carbon

cycle science issues, are:

• How are global precipitation, evaporation, and the cycling of water changing?

• What changes are occurring in the mass of the Earth's ice cover?
• What are the effects of clouds and surface hydrologic processes on Earth's climate?

• What are the effects of regional pollution on the global atmosphere, and the effects of global

chemical and climate changes on regional air quality?

• How are variations in local weather, precipitation, and water resources related to global climate

variation?

• What are the consequences of climate and sea level changes and increased human activities on

coastal regions?
• How can weather forecast duration and reliability be improved by new space-based

observations, data assimilation, and modeling?

• How well can transient climate variations be understood and predicted?

• How well can long-term climatic trends be assessed or predicted?

These questions provide the overall guiding framework for defining NASA's ESE

activities, including observational capabilities, research and development programs, data

management and distribution, and assessments. The NASA ESE science mandate clearly reflects

NASA's important role in USGCRP's implementation of a national program to address carbon

cycle science issues.

2.0 NASA'S CAPABILITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO CARBON CYCLE SCIENCE

2.1 Current Programs and Cpabilities
As discussed earlier, both science and policy applications drive the information needs for

terrestrial sources and sinks of atmospheric C02. Not only do we need to map the spatial and

temporal patterns of carbon exchange, we must also understand the underlying processes in order

to predict their future behavior with climate change.

Over the last three decades NASA has supported remote sensing, modeling and field

studies that have contributed significantly to our current state of understanding of Earth systems

science, and more specifically to the global carbon cycle. First, NASA has supported a strong

research and development program across the university and NASA communities to help define

the observational and information system requirements to support global change studies. This

support has concentrated on furthering analysis approaches such as the one described above, and

from those approaches define the necessary observational requirements and field studies needed

to develop and validate the approaches. Secondly, NASA has developed the necessary

instruments and space technology with which to acquire the observations. Thirdly, NASA has

developed data and information systems and the knowledge of how to process, store, catalog and

distribute the enormous volumes of complex interdisciplinary space and conventional data to

study global processes such as:

Ocean circulation, productivity, and carbon exchange with the atmosphere

Atmospheric chemistry and greenhouse gases



Landecosystemproductivity
In addition,NASA haspioneered

Nationalandinternationalfield campaigns(e.g.FIFEandBOREAS)
Multiple observationsfrom thesameplatform(e.g.theNimbusseries)
Observationsatdifferenttimesduringthediurnalcycle(e.g.,GOES)
Crosscalibrationandvalidationof satellitesensors(e.g.,SIMBIOS)
Datacontinuityover time(e.g.,Landsat,oceancolor)

More detailedsummariesof NASA's current capabilitiesdevelopedin its ESE programsare
summarizedin Appendix2.

2.2Critical Gaps
NASA's strategyfor reducing climate changeuncertainty includes improving land,

ocean,andatmospherecarboncycling models,butmoreimportantly,newobservationsrequired
to locateglobal sourcesand sinksof carbon,quantify their strengths,andunderstandhow they
dependonenvironmentalfactorsthat arerapidly changing.Thecarboncyclemodelsaredriven
andconstrainedby existingandnewsatelliteandconventionalobservations.It is thesynergyand
interplayamongadvancesin modeling,newobservationsof key Earthsurfaceandatmospheric
carbonand aerosolproperties,and improvementsin the computationalcapacity that supports
modelingand satellitedataanalysisthat will enablemajor advancesin our understandingand
ability to predictclimatechange.

As discussedin Section 1.2,the generalcarboncycle investigationframework will be
structuredaround (1) "inverse" modelsand (2) coupledphysicaland biogeochemicalprocess
models.Inversemodelspredict the locationand strengthof terrestrialand oceansurfaceCO2
sourcesand sinks, and rely on precise observationsof spatial and temporal variations in
atmosphericCO2concentrations.Processmodelspredictcarbontransformation,storage,andthe
exchangeratesat the atmosphere-land-oceaninterfaces.Both the inverseandprocessmodeling
approachesare designedto infer regional magnitudesof net CO2 exchange.Thus, these
independentlyderivedestimateswill be comparedto evaluateandtestourunderstanding.The
inversemodelscanbeusedto provideadetailedanalysisof whathashappenedto theCO2thatis
emittedby humanactivities.The physical andbiogeochemicalprocessmodelswill provide a
picture of the effects of land managementand land use, terrestrial ecosystemand ocean
dynamics,andotherenvironmentalfactorsoncarbonsourcesandsinksover time. Importantly,
thesemodelswill showhow futureatmosphericcarbondioxideconcentrationsmight changeasa
result of naturaloccurrences,humanactions,andpastandfuture emissions.The frameworkis
depictedin Figure11.

While NASA's current spaceassetsandresearchprogramscontributesignificantly to this
carbonanalysisframework(Table 1),newtypesof globalobservations(Figure12)areneededto
completelyaddresstherole of thecarboncyclein futureclimateuncertaintyandinclude:

1) Variability in atmosphericCO2concentrationinducedby land and oceansinks (natural
andanthropogenic);

2) Stocksandratesof changein terrestrialbiomass;and
3) Oceanicdissolvedand particulateorganicand inorganic carbonconcentration(DOC,

POC,DIC), photosynthesisrates,andair-seaCO2fluxes.
The detailed rationale and description of the new observational requirementsand the
observationalconceptsdevelopedduringthedefinition phaseareprovidedin Appendix3.



Strategicinvestmentsin the GCCPwill result in the satellitecapabilityto obtainthese
new observationsas well as acceleratethe utilization of existing satellite capabilities,e.g.
Landsat. As shownin Table 1, the new datawill be;combinedwith data setsfrom existing
satellites,thehistoricsatellitedatarecord,andconventionalobservationnetworks,andemployed
in theGCCPmodelingframework.Analysesof theseaugmenteddatasetswill greatlyaccelerate
scientific understandingof the underlying physical, biological, and chemicalprocessesof
surface/atmospherecarbonexchange.Theimpactwill be to provideinput datato climatemodels
thatwill reducefutureclimateuncertaintyby reducinguncertaintyin how landandoceancarbon
sourcesandsinkswill affectfutureatmosphericgreenhouseconcentrations.

Table1 summarizestheinformationneededto reducefutureclimateuncertainty(column
1),theobservationsrequiredto supporttheanalysisframeworkjust described(column2), those
observationsenabledwith existing and plannedfuture satellites(columns3 and 4) and new
observationalcapabilitieswhereadditionalinvestmentis needed.Strategicinvestmentsin these
newcapabilitieswill alsoacceleratetheutilizationof existingsatellitecapabilities,e.g.Landsac

Table1.Relationshipof carbonobservationalrequirementsto existing,plannedand
recommendedESEsatelliteprograms.
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To fully utilize the new observational capability new investment will be needed in certain

key modeling elements of the carbon analysis framework (see Appendix 3 for more detail). For

example, 3D atmospheric modeling of COz provides the basic framework to analyze existing and

proposed measurement network data and satellite remote sensing of CO2 distributions.

Acceleration of the development of numerical simulation models of atmospheric CO2 transport

(and other tracers such as N20, CH4, and biomass burning tracers) to more precisely determine

their atmospheric distribution and thus more reliably trace their original sources is needed.

The fate of anthropogenic carbon is also strongly influenced by the terrestrial biosphere.

Recent efforts have shown the tight coupling between the atmosphere and dynamic vegetation

processes on interannual and interdecadal time scales. Accelerated efforts are needed to develop

coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-vegetation models to provide a comprehensive understanding of

these processes and improve the prediction of future trends in atmospheric CO2 concentrations.

On seasonal-to-interdecadal time scales, ocean general circulation models (OGCM) need

to be coupled with ocean biogeochemical/optical models (OBOM), and atmosphere models.

Land surface hydrological models need to be enhanced with the carbon components from

terrestrial ecological models and coupled with the atmospheric general circulation models

(AGCMs). On decadal to climate change time scales, terrestrial ecological models need to be

linked with OBOM/OGCM's and climate models of the Earth system. This sequence of coupled
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modelslinked to satellitedatafields, via dataassimilation,will requiresubstantialdevelopment
time, will result in a satellitedataassimilation-forecastmodel that can evaluateand predict
changesin anthropogenicforcing of carbonrelatedprocesseswith near-termchangesin carbon
cycling,whichmayhaveimportanteffectsonclimateandweathersystems.

Acceleration of efforts to develop improved data assimilation techniquesfor both
physicaland biogeochemicaldatato improvemodelpredictionsis alsoneeded.Assimilationof
remotesensingdatainto coupledmodelscanconstrainthe modelsfrom following erroneous
trendsand,therefore,improvetheir representativeness.This combinationof modelingand data
assimilationcanproduceenhanceddatasetsby tilling in gapsandproviding verticalresolution
that is oftenunattainablefrom remotesensingdataalone. It canprovideinformationon fluxes,
rather thanstaticpools or states,which aredifficult to obtain from dataalone. Finally, data
assimilationfacilitatesthe capabilityfor short-termforecasting. By constrainingthe modelsto
thedata,the modelscanprovidefuturepredictionswith greatlyimprovedaccuracy.Theability
of theassimilationsystemto forecast,of course,dependson the stability and accuracyof the
model, the accuracyof the input data fields, and the rate at which the natural environment
changes.This accelerationof developmentactivitiescanbuild onexistingprogramssuchasthe
Data Assimilation Office (DAO) and the NASA Seasonal-to-InterannualPredictionProgram
(NSIPP). Also, most data assimilationdevelopmenthas focusedon physical systems,but
biogeochemicalsystemsmay require methods. Remote sensingdata assimilationrequires
accurate,complex, representativecoupled models, but also an intimate knowledgeof the
characteristics,andlimitations,of remotesensingdata. Becausemuchof ourcurrentknowledge
lies within theNASA extendedcommunity,it is consideredimportantthatdataassimilationbea
majorcomponentof theGCCP.

Not directly evidentasa partof thecarbonanalyisframeworkin Figure11areobserving
systemsimulation experiments(OSSEs). OSSEsare a tool to assessthe capability and
feasibility of utilizing remote sensing technology to sample an Earth system parameter.
Typically a simulatedfield representinga variablein questionis created.This maybe derived
from data sets,simulation models,or a combination. The level of complexityand realism
dependson thenatureof thequestionsposedandthe inherentpropertiesof the variableunder
investigation.Thensimulatedaircraft tracksor satelliteorbitsarepropagatedoverthesimulated
field to understandhow well the observationtechnologysamplesthe variable. This canhelp
defineorbit selectionas well asrefine our estimatesof measurementaccuracy.Thus, OSSE's
are an extremely valuable methodology for remote sensing applications and mission
development.OSSE's were usedextensivelyin the Sea-viewingWide Field-of-view Sensor
(SeaWiFS)Project before launch, and included virtually all phasesof the mission, from
commandand control, to dataacquisition,to dataprocessingand quality control. Many pre-
launchengineering,orbit, dataprocessing,navigation,qualitycontrol,andoperationsissueswere
successfullyresolvedbeforelaunchusingthismethodology,andcontributedto thesuccessof the
mission.OSSE'sareconsideredessentialto theGCCP.

2.3 Why a NASA Global Carbon Cycle Plan?

The mission of NASA's ESE is to develop a scientific understanding of the Earth system

and its response to natural and human-induced changes to enable improved prediction of climate,

weather, and natural hazards for present and future generations. The purpose of the GCCP is to

provide strategic additional investments to quantify and understand the Earth's carbon cycle,

accelerating the reduction of key uncertainties in the causes, magnitude, and direction of climate
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changeandtheavailabilityof this informationto decision-makers.While NASA's currentspace
assetsconstitutea formidablecapabilitywith whichto studytheearth'scarboncycle,additional
newobservationsandimprovedprocessmodelsareneeded.

NASA programsandassetsarecritical to implementingthecarbonstrategy,includingits
Earth observingsystems,high-endcomputingcapabilities,its datadistribution systemsand its
interdisciplinaryscienceteams.NASA has the capability and programmaticinfrastructureto
developthenewin situ,aircraft,andsatelliteobservationaltechnologiesrequired,suchaslasers,
microwavesensorsand space-basedantennas,and canbe executedunder the Small Business
InnovationResearch(SBIR), AdvancedTechnologyInitiatives Program(ATIP), Instrument
IncubatorProgram(liP), New Millenium Program(NMP), andEarthSystemSciencePathfinder
(ESSP)program,for example. NASA hasa recognizedrole in combiningcoupledland, ocean
and atmospheremodels, satellite observationsand analyses.Global carbon cycle models
incorporateinto an integratedwhole, myriad linked hypothesesconcerningthe generation,
storageandtransportof carbon,water,andenergythroughthe varioussystems.A new NASA
carboncycleresearchandtechnologydevelopmentplanwill fosterthefurther developmentand
coupling of these models and develop a synthesisof the historic and ongoing satellite
observationstreamwith whichto studytheglobalcarboncycle.

Finally, a new NASA GCCP will foster the cooperationof national and intemational
partners to ensure the continuity of key environmentalmeasurementsby promoting the
convergenceof operationalobservationrequirementsand measurementstandardswith the ESE
researchdatarequirements.Througha comprehensiveoutreachcomponent,the GCCPwill help
assurethat the advancesin knowledgeaboutthe Earth systemwill achievemaximum societal
benefit through their application by and communicationto stakeholdersin state and local
governments,industry,andthegeneralpublic.

TheNASA ESEeffortsthat will beacceleratedundertheGCCPare:
1) The developmentof new satellitecapability to fill missing observationalgaps in the

carbonanalysisframework:atmosphericCO2,terrestrialbiomass,andoceancarbon.
2) Accelerationof thedevelopmentof certainkey modelingelementsin thecarbonanalysis

framework: Numerical atmospherictracer models, enhancedterrestrial and ocean
ecosystemcarboncycling models,andcoupledland,oceanandatmosphericmodelsfor
climateprediction.

ThenewbaselineNASA ESEeffortsthatwill beacceleratedundertheGCCPare:
1) increasedparticipationin the proposedinteragency-supportedNorth American Carbon

Program(NACP), the impact of which will be to greatly reduceuncertainty in the
location,andstrengthof theNorthAmericansinkandtheunderlyingprocesses,andthus
reduceuncertaintyin how this and other terrestrialand oceansinks will affect climate
changeaschangingenvironmentalandhumanfactorsaffect them,

2) acceleratedproductionof a global landcoverchangemapthat canresolveandquantify,
for thefirst time, theamountandrateof ecosystemdisturbancefrom naturalcausesand
humanactivity andtheir impactonatmosphericgreenhousegases,and

3) participationin other terrestrialand oceancampaigns,e.g., "hot spots"whereclimate is
changingrapidly or atmosphericcarbonfluxesare believed to be large (coastal oceans,

the southern oceans, Eurasia, and the tropics).
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3.0 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ROADMAPS

3.1 Approach, Guidelines and Definition Process

In April of 2000, NASA Headquarters charged the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)

to lead a team consisting of the science community, NASA Headquarters representatives, NASA

center representatives, and other agency representatives, to develop a NASA-wide GCCP. The

plan would need to define a science and technical roadmap to focus NASA's current space

assets, carbon cycle science programs, and facilities on improving our understanding of the

global carbon cycle and provide information products supporting decision makers and the user

community. The plan would also need to identify, cost and prioritize any new science programs,

space missions or facilities required. The plan would define program success criteria, that is,

performance metrics against which to gauge the future progress and accomplishments of the

effort in terms of its stated goals. Finally, the plan would contain an approach for implementing

the proposed effort, including a management framework defining the relationship between senior

management at NASA Headquarters, a program office and individual flight project management

offices.

The plan definition process formally began in the fall of 2000 with the selection of a

Science Working Group and the announcement of the process to define the GCCP. GSFC and

Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) scientists worked with the other organizations participating in the

definition phase (see Figure 13). These included: (1) the NASA center representatives (Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Ames Research Center (ARC), Langley Research Center (LaRC),

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and Stennis Space Center

(SSC); (2) NASA Headquarters program office representatives (including managers of relevant

programs in Codes Y, S, and U); (3) a Science Working Group (SWG) and, (4) the carbon cycle

IWG. The GSFC team, assisted by these other groups, conducted the necessary studies to define

new science programs, facilities and mission requirements and costs. The GSFC team consisted

of personnel from GSFC Codes 910, 920, 930, 940 and 970 as well as representatives from the

project formulation office within Code 740.

The proposal definition process itself consisted of three workshops and a number of

GSFC studies to investigate mission concept feasibility (Figure 14). The workshops consisted of

joint plenary sessions and separate science discipline break-out discussions. Each discipline

break-out had a discussion leader and a rapporteur. After each workshop, the discussion leaders

submitted summaries which are reproduced in Appendix 5. Workshop attendees are listed in

Appendix 6.
The focus of the first workshop held at the GSFC January 9 - 11 2001, was to define the

science questions the NASA GCCP would need to address, the information products that would

need to be produced, the performance metrics that such products would need to satisfy and what

NASA's potential new contributions would be in the context of other agency efforts. It was

agreed then to accept the science questions that had been articulated in "A Carbon Cycle Plan"

by S. Wofsy and J. Sarmiento, published in 2000 under the auspices of the USGCRP.

Information products in the broadest terms, would consist of locating and quantifying the

magnitudes of global carbon sources and sinks as well as the remote sensing products that

support such assessments as shown in Table 1. Part of the planning effort would be to use the

GCCP modeling framework to better define just how accurate such products must be to improve

existing information and to make useful assessments in support of US policy goals and thus the

specific nature of the performance metrics. A major result of the first workshop was a

community consensus as to the missing observations required to answer the science questions
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posed.Thesewereidentifiedasobservationsof high-spatialandtemporalresolutionatmospheric
CO2,terrestrialbiomassandbiomasschange,oceansurface layer organic and inorganic carbon,

air-sea CO2 fluxes, and global land cover and land cover change products from Landsat. In

addition, preliminary observational and technology approaches (observational requirements and

instrument types) were defined for more detailed study between the first and second workshop.

The focus of the second workshop (March 20-22, 2001) was to define a NASA science

and technology roadmap required to address the science questions in the context of existing

agency capabilities. This roadmap is the set and sequence of activities and resources that would

be required to develop the new observations and associated modeling and field programs needed

to address the science questions, produce the information products and satisfy the performance

metrics laid out in the first workshop. Also, as part of the preparation for the second workshop,

the new measurements identified in the first workshop were linked with potential missions.

These mission concepts were developed in greater detail and paired with appropriate spacecraft

and launch vehicles in the Integrated Mission Design Center (IMDC) at GSFC. IMDC studies

included an aerosol polarimeter, a CO2 lidar, and an advanced land biomass lidar. This process

examined the various subsystems as well and sought to identify any technology challenges by
subsystem and for the mission as a whole. The results of these studies could then be used as a

basis for costing potential missions with the assistance of the Resource Analysis Office (RAO) in

preparation for the third workshop (May 2-4, 2001). This information could then serve as the

basis for an informed prioritization of the candidate science activities, both individually and in

synergistic combinations.

The third workshop consisted of reviewing a draft GCCP, the science and technology

roadmaps (activities, activity relationships, missions, schedules, resource requirements, etc.), and

prioritizing missions and activities. It was agreed at the third workshop to initiate a series of

telecons involving the carbon planning team to put together a presentation to the NASA

Associate Administrator of the Office of Earth Sciences, Dr. Ghassem Asrar, and his staff. The

formal presentation (Appendix 7) was on June 19, 2001, shortly after the President's call for

climate research and technology initiatives. The science and technology roadmaps will be

summarized in the following sections.

3.2 Science Roadmap

As discussed previously, coupled land, ocean and atmospheric carbon cycling models,

driven and constrained by satellite and conventional observations will form the carbon analysis

framework of the GCCP. The general modeling framework will be structured around: (1)

inversion models that exploit spatial and temporal variations in atmospheric CO2 concentrations

to track CO2 transport from the land and ocean surface through the atmosphere, and (2) physical

and biological process models that predict the exchange rates of CO2 between the atmosphere's
interface with land and ocean surfaces and the carbon transformations that occur within each

domain. Both modeling techniques are designed to infer regional magnitudes of net CO2

exchange. They can be intercompared, and thus provide insight into (1) what has happened to

the CO2 that has already been emitted by human activities, (2) how land management and land

use, terrestrial and ocean dynamics, and other factors affect carbon sources and sinks over time

and, (3) how future atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations might change as a result of

environmental changes, human actions and past and future emissions. These three endeavors are

in essence the goals of the USGCRP Carbon Plan. Figure 15 provides an overview of the science

roadmap that has been developed and shows the activity blocks and timing, i.e. the program to
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address the USGCRP science questions and goals and the research and observational

requirements that derive from them. The activities, the horizontal bars, fall into three general

groups. The top three bars represent either current space observations or activities to develop the

new observational capabilities required. The second group, the next five activity bars, are those

activities required to convert the satellite radiances into observational parameters and the

analysis and modeling capabilities, along with these observations, needed to address the

questions and perform the necessary assessments.

In particular, a North American field campaign is the first phase of a longer term NACP

and will be central to developing, calibrating and validating advanced sensor techniques and

algorithms. It is discussed in more detail in the next section. The last four bars are those

activities required to develop coupled physical-biogeochemical models with satellite and

conventional data assimilation capabilities for conducting regional and global analyses,

providing answers to the science questions and enabling projections and assessments. The top

activity bar of Figure 15, "Current/Planned Space Assets", expresses the assumption that the

global data products from Terra, SeaWiFS and other currently operational sensors will be

available from NASA's base program to the carbon cycle program. For Landsat data, however, a

new requirement was defined, and that is to accelerate the analysis of global carbon-specific data

products from Landsat, including land cover and land cover change maps and the production of

global 30 meter land cover disturbance maps. This would require the automated classification of

the global ortho-rectified Landsat data set being assembled by Earth Satellite Corporation from

the 70's, the 90's and 2000. This activity would provide global information on natural and

anthropogenic disturbance in each decade. From these maps, rates of disturbance, cause of

disturbance, and age distribution would be produced at 30 meters and aggregated to appropriate

scales (e.g. 10 km) for global carbon analyses. This data set will be key to addressing changes in

ecosystem carbon stocks.

As shown in the third activity bar from the bottom, labeled "Data Synthesis", all relevant

satellite data products, as well as other data necessary to the carbon analysis framework, will

need to be synthesized into global data sets, with a common grid and format, and provided to the

GCCP science community for analysis.

New missions would occur no sooner than 2007, given a 5-year formulation cycle.

However, if the ongoing NASA ESSP process were to select a carbon dioxide observation

mission in mid-calendar 2001, a carbon mission could occur as early as 2006.

An important part of the GCCP is the model development activity that will focus on

improved utilization of satellite data. Ecosystem land and ocean process models need significant

development to properly utilize the new data sets that remote sensing satellites will make

available. For example, we need a better understanding of the carbon consequences of

disturbance, higher spatial resolution inversion models, improved inversion techniques, etc.

NASA participation in the field campaigns would focus on process model development,

satellite sensor calibration, algorithm development, and satellite product validation. The GCCP

would also include accelerated activities in the NACP, e.g., a field campaign in 2004 and 2005,

and subsequent studies of tropical areas, Eurasia, and the southern oceans.

The science roadmap in Figure 15 is a summary of much more detailed roadmaps that

were developed by the GSFC atmosphere, ocean, and land groups in collaboration with the

GCCP team during the workshops. These more detailed roadmaps are displayed and described

in Section 3.4.3. The roadmap is consistent with the research goals and objectives established by
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theNASA ESEandtheUSGCRP,but expandsandacceleratesparticular,key activitiesthatwill
substantiallyreduceuncertaintiesaboutfutureclimatechange.

3.3 Technology Roadmap

An extensive evaluation of the technology readiness for each proposed observational

concept has already been undertaken along with an assessment of observational feasibility.

Figure 16 summarizes the mission concepts proposed for the GCCP and studied in detail during

the proposal definition phase. Appendix 4 contains detailed descriptions of the observational

requirements and proposed instrument and mission concepts. These assessments have shown

that reaching the stage of technological readiness required for an on-orbit demonstration of the

concepts for the new measurements will need a careful, stepwise progression of technology,

algorithm development (for extracting the necessary observations), and validation. Some of the

capabilities (e.g. the CO2 lidar) are in the laboratory demonstration phase, while others, such as
the Ocean Carbon Mission, have had instruments of similar capability or complexity (passive

optical) demonstrated on orbit. Regardless, all new GCCP space observation technology

developments will be supported, when it is deemed necessary and useful, by laboratory, field,

and aircraft instrument demonstrations and intensive field program validation. Before any

observational concept is deemed ready for space demonstration, it will be subjected to a step-

wise series of rigorous tests and evaluations. It is anticipated that the earliest any of the new

observational capabilities could be deployed would be at least three years for very mature

technologies, e.g., Ocean Carbon Mission, and five years or longer for less mature ones.
Given these realities, it would be premature at this stage in the planning to specify the

timing for the new GCCP capabilities or launch schedules. However, for planning purposes

Figure 17 provides a "notional" set of mission schedules and the requisite technology

development "wedges" leading up to the space-based deployments of science observational
missions and/or demonstration missions. A launch date of 2005 is shown for a first vegetation

canopy height lidar (VCL) mission. Late 2005 is possible only because development of VCL

technology has been pursued over the past few years under the ESSP program. As discussed in

the previous section, to accurately measure the rate of biomass recovery will require follow-on

measurements to assess change and, possibly, two measurement approaches: one for low density

biomass and one for high density biomass. VCL will be the first of these biomass sensors. It will

take about 18 months for VCL to record the first global biomass survey, improving the accuracy

of our knowledge of land biomass by a factor of 20 or more. An advanced high density biomass

mission is tentatively scheduled five years following VCL, provided that VCL is successful, and

will map the changes in global biomass that have occurred in the intervening period. The

advanced high density biomass satellite will incorporate some technology changes to extend the

range of ecosystems observable with the single-frequency lidar flown aboard VCL, particularly

the northern, high-latitude ecosystems that are important players in the global carbon cycle. A

series of aircraft missions beginning in 2003 will explore advanced biomass technologies (high

and low density), including dual-frequency lidars, hyperspectral radiometers, and radar. The

biomass change design will be based on the results of these experiments and what is learned

from VCL.

It is important to obtain improved estimates of spatial and temporal variability of

atmospheric CO2 as soon as possible. It appears that such observations can be obtained most

quickly with a pathfinder CO2 sounder, based on a passive sensor technology. With a 2003

GCCP start, the pathfinder could be ready for demonstration in fiveyears, i.e., 2008. A mission
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lifetime of 5 yearsis proposedto observeuseful interannualvariationsin land andoceansinks
and sourcesto correlatewith climate variationsinducedby phenomenasuchas the E1Nifio-
SouthernOscillation(ENSO).An advancedCO2lidar sounderis proposedto overlaponeyear
with the pathfinder. We assumethat the greaterresolutionand higher accuracyof a lidar
approachwill beneeded. In comparisonto the pathfinder,the advancedsounderwill provide
CO2informationcloser to the Earth's surface,at a different time of the day, and with less
interferencefrom clouds. The lidar, unlike the passivesounderthat relies on the sunas its
illumination source,will beableto obtainCO2concentrationsnearertheEarth'ssurface,where
thesurface-inducedCO2signalis stronger.In addition,becauseit providesits own illumination,
the lidar canmeasurecolumn C02 near dawn and dusk when column CO2 measurements are

easier to relate to surface-atmosphere exchange. Finally, cloud interference is much less at dawn

and dusk, thus CO2 concentrations could be obtained on a more frequent basis. Results from

both the passive and active aircraft CO2 instruments as well as the CO2 pathfinder will be used to

decide if the lidar is justified in terms of how accurately and how finely regional sources and
sinks can be located.

New ocean observations would be possible in 2009 and 2010, one focusing on global

carbon exchange with the open ocean, the Ocean Carbon Mission described earlier, and the

second, a combined coastal ocean-land mission based on high resolution passive radiometry, to

observe low density terrestrial biomass and carbon uptake at the land-ocean interface, a region
long overlooked in quantifying carbon exchange. The coastal ocean observations are consistent

(time of day, resolution, etc.) with those for observing low terrestrial biomass density, where

lidar and radar technology do not perform well. To extend the range of global terrestrial biomass

observations to medium and high density biomass regions and dramatically improve the

sampling density, a high density biomass mission is envisioned for 2011. This is a logical

follow-on to the VCL and a low density biomass mission and would incorporate the lessons

learned to improve our ability to obtain accurate measures of biomass and biomass change over a

complete range of global ecosystems.

Observational accuracy requirements are stringent and will require investments in both

technology, and research and development. A comprehensive field program will be conducted to

develop satellite observation algorithms, calibrate the new sensors, and validate their data

products. The GCCP will leverage off the programs already being conducted by other federal

agencies which can provide validation data (e.g., the NOAA CO2 flask network, the USFS forest

inventory), shipboard measurement opportunities, joint model development and evaluation

activities, and others. Advanced analysis capabilities and models will be developed to take

maximum advantage of the new observations. Models as they currently exist, must be improved

to utilize the full power, resolution, and detail of the new observations. The GCCP will employ

both observations and modeling to optimize predictions of carbon cycle and climate processes

and responses.

3.4 Program Phasing

The major thrusts of the first five-year phase of the GCCP (2003-2008) is the

participation in the NACP and the development and delivery of the new climate observational

technology and infrastructure and the demonstration of these technologies in the NACP. To

reduce risk, aircraft-prototype instruments for the less mature CO2 and terrestrial biomass

measurement technologies will be developed and flown over intensively studied sites, selected in

conjunction with the NACP. Data from these flights, along with the field infrastructure for
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validationandreanalysis,andthesynthesisof theexistingrecordof satellitedatawill contribute
directly to the reductionof uncertaintyin the strengthof the North Americansink and to the
determinationof theunderlyingprocesses.

In thesecondfive yearsof theGCCP(2008-2012),thenewobservationalcapabilitiescan
rapidly comeon-lineastheyaredeemedreadyandnecessary.New instrumentscanbe launched
at regular intervalswith the most mature,and scientifically compelling,measurementsgoing
first. Priorities will be set in accordancewith the ESE scienceand implementationpriority
criteria.

3.4.1 Phase1 (Years1-5)
Duringthefirst five years,activitieswill centeron thefollowing sevenactivities:

1) NASA participationin theNACP
2) Analysisof Landsat data for the carbon effects of land cover change and disturbance

3) Global carbon data synthesis using existing and new data sets

4) Implementation of key technology development strategies, e.g., laser systems for the

advanced CO2 and high density biomass missions

5) Fabrication, testing, and deployment of new ground-based and aircraft instruments

6) Advanced planning for all recommended missions and flight hardware fabrication for

"high technology readiness (HTR)" missions (Pathfinder CO2, Ocean Carbon)

7) Continuity of systematic observations of ocean color adequate to address climate change

initiative goals
Each of the seven activities is described below.

1) NASA Participation in the NACP

The NACP focuses on the land area of the United States, adjacent areas of Mexico and

Canada, and adjacent oceans to define regionally-resolved sources and sinks for CO2 and other

important carbon gases (CI-h, CO, selected non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs)). The NACP

will provide quantitative understanding of the uptake or release of carbon attributable to natural

and human activity. It will require multi-agency investments in a network of COz flux towers,

some of which are already in existence, a series of regional aircraft surveys of atmospheric CO2,
simultaneous measurements of air-sea CO2 fluxes in both the Atlantic and Pacific, and extensive

forest, cropland, and soil inventory data. Also, the terrestrial flux of carbon via fresh water

discharge into the coastal oceans will be estimated and its fate established (i.e., transport to the

deep ocean, deposition to continental shelf sediments, or release back to the atmosphere) in this

attempt to close the North American carbon budget. NASA will contribute to this program in

collaboration with most of the USGCRP agencies.

The major field studies and airborne campaigns for the NACP are currently proposed for

2004-2006 in order to deliver critically needed information on North America's role in the global

carbon budget. NASA plans to contribute aircraft platforms, sensors, and flight hours; custom

satellite data analyses; new in situ and airborne sensors; and advanced carbon modeling and data

assimilation to the NACP. All but the new sensors and advanced data assimilation could be

achieved within NASA's existing research and analysis budget if the NACP field and airborne

studies were to occur in 2005-2008. However, commitments to existing field programs and

airborne campaigns and their post-mission analysis phases make it impossible to meet the earlier

schedule for the NACP without augmented funding. Additional resources will allow NASA to
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accelerateits participation in the NACP and help the multi-agencygroup deliver a North
Americancarbonsource/sinkanalysiswithin five years.

Furthermore,new funding requestedthrough the GCCP will enable NASA to take
advantageof the NACP to develop and evaluate remote sensing technology and new
measurementcapabilitiesfor carboncyclecomponentsandaerosols.NASA will developand/or
deployin situ andairbornesensors,includingalternativetechnologicalapproachesfor a needed
measurement,over well-characterizedNACP study sitesto evaluateeach sensors'ability to
quantitatively measureatmosphericCO2, biomass,or coastal ocean contributions to CO2
dynamics. Additionally, thosesensorsthatcheckout will providevaluableanduniquenew data
setsfor theNACP. NASA, throughits baseprogram,will help in ensuringthatthenewdatasets
acquiredthroughthe NACP aregenerallyavailableand archivedin appropriateEarth science
dataarchives.

In preparationfor the field campaigncomponentof this program,a numberof ground
basedpassivespectrometerswill be developedand built for estimatingtroposphericCO2
concentrations.Ultimately, a global network of theseinstrumentscould be usedfor satellite
validation, assumingthey can be madeto be sufficiently accurate. A global network of sun
photometersfor satelliteaerosolvalidationhasalreadybeenestablishedandcouldbeaugmented
with theseCO2radiometers.Thesemeasurementscombinedwith the flux tower and aircraft
verticalprofile dataprovidedby NASA andother federalagencieswill beusedto evaluateCO2
retrievalsfrom theAqua/Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) instrument discussed previously.

Methane measurements that will be acquired from Terra/Measurements of Pollution in the

Troposphere (MOPITT) and Aura/Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES), and that are

already provided for in NASA's base program, will be used as well. NASA's coastal ocean
contribution to the NACP will include not only air-sea CO2 flux estimates based on satellite

ocean color, temperature and wind estimates, but will also focus on the development of satellite

algorithms for estimating dissolved organic and particulate carbon. These require a variety of in

situ measurements of chemical, biological, and optical properties. Because these relationships

may be regional due to the biological and geological differences in drainage basins, algorithm

and process model development field studies are envisioned for six different regimes (Gulf of

Maine, Middle Atlantic Bight, South Atlantic Bight, Mississippi Delta, Pacific Northwest, and

Bering Sea). Augmented funding will be required for the ocean cruises needed to characterize

these six coastal regimes. Data from SeaWiFS and the Moderate Resolution Imaging

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) will be used for extrapolating the field measurements across the

entire North American continental shelf. To augment the standard shipboard measurements, new

aircraft instrument concepts to be developed under the GCCP, primarily lidar systems, will be

evaluated and considered for measuring the profiles of particulate and bicarbonate concentration.

2) Analysis of Landsat data for the carbon effects of land cover change and disturbance

NASA's base program-supported analysis of the large historical data set accumulated

from the series of Landsat satellites for global land cover and land cover change will be

augmented to develop more automated processing algorithms to reduce data analysis costs and to

assess the effects of land use change and natural variability on carbon fluxes over the past 3

decades. In addition, augmented funding will accelerate analyses of land cover change in North

America and its impacts on carbon dynamics so that these results are available for timely use in

the NACP. Augmented funding will also accelerate processing and permit management of the

nearly 7000 Landsat scenes comprising each 30 meter resolution global land cover data set.
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3) Global carbon data synthesis using existing and new data sets

In order for researchers to most effectively utilize the variety of satellite, field, and model

data collected for the GCCP, an systematic approach for organizing, formatting, and distributing

these data must be included in the program design. The effort builds on existing systems such as

the SeaWiFS-SIMBIOS bit-optical field data archive and the EOS Distributed Active Archive

Centers (DAACs).

4) Implementation of key technology development strategies, e.g., laser systems for the

advanced COz and high density biomass missions

In order to achieve new measurement capabilities in time to influence climate change

policy decisions, certain technology development activities need to be initiated and/or
accelerated as soon as possible. Each of the recommended measurements and potential

implementation options has been reviewed for instrument, telemetry, and spacecraft subsystem

technology readiness levels. The desired accuracy and precision required for CO2 and land

biomass measurements appear to demand laser technology advances beyond those of the current

satellite laser instruments, e.g., near-infrared lasers. Other areas of development are onboard data

processing, high data rate collection and telemetry, and precision geolocation. NASA has a

number of technology programs that provide mechanisms for pursuing the development

activities, e.g., SBIR, ATIP, liP, and NMP. These programs are broad in scope, so some, but not

all, of the required resources for GCCP technology development will be provided under these

programs. The strategy will be to work with these program offices to coordinate GCCP

solicitations, selections, and funding. Experience with EO-1/Hyperion and vegetation canopy

lidar (when available) will help clarify some of the technology issues for hyperspectral and lidar

measurements of terrestrial above-ground biomass.

5) Fabrication, testing, and deployment of new ground-based and aircraft instruments

The instruments being considered include the ground-based passive CO: radiometers, the

ocean particulate lidar (profiles of particle concentrations and possibly mixed layer depth), and

an ocean bicarbonate (a major component of the dissolved inorganic carbon pool) lidar.

Development of a shipboard version of the ocean particulate lidar is underway. Also, aircraft

prototypes of some of the recommended satellite sensors may need to be built, particularly for

the CO2 missions and possibly for terrestrial biomass. These will be used to support the NACP.

An aircraft version of the aerosol polarimeter already exists and would be used.

6) Advanced planning for all recommended mission and flight hardware fabrication for

"high technology readiness (HTR)" missions (Pathfinder CO2, Ocean Carbon)

Missions will be competed. Prior to the solicitation and competition, measurement

specifications (accuracy, coverage, resolution) and preliminary system studies (power,

navigation, weight, thermal control, spacecraft, launch vehicle) would need to be completed to

establish potential cost and guide the solicitation for proposals. The HTR missions are

categorized as low risk and could be the first missions to be launched, if they meet minimum

science observational requirements, because they are based on existing passive radiometry

technologies. The pathfinder CO: mission would provide estimates of total column CO2 without
information on vertical distribution.
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7) Continuity of systematic observations of ocean color adequate to address carbon cycle

research goals

The GCCP recommends the continuation of the SeaWiFS data buy. The SeaWiFS

extended data set guarantees the continuation of the longest global ocean biology time series

(presently four years). The present data buy contract continues until December 31, 2002. This

data set will allow evaluations of interannual biological variability due to the ENSO, the North

Atlantic Oscillation, and other global scale climate phenomena. The costs associated with the

SeaWiFS extension were not included in the GCCP cost analysis.

3.4.2 Phase 2 (Years 6 - 10)

1) Advanced mission hardware fabrication and testing (Low Density Biomass/Coastal

Ocean, High Density Biomass, Advanced CO2)

It is expected that missions to acquire these observations will occur late in the GCCP

because significant technology development will be :needed in advance. The low density

biomass/coastal ocean measurements may be an exception depending on the measurement

specifications (data rate in particular). The current concept for this mission is hyperspectral, but

a simpler design may be possible. The high spatial resolution for estuarine systems is consistent

with that required for terrestrial studies. Concepts for the high density biomass include lidars,

synthetic aperture radars, passive radiometers for bidirectional reflectance (BRDF), and other

sensors sensitive to vegetation structure, probably in some combination. The Advanced CO2

mission is expected to be a lidar system which can operate at dawn and dusk resulting in the

ability to acquire a substantially different vegetation-atmosphere CO2 signal than passive

measurements, and when cloud cover interference is re,duced. These concepts are discussed in

detail in Appendix 4.

2) Launch of new missions and post-launch validation and analysis programs

Unless some of the required measurements are selected under the present ESSP

solicitation, it is not expected that new observation capabilities will be feasible before 2007

(except for a possible flight of the already approved VCL) because of the 5-year lead time

required to design, build, and launch a satellite. However, a number of mission scenarios have

been developed and costed based on possible ESSP selections and a successful vegetation

canopy height mission.

3) Southern Ocean source/sink field program(s)

One of the greatest current uncertainties in estimating the oceanic carbon sequestration is

the Southern Ocean (i.e., the ocean south of 30°S). Historically, sampling has been very sparse

due to the difficulty and expense of data collection. After the initial field campaigns for the

NACP are completed, a field experiment in the Southern Ocean is being considered.

Presumably, there will be CO2 and ocean carbon missions on orbit by that time, as well as new

mooring and buoy-based measurement systems, e.g., the Argo array of profiling drifters.

3.4.3 Science Discipline Activity Schedules

As a result of the discussions during the workshops, as summarized in Appendix 5, and at

GSFC between workshops, schedules of activities designed to address the science objectives

were developed and costed by each of the discipline groups. These activities were generally

organized into (1) field campaigns (e.g., NACP, Southern Ocean), (2) algorithm development
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and calibration/validation,(e.g., oceandissolvedand particulateorganic matter), (3) in situ
instrumenttechnologydevelopmentand fabrication(e.g., ground-basedCO2radiometers),(4)
dataprocessingand synthesis(e.g., Landsatlandcoverproducts),(5) modeldevelopment,data
assimilation,and observationalsystemsimulations(e.g., a coupled land, ocean,atmosphere
physical-biogeochemicalmodel) and (6) investigationsaddressingthe carbon cycle science
questionsusingthe dataand modelproductsderivedfrom activities 1-5. The disciplineplans
wereorganizedandtimed to bemutuallysupportiveaswerethebudgets(outlinedin a separate
document).Theschedulesaredepictedin Figures18-20.

3.5 Technology Development and Mission Cost Estimation

Space and aircraft mission costs were developed by the project formulation and systems

engineering team utilizing existing data bases and cost estimating relationships. A full life cycle

costing (LCC) methodology was adopted for all mission costs. The term LCC refers to the total

cost for all mission elements (launch, flight, and ground) required to formulate, implement, and

operate each mission and also deliver the required data to the science and user communities. For

purposes of costing, the GCCP was treated as a stand-alone program with its own funding for

mission-specific technology. Other programmatic assumptions included an open data policy

with traditional roles and responsibilities for NASA Headquarters, GSFC, other NASA centers,

government agencies, universities, and industry.

Initial cost estimates were prepared for a baseline set of five missions and several

options. These costs are outlined in detail in a separate companion document. The baseline set

included a pathfinder atmospheric CO2 mission, an ocean carbon mission like SeaWiFS, but with

better spatial resolution and additional UV and fluorescence bands, a low density

biomass/coastal ocean mission, a high density biomass mission consisting of a radar and lidar

combination, and an advanced atmospheric CO2 (lidar) mission. These missions were intended to

be generic and to serve only as a basis for providing costs to scope the program. It is recognized

that a specific implementation technique for making each critical carbon cycle measurement can

only be determined after a concerted concept definition and formulation phase as directed by

NASA program guideline 700-PG-7120.SA. Nevertheless, for purposes of program budget

planning, it was necessary to develop very basic concepts with associated mass, power, and data

rate estimates so that existing cost estimating relationships could be employed. Competition and

the peer review processes will determine what mission concept is ultimately selected.

A mission cost template was developed that included the following elements of cost:

technology development, preformulation, formulation, project management, instrument design

and development, spacecraft design and development, mission systems integration and testing,

launch vehicle, ground and data system accommodations, mission operations and data analysis,

post-launch calibration and validation, contingency, and fee. The costs for preformulation,

formulation, and project management were based on estimates for expected staff salaries and

definition studies. Instrument design and development costs for most missions were generated by

the GSFC Resource Analysis Office (RAt) based on information provided by the study team

and using a multi-instrument cost model (MICM) that was constructed from a data base of

similar instruments. The lower limit assumed a three-year mission and a three-year

implementation phase. The upper limit assumed a five-year mission and four-year

implementation phase. All instruments were costed in the protoflight mode with an engineering

model included for the higher risk laser/lidar systems. The cost of the P-band synthetic aperture

radar for the high density biomass mission was taken from previous Earth science mission
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studies.Technologydevelopmentwasalsoestimatedby RAO consideringthe effort requiredto
bring an instrumentfrom its currentTRL to a level of 6 by the time of mission approval
(implementationphase).A spacecraftcost range was then provided by the GSFC Rapid
SpacecraftDevelopmentOffice (RSDO) after an analysiswasperformedto ensurethat there
were candidate buses in their catalog that could accommodatethe proposed scientific
instruments.Launchvehicle/servicecostswere suppliedby the GSFCAccessTo Space(ATS)
group.Groundsystemdevelopment,missionoperationsanddataanalyseswereestimatedby the
GSFCNetworksand Mission ServicesDivision. Post-launchcalibrationand validationcosts
wereprovidedby the science team. Life cycle costs and cost profiles were then compiled for
each mission in the baseline set.

Four optional mission sequences, identified in the table below, were also considered

during the GCCP study. These options included a reduced mission set as well as modifications to

the proposed flight program and adjustments to cost that could be made as a result of a
successful launch of VCL in the near term and/or an ESSP mission selection favorable to carbon

cycle science. The missions are listed in anticipated launch sequence for each option.

Option 1: Reduced Mission Set and No VCL Launch

Pathfinder Atmospheric COz/Ocean Carbon

High Density Biomass

Advanced Atmospheric CO2

Option 2: Successful VCL Launch

Pathfinder Atmospheric CO2/Ocean Carbon

Advanced Atmospheric CO2

High Density Biomass

Option 3: Early ESSP Carbon Mission Selection and No VCL Launch

Pathfinder Atmospheric CO2 (ESSP)
Ocean Carbon

High Density Biomass

Advanced Atmospheric CO2

Option 4: Early ESSP Carbon Mission Selection and Successful VCL Launch

Pathfinder Atmospheric CO2 (ESSP)
Ocean Carbon

Advanced Atmospheric CO2

High Density Biomass

Costs for aircraft missions were estimated based on discussions with various scientists

and included missions in support of the pathfinder and advanced atmospheric COz measurements

as well as the low and high density biomass imaging missions. In addition, there were two stand-

alone aircraft missions, not associated with a space mission: an ocean bicarbonate lidar and an

ocean particulate lidar. Costs presented are for initial demonstration of instruments dedicated

only to aircraft operations and for demonstrating the performance of an aircraft version of an

intended spaceborne instrument. Aircraft flights in support of post-launch calibration/validation,
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spacecraftunderflight, and extendedsciencefield campaignsare included separatelyin the
sciencedisciplinebudgets.

Only new aircraft instrumentsand accompanyingintegration and test flights were
estimatedin this section.Aircraft instrumentcosts were estimatedby selectingan aircraft
instrumentthatcouldrepresentanyof theknowncandidatesfor makingthemeasurement.Actual
instrumentsfor field campaigns,and calibration/validationof carboncycle spaceinstruments
after launchwill be determinedat the time of deployment.The estimatesfor threeclassesof
aircraftmissions:measurementvalidationof thecarboncyclespaceinstrumentandfuturespace
measurementconcepts;field campaigns;and post-launchcalibration/validationof carboncycle
spaceinstruments,aredescribedin thesciencediscussionsin this document.

The scientists estimatedthe design and developmentof new aircraft instruments
including: ground integrationand test,management,datahandling/processingequipment,and
interface supportfixtures development.Systemintegration and test flight costs include any
specialthermal/vacuumor large scaleoptical modifications.Systemintegrationandtest flight
costswereestimatedat 20 or lessflight hours,takingplaceover2 weeksandwerebasedon the
subsidizedcost per flight hour. Subsidizedcostsper flight hour were obtainedfrom aircraft
project offices andpastmission'sactualcosts.Flight crew,and scienceteam,man-hourswere
calculatedusingthe principal investigator'sman-hourestimatesandthe standardin-housecost
perman-hour.Travelwasestimatedusingstandardin-housecost,andpastmissionspreadsheets.
Costs to develop groundprocessingfor scienceoperationswere estimatedby the principal
investigator.The rest of the costsare includedin center,science,and spacecraftproject data
operations.Contingencywasaddedto thetotalensuringadequateresources.

All spaceandaircraftmissionelementsof costaswell ascostprofilesare includedin a
separatedocument.Thesecostsarepresentedin currentyeardollars (2001)insteadof real year
dollars becauseof programmaticuncertaintyaboutthe order of the missionsand their actual
launchdatesatthis earlystage.

3.6 Critical Dependencies

The science and technology development program outlined in the previous sections make

a number of assumptions regarding the continuation of existing and planned NASA programs

and assets made available through collaborations with other federal agencies. Some of these

dependencies are outlined below.

NASA Programs

1) It is expected that the Aqua, Aura, VCL, Landsat, Global Precipitation Mission (GPM), and

NPOESS Preparatory Program (NPP) missions will be successfully launched. It is also

assumed that (a) the key carbon observations from these missions will validated by the

instrument teams with some GCCP augmentations in some cases, e.g., AIRES, (b) the data

systems will be adequate to produce these products in a timely manner, and (c) archive and
distribution centers such as the GSFC DAAC will be able to distribute the data at no

additional expense to the GCCP.

2) The DAO will provide essential expertise and infrastructure which would be expanded to

accommodate atmospheric CO2 assimilation, transport model development, and PBL model

improvement.
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3) The NSIPP programwill provide essentialexpertiseand infrastructurewhich would be
expandedfor land and oceanbiogeochemicaldata assimilation,and coupled physical-
biogeochemistrymodelintegration.

4) The SIMBIOS programwill handlethe intercalibrationbetweenU.S.oceancolor missions
(e.g., SeaWiFS,MODIS, VIIRS, OceanCarbon)and internationalmissions(e.g., OCTS,
GLI, MERIS,POLDER)andwouldassistin the validationof carbonproducts(e.g.,primary
production,exportproduction,DOC,POC)andthemergerof thesedatasets.

5) Certainhydrologicalcycleobservationsarekey to the carboncycle, includingsoil moisture,
soil freeze-thawstate,andoceansalinity. It is assumedthatthesewill beprovidedthrougha
hydrologiccycleinitiative.

6) The AERONET array of sunphotometersis necessaryfor the validation of atmospheric
correctionsoverlandandoceansandwill providesitesfor additionalCO2andotherrelevant
atmosphericobservations.

7) CertainNASA aircraft,e.g.,theP-3,will beneededfor theNACP field campaignsandit is
assumedthattheaircraftwill beavailablewith core_ght timesupport.

OtherU.S.Agencies
1) TheNOAA C02 flask sampling network is essential for the NACP and for the validation of

remote measurements (ground-based, aircraft, and :_atellite) of CO2. It is assumed that the

program will continue.

2) Shiptime will be provided during joint NASA field experiments with NOAA and NSF.

4.0 DELIVERABLES

The above investments in new global observations and related satellite data analysis will

yield solid, quantitative information on the global distribution, strength, and variability of carbon

sources and a sink; and the processes that regulate the fluxes and transformations between the

land, ocean, and atmosphere. Error budgets in the global carbon balance will be significantly

reduced, and policy-makers will have a better understanding of where the global hot spots of

carbon uptake and release are. When assimilated into integrated Earth climate system models,

these observations also will yield useful predictions of future atmospheric CO2 and CI-h

concentrations, and climate change. Projections of future climate change and the scenarios used

to inform assessments will be significantly improved.

A number of information and data products are anticipated as a result of the GCCP that

will be of use for decision and policy making as well as for resource management. The precise

timing of some of these deliverables, particularly those requiting new space-borne sensors, will

depend on the technical progress made during the development phases and the measurement

approach and technologies chosen for deployment. This is discussed in detail above. The timing

of the achievements listed below is based roughly on the notional mission set shown in Figure 17

above.

1) Significant results and progress in the observational component of the GCCP can be achieved

within the first five years by accelerating NASA's participation in the NACP, and by the

development of high spatial resolution global land cover products employing Landsat to map

areas of vegetation disturbance and document their rate of recovery. By resolving concern

about technological readiness and then accelerating the deployment of vegetation canopy

lidar technology, we also could obtain vegetation height and structural information to
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producethefirst, globallyconsistentestimateof terrestrialabove-groundbiomass.Theseand
otheranticipateddeliverablesfrom theGCCPare:

2) The NACP to be conductedin 2004-2006in cooperationwith other U.S. agencieswill
quantify the North American region's carbonsourcesand sinks, describethe processes
controlling changesin them, and documentNorth America's contribution to the northern
hemispherecarbon sink. This will lead to better understandingof the underlying
mechanismsof carbonstorageandreleaseandtherolesof particularsectorsandsub-regions.
NASA will alsobeableto takeadvantageof thefield programto establishandcalibratethe
field infrastructure that will be neededto validate future space-basedobservationsof
aerosols,CO2,oceancarbon,andterrestrialbiomass.

3) By 2006,an in situ networkof vertical CO2profilersoptimizedfor long term operationand
supportof futuresatellitevalidationactivitieswill bein place.

4) By 2006, the first full report on the stateof the U.S. carboncycle, including terrestrial
ecosystems,adjacentoceans,and the overlying atmosphere,will be producedjointly with
otherU.S.agencies,thesciencecommunity, andotherstakeholders.

5) By 2004-2005,an analysisof land coverchangein North Americafor the ten-yearperiod
from 1990-2000will becompleted.By theendof 2006,landcoverchangein North America
extendedto includetheperiod2001-2005.

6) By late2005,the first quantitativemeasurementsof vegetationheight andvertical structure
from a space-basedlidar (VCL), and local-areabiomassestimateswill be generated. By
2007,thefirst internallyconsistentestimatesof globalabove-groundbiomassfor theEarth's
forestsbasedon arobustsamplingstrategyusingthis space-basedlidar will be available.In
addition, the new capability will allow us to demonstrateand evaluatethe ability of this
technologyto measurebiomasschangeovertimefor afew selectedsitesandshortperiodsof
time.

In the second5-yearphaseof the GCCP,we will deliver observationalcapabilitiesto
providehigh spatialresolutionatmosphericCO2datasetsthatwill reduceregionaluncertainties
in sourceandsink strengthsfrom thecurrent100%uncertaintyto around25% andwill allow us
to follow the seasonalandinterannualvariationin thesesourcesand sinksand correlatethem
with climate-relatedphenomenasuchas ENSO. In late 2008, we will accuratelylocate and
quantifylandandoceansurfaceandsinksof CO2with regionalresolution(e.g.,for regionsabout
the size of Texas) using improved inversemodelsand new global satellite observationsof
atmosphericCO2concentrations.We will deliveran enhancedoceancarbondataset that will
permit us to significantlyimproveour characterizationof the export of carbonto the deepsea.
Carbonexport to thedeepseaoccursasparticlesinking(the"biological pump") andsubsidence
of cold COz-bearingwater (the "solubility pump"). Additional carbonfluxes to the oceanare
organicmatterand dissolvedcarbonin terrestrialrunoff. Schemesfor estimatingthesefluxes
will be developedusinga combinationof in situ andsatelliteobservationsandmodels.In phase
two, we will also launchadvancedterrestrialbiomassobservationalcapabilitiesthat will yield
comprehensiveestimatesof biomassandbiomasschangefor all terrestrialbiomes,resolvedat
sub-regionalscale, and will enable quantitativeassessmentof vegetationdisturbanceand
recoveryrates.

Throughoutthe GCCP,we canengagein focusedactivities that improve our analysis
tools and data sets.Tools will be developedto utilize new spaceobservationsand process
models. Tools for scaling regional-levelunderstandingto the global level will also be
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developed.Only at theglobal scalecanwe fully understandthetransportmechanismsandrates
betweenthelandandocean,andtheimpactof land-useandclimatechangeon theglobalcarbon
cycle.Thesenew scientificanalysistoolswill leadto decisionsupporttoolsthat decisionmakers
canuseto exploreimpactsof energypolicies,landusepolicies,andclimatechangepolicieson
managementoptions. Resourcemanagerswill have moreefficient and reliable methodsfor
inventoryingforests,rangelands,andcroplandsandassessingtheimpactof variousmanagement
practicesoncropyields,timbervolume,andsoil fertility.

5.0 PROGRAM COORDINATION AND STRUCTURE

The organization, scheduling, and execution ,of the observational component of the

GCCP will require considerable planning and a clear decision-making strategy. The GCCP is

highly interdisciplinary involving terrestrial, marine, and atmospheric components that must be

well-coordinated and results that must be synthesized into integrated understanding of climate

change. It will also require a close collaboration between the observation and modeling
communities so that deficiencies in the models are adequately addressed in the field study

designs and ambiguities or deficiencies in the observations are clarified by the model studies.

The early phases of the observation program must address science issues and provide

deliverables useful to policymakers while establishing the infrastructure to support important,

new, global satellite capabilities to enable a whole new era of decision making in the longer
term.

Management responsibility for planning and overseeing the GCCP ultimately resides

with Code Y at NASA Headquarters which is also responsible for assuring the coordination of

this program with other US and international agencies in support of the President's Climate

Change Research Initiative and the broader USGCRP. As the NASA lead center for Earth

Science, GSFC will assist in the GCCP implementation by assuming functions shown in Figure

21. Other NASA centers will undertake key projects in support of the GCCP, and principal

investigators from a variety of academic, government, and industrial organizations will conduct

key research and technology development as selected through a variety of NASA solicitations.

GSFC's Earth Science Directorate will host a carbon science organization to conduct

coordination and science/technology enabling activities.

Figure 21 identifies several organizations and activities that will play roles in the GCCP

necessitating a program office to serve as an information exchange and coordination hub.

Specific program coordination and enabling functions that a project office will need to fulfill

include the following:

1) Science team support and coordination including grant management, and support for topical

workshops, annual science team meeting, and team communications, e.g., routine distribution

of progress reports and activity schedules.

2) Resource management (funding, instrument pools, etc.) and accounting for the science team

and core science activities (described below). Instrument pools allow the project to maintain

equipment and loan instruments to science team members during field deployments which

avoids the need for every investigator doing field work to own instruments that are not used

routinely. Programs such as SIMBIOS have managed instrument pools (submersible

radiometers, sun photometers, micropulse lidars) successfully.

3) Mission formulation oversight would ensure that the GCCP has insight and wherever

possible an involvement in the carbon mission design and engineering. The project office
would maintain close communications with missions selected under ongoing programs such
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as New Millinium and ESSP and would help draft solicitations for carbon-related
observations.

4) Technology developmentoversight is necessaryto stay up to dateon the statusof key
technologies,e.g., lidars,and to work with NASA technologydevelopmentprograms,e.g.,
SBIR and ATIP, to help ensurecritical technologiesare adequatelyrepresentedand
systematicallyprogressto therequiredTRLs.

5) Outreach and documentation, e.g., annual program reports and routine status presentations,

are necessary to ensure the accomplishments of the GCCP are brought to the attention of

NASA management, the science community, the new media, and the public at large. This

can be accomplished in a number of ways including organizing special sessions at key

national and intemational conferences, e.g. the American Geophysical Union and American

Meteorological Society meetings, close communication with NASA public affairs, and

maintenance of a carbon cycle website.

6) Interagency coordination is essential for the NACP, the Southem Ocean study, and other

related activities to be successful executed. High level coordination will be handled by the

IWG, but more detailed coordination will need to be worked at the project level.

It is envisioned that a number of core science activities will be undertaken, some by

existing NASA groups or programs that are already undertaking related research so that scales of

economy can be realized to reduce cost. The project office would provide funding to these

groups, track their progress, and expedite interactions between the groups. These include the

following:

1) Data synthesis and reanalysis which entails the collection, collation, and integration of a

variety of carbon-related data sets (in situ, satellite, model) into data products required by the

science team for addressing the GCCP goals and objectives. In some cases, this may involve

the reanalysis of historical data sets such as Landsat and ocean color data sets. For some

instances, existing projects can be easily augmented to undertake these reprocessings, e.g.,

the SeaWiFS Project for ocean color data reanalyses.

2) Global data assimilation involves the development of assimilation methods, improved

models including coupled physical-biogeochemical models (under the guidance of the

science team), and the generation of model products for the science team. The DAO and

NSIPP are ongoing programs that are well positioned for such tasks and NSIPP has an

existing science team that could contribute to carbon-related assimilation model development

and analyses.

Data management involves the archival and distribution of carbon data sets, particularly

large data sets from satellites and models. In the case of satellite data, the GSFC DAAC

would be the most likely candidate. In the case of ocean bit-optical data, the SIMBIOS

project, in collaboration with the SeaWiFS Project, is already maintaining a large database

that is easily accessed by the ocean color community.

Field program coordination will be required as the GCCP and the Southern Ocean study

will undertake a wide variety of field studies involving many different groups and logistical

challenges, e.g., ship and aircraft scheduling. Based on previous studies such as the Boreal

Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS), a dedicated group should be supported to insure

that the infrastructure and logistics are properly handled. The project office could be staffed

to assume these responsibilities, or this function could be competed through an NRA for each

major field campaign.

3)

4)
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5) Global coupled model computing support is essential as these models will be some of the

most sophisticated, complex, and compute intensive ever developed and will require access

to a supercomputing facility (Code 930 at GSFC).

6.0 APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1. USGRCP CARBON RESEARCH GOALS

The USGRCP carbon research goals, as identified at the time of the first workshop, are

listed below. The GCCP working group adopted these at the first workshop as primary

objectives, considering them to be totally consistent with the ESE strategy, and designed future

GCCP activities to address them. In all cases, the GCCP can make a contribution, although

some subtopics are beyond the scope of the GCCP, e.g., 5a. Figure 20 illustrates how the GCCP

activities map onto these goals. These goals have been refined since the workshops, but not

substantially.

1) Quantify North American carbon sources and sinks and the processes controlling their

dynamics.

a. Strengthen and fill gaps in regional and continental-scale forest inventory, soil carbon,

productivity, atmospheric carbon, and CO2 flux databases.

b. Identify the processes controlling carbon sources and sinks through manipulative

experiments, studies of disturbance, and integration of decision sciences and risk

management studies.

c. Conduct a comprehensive field campaign for North America in concert with atmospheric

inversion and ecosystem modeling to close the North American carbon budget and reduce

errors through rigorous model-data comparisons and scaling protocols.

2) Quantify the ocean carbon sink and the processes controlling its dynamics.

a. Quantify global air-sea fluxes of C02 and the spatial distribution of carbon in the ocean on

seasonal to interannual time scales using both remote and direct measurements.

b. Understand the role of micro- and macronutrients, species functional groups, and modes of

climate variability in controlling carbon transfers and storage in the ocean.

c. Improve model representations of ocean carbon dynamics and physical circulation.

3) Report the "state of the global carbon cycle" annually.

a. Establish and ensure the continuity of a global carbon observing system in cooperation with

international partners.

b. Develop an analysis framework to incorporate data and process constraints from multiple

sources.

Evaluate the relative roles of processes in the ocean and on the land in determining the

interannual growth rate in atmospheric CO2.

Provide integrated information on carbon stocks, fluxes, terrestrial and marine productivity,

and the natural and human processes controlling CO2 and CI-Ia growth rates.

Develop new remote sensing technologies to quantify global carbon sources and sinks.

Assess the needs of stakeholders and decision-making processes and ensure that carbon cycle
information is useful.

C.

d.

e.

f.
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3) Evaluatethe impactof landusechangeandland andmarineresourcemanagementpractices
oncarbonsourcesandsinks.

a. Analyzetheeffectsof historicalandcontemporarylanduseacrossenvironmentalgradients.
b. Quantify carbon storageand releasedue to land managementpractices,including those

designedto enhancecarbonsequestrationin biomassand/orsoils.
c. Evaluatethe fate of carbonin ecosystemsthat are subjectto disturbancessuch as fire,

conversionto agriculturaluses,extractiveharvest,in situdegradation,urbanization,webland
creationor drainage,andexogenousinputsof sediments,nutrients,andpollutants.

d. Link ecosystem,resourcemanagementandhumandimensionsmodelsto evaluatea wide
rangeof forest,agricultural,andcoastaloceanpolicy scenarios,andconsumerandproducer
welfare.

5) ForecastfutureatmosphericCO 2 concentrations and changes in terrestrial and marine carbon
sinks.

a. Develop new and integrative approaches for conducting social science research to understand

how humans affect the carbon cycle.

b. Develop new approaches to accommodate differences in scale, complexity, and modeling

structures to link physical, biogeochemical, and human system models focused on predicting

carbon cycle dynamics.

c. Project future atmospheric CO2 and CH4 levels and changes in carbon reservoirs using

dynamic Earth system models. These models should incorporate an improved understanding

of physical processes, climate, nutrients, the structure and function of ecosystems, fire,

changes in permafrost, other environmental changes, and effects of human activities, such as

energy production, use of alternative energy sources, and land and marine resource use.

6) Provide the scientific underpinning, and evaluations from specific test cases, for management
of carbon in the environment.

a. Perform manipulative experiments to understand the effects of enhanced nutrient availability

on carbon uptake in the ocean and of elevated CO2 on terrestrial plant physiology and carbon
allocation.

b. Conduct field and modeling studies to evaluate the effectiveness of deliberate management

strategies to manipulate carbon in the ocean, on land, and in the atmosphere and to assess

their impacts on natural and human systems, taking into account multiple interacting
influences.

c. Provide scientific criteria to evaluate the vulnerability and sustainability of carbon

sequestration and/or emissions reduction approaches and of the incentive systems to promote

their adoption.

d. Develop monitoring techniques and strategies to measure the efficacy of carbon management
activities.

As discussed in the main text, there are a number of historical, on-orbit, approved, and

proposed missions that can contribute to the USGRCP goals, both near term and long term.

Table 1 provides a brief compilation of the instruments as they apply to the various processes

associated with major land-ocean-atmosphere carbon flux categories, i.e., air-sea CO2 and carbon

export (to the deep ocean), land-atmosphere CO2, land-atmosphere CH4, and land-sea carbon
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fluxes. In manycases,if not most, derivationof thespecificcarbon-relatedparameterssought
from thesedatasetswill needconsiderableinvestmentin algorithmdevelopmentandvalidation.
The field experimentsconductedunderthe North AmericanCarbonProgram(NACP, goal#1),
in particular,would offer opportunitiesfor thesepurposes,but additionalindependentNASA-
sponsoredexperimentswill probably be required in order to obtain data sets of sufficient
diversityandcompleteness.Note thatTable 1 is not acomprehensivelist of all land,ocean,and
atmosphericearth observingmissionsand data setsthat might be considered,but are those
deemedto be themostcritical to effortssuchastheNACP. Also, missionsin thetime frameof
the NACP that are importantfor aerosolradiationforcing evaluationsare listed becausethey
maybeof indirectusein somecarbonbudgetanalyses.

The NASA technologydevelopmentprogramprovidesa progressionof opportunities
from thecomponentlevel to demonstrationmissions.Table 1entriesincludecontributionsfrom
the IIP, the NMP, and the ESSP. The IIP producesprototype instrumentswhich may be
deployedon aircraft. New Millenium missions,e.g.,EO-1 Hyperion (a passivehyperspectral
imager),are satellitedemonstrationswith limited dataacquisitionandprocessing. The ESSP
emphasizesa morecomprehensivesatelliteobservationaland dataprocessingrequirement,but
with alimited duration (1-2 years),e.g., the VegetationCanopyLidar (VCL). During the
summerof 2001,theIIP andESSPcompletedselections.IIP instrumentsthat shouldbe ready
for the initial field campaignsinclude passiveand laser CO2airbornesystems. The ESSP
selectionshavenot beenannouncedand aresubjectto additionaldown-selectionsbeforefinal
approval,so it is unclearatthis time whatthefutureESSPcontributionswill be.
UndertheGCCP,severalcarbon-relatedobservationshavebeenidentifiedincluding:
1) AtmosphericCO2concentration;
2) Stocksandratesof changein terrestrialbiomass;
3) Oceanicprimaryproductivityanddissolvedorganiccarbon;
4) Air-seaCO2fluxes.

While theexisting/scheduledinstrumentsin Table1cancontributeto thesemeasurement
needs,few are optimizedfor thesepurposeswhich is why new missionsaredesired. Unless
some of theseobservationalneedsare met under the most recentESSP selectionprocess,
spaceborneobservationsof thesequantitieswill be limited duringtheearlyphasesof theNACP,
butwill bein placefor theSouthernOceanprogram.

TheNASA GCCPincludesfield studiesaimedat improvingmodelparameterizationsof
key carboncycle processeswith satellitedataassimilationfor enhancingmodelaccuracyand
earth system predictability. Wherever possible, field data collection for process model
development,remotesensingalgorithmdevelopment,andproductvalidationwill be integrated.
This frameworkof observationsandmodelingparallelsthat of theNACPwasdesignedwith the
NACP in mind asafirst steptowardsdevelopinga globalcapabilityin collaborationwith other
U.S.andinternationalagencies.

APPENDIX 2. NASA ESE CAPABILITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO CARBON
CYCLE STUDIES

A2.1 Land Summary

The focus of NASA's remote sensing and science activities has been to better utilize

satellite observations to provide information of interest to NASA's ESE discussed in section 1.4.

Earth resources satellites such as Landsat and MODIS only directly observe the quantity of
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electromagneticradiation emitted or reflected from the Earth's surface. These direct
measurementsmustbeconvertedinto biophysicalandotherparametersusingalgorithms,which
in turn areusedin biogeochemicalandphysicalmodelsthat relatetheseparametersinto useful
ecological and climate information. There is an intimate relationship therefore between
observations,algorithmsandmodelingthathasbeentheprimaryfocusof explorationin NASA's
fundedfield experimentsdescribedin thesectionsto follow.

Satellite-based observing systems

In addressing ocean, atmosphere and land observations, NASA has developed and

launched an impressive array of satellites that map and measure a wide range of atmospheric,

land and ocean phenomena. The sensors operate over a broad range of application-specific

frequencies (ultraviolet, visible, near-, mid-, and thermal infrared, and microwave), spatial

resolutions (15m to tens of kilometers), and temporal frequencies (twice hourly to bi-weekly).

Some sensors measure reflected solar radiation at these frequencies (passive sensors) while

others (active sensors) generate and measure back-scattered radiation. Multiple instruments have

been flown on the same platform and on separate simultaneous platforms. NASA has encouraged

and enabled multidisciplinary approaches to the study of Earth system science with a consistent
observational framework.

The heritage of NASA observational platforms spans nearly four decades, beginning with

the Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS) series of experimental meteorological

satellites in the early 1960' s, ultimately leading to the NOAA series of operational polar orbiting

satellites beginning in the early '70s, and continuing today with the Terra observing system.

Landsat was another major initiative beginning in 1972. Six Landsats have been successfully

launched including Landsat 7 currently in orbit. NASA's Landsat series has provided nearly 30

years of high-spatial resolution mapping of the Earth's surface and its changes in land cover due

to deforestation, climate variability, etc. A new series of satellites designed to monitor ocean

color was initiated with SeaWiFs, launched in 1997 as a successor to the proof-of-concept

coastal zone color scanner (CZCS), and is capable of measuring land vegetation. NASA

currently has a number of future missions on the drawing board to continue the monitoring of the

Earth's systems, including the newest addition, active optical sensors (lasers). These new

sensors and platforms are carefully selected to augment NASA's space assets critical to a

complete understanding of the Earth as a system as well as the global carbon cycle.

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

The AVHRR was developed by NASA and has been flown on the NOAA satellites since

the early 1980s. NASA has supported research, data production, product development and

distribution of vegetation products at spatial resolutions as fine as 1 km. Visible and near

infrared bands, while designed for meteorological and ocean sea surface temperature (SST)

observations, were adapted to land vegetation observations to produce a nearly two decade time

series of global land vegetation measurements. These measurements have been used to link

climate interannual variability and trends to vegetation disturbance, vegetation type and changes

in vegetation. AVHRR also has been used to study fire (hot spot detection, area burned) and

extract BRDF related information. Data products include the Pathfinder Normalized Difference

Vegetation Index (NDVI) data set, a global monthly composited series extending from 1982, the

International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) I data set, and a global 1-

degree two year data set (1987, 1988) with carbon model parameters derived from NDVI (land
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cover type, and vegetationbiophysicalparameters). The ISLSCP! data set has beenused
extensivelyto comparevariousbottom-upmodelpredictionsat global scales. ISLSCPII will
extendthe 1987-1988ISLSCPI datasetanother10years,1986-1995,and addsignificantnew
datasetsrelatedto surface-atmospherecarbonflux modeling.

Landsat
Landsat1, launchedin 1972,initiateda seriesof global earthresourcessatelliteimages

with highspatialresolution(15-75m)thatcontinuetoday,producingnearlythreedecadesof land
surfacemeasurements.Landsatprovidesobservationsof disturbance(deforestation,burn area)
andlandusechange,biophysicalparameters,andvegetationclassification,all at finer scalesbut
lessfrequentlythanAVHRR products.A Landsatpathfinderdatasetfundedby NASA currently
focuseson tropicaldeforestation.The pathfinderdatasetconsistsof scenesfrom the mid-'70s,
mid-'80sandmid-'90sanddeforestationandsecondaryregrowthestimatesoverthis timeperiod.
In the longterm,Landsatdatawill becollectedto providea global archiveat least4 timesper
year.

SeaWiFS
SeaWiFswasdesignedprimarily for measuringsurfaceoceanchlorophyllconcentration,

but is also capableof measuringland vegetation. While the operationalglobal areacoverage
(GAC) is subsampledon thespacecraftto everyfourth pixel andline, a 1-km data set from High

Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) stations cover most of the northern hemisphere land

masses. The 4-km data is routinely collected globally and has been used to estimate monthly

NDVI and terrestrial productivity.

The Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) and the Special Sensor

Microwave/Imager (SSM/D

To date, microwave technology has been the only viable option for measuring soil

moisture under a variety of topographic and vegetation cover. The major factor inhibiting wide

spread use of remotely sensed soil moisture data in hydrology is the lack of data sets and optimal

satellite systems. For the most part, passive microwave data have been collected only from short

duration aircraft campaigns, or from the satellite-borne SMMR and SSM/I instruments, which

are not optimum for observing soil moisture through most vegetation. Even with this restriction,

however, global soil moisture estimates have been made using these satellites. Theory shows that

data from the SMMR passive microwave system is more optimum for soil moisture estimates

than the SSM/I data because SMMR wavelengths are more sensitive to soil moisture; however,

its period of record is limited (1978-1987). In both cases the footprint is rather large, varying

from about 25 km for the SSM/I to about 150 km for the C-band SMMR. The 150 km footprint,

however, limits the utility of the soil moisture data for carbon cycling modeling. Investigations

of more advanced satellite systems are underway, such as passive microwave systems using

aperture synthesis to obtain higher spatial resolution.

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

Beginning with the SEASAT in 1978, and the shuttle missions with Shuttle Imaging

Radar (SIR)-A, SIR-B and and SIR-C in 1981, 1984 and 1994, respectively, NASA has launched

a number of active microwave (radar) space missions for biomass estimation, land cover

classification, change detection (burned area) flooding and inundation and soil moisture. NASA
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hasalsodevelopedand flown a numberof aircraft activemicrowaveinstruments.Microwaves
haveat leasttwo advantagesover optical frequencies:(1) cloud penetrationand (2) increasing
vegetationpenetrationto soil at increasingwavelengths.Thus, microwavesprovide an all
weatherimaging capability over a wider rangeof vegetationtypes,particularly important in
regions with high amountsof cloud cover suchas the tropics and the high-latitudeboreal
ecosystem.Currently,no NASA landradarmissionsareon orbit. As opposedto thedominance
of the US in passiveoptical spacemissions,active microwavespacemissionshave been
dominatedby othernationssuchasEurope(EuropeanRemote-sensingSatellite(ERS)-1,ERS-
2), Japan(JapananeseEarthRemote-sensingSatellite(JER)-I), Canada(Radarsat)and Russia
(AdvancedLandObservationSatellite(ALOS)).

Only limited regional vegetationdataproductshave resultedfrom NASA spaceand
aircraftmicrowavemissions.SEASAT lastedonly 3 months,andthe shuttlemissionsjust afew
days,limiting coverageto non-contiguousswaths;however,a globalrainforestmappingproject
and global boreal forest mappingproject involving aircraft SAR scenesin 1995and 1996is
underway. Also plannedis a NASA databuy of radar and elevationdata from an airborne
InterferometricSyntheticAperture Radar for Elevation (IFSARE) system.The data will be
usefulfor a widerangeof applicationsinvolving landuse,landcover,andterrainmodeling.

SAR systemsoffer perhapsthebestopportunity to measuresoil moistureroutinely over
thenext few years.Currently,the ERS-1C-bandandJERS-1L-bandSARsareoperatingas is
theCanadianRadarsat(alsoC-band). Although it is believedthat anL-bandsystemwould be
optimumfor soil moisture,thepreliminaryresultsfrom theERS-1demonstrateits capabilityasa
soil moistureinstrument.Changedetectiontechniqueshavebeenusedto detectchangesin soil
moisture in Alaska. However, radar data becomeambiguousin areaswhere inundationby
surfacewater is frequent.Onemain drawbackto the existingSAR systemsis that thereareno
existingalgorithmsfor the routinedeterminationof soil moisturefrom single frequency,single
polarizationradars. A secondlimitation comesfrom their long periodbetweenrepeatpasses,
usually35 to 46 days,althoughtheRADARSAT has3-daycapabilityfor muchof theglobein a
"scansar" (wideswath,500km) mode.

Moderate-ResolutionImagingSpectroradiometer(MODIS)
MODIS scanseverypoint on the globeover a 2,330-kin-wideviewing swathevery 1-2

days in 36 discrete spectralbands. In comparisonto AVHRR, MODIS' improved sensor
radiometriccharacterization,calibration,spectralresolutionand spatialresolutionshouldresult
in greatly improved estimatesof carbon-relatedparameterssuchas leaf area index (LAI),
fraction of photosyntheticallyavailableradiation(fPAR), vegetationclassification,net primary
productivity (NPP),vegetationchangedetection,fires, canopywater content,chlorophyll, and
SST. MODISalsoprovidesancillaryinformationsuchasthepercentof theplanet'ssurfacethat
is coveredby clouds. MODIS is ideal for monitoring large-scalechangesin the biosphere that

will yield new insights into the workings of the global carbon cycle. While no current satellite

sensor can measure carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere, MODIS can measure the

photosynthetic capacity of ocean and land plants, when combined with solar insolation and other

climate variables, and yield better estimates of how carbon dioxide is being absorbed and used

by plants. MODIS also maps the areal extent of snow and ice. Some MODIS bands are

particularly sensitive to fires; they can distinguish flaming from smoldering bums and provide

better estimates of the amounts of aerosols and gases fires release into the atmosphere.
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Multi-angleImagingSpectroradiometer(MISR)
To fully understandEarth'sclimate,andto determinehowit maybechanging,weneedto

know the amountof sunlight that is scatteredin different directionsundernaturalconditions.
MISR is a new type of instrumentdesignedto addressthis need. It will view the Earth with
cameraspointedat ninedifferentangles.Onecamerapointstowardnadir,andtheothersprovide
forward and aft view angles,at the Earth's surface,of 26.1° , 45.6 ° , 60 °, and 70.5 ° . As the

instrument flies overhead, each region of the Earth's surface is successively imaged by all nine

cameras in each of four wavelengths (blue, green, red, and near-infrared). In addition to

improving our understanding of the fate of sunlight in the environment, MISR data can

distinguish different types of clouds, aerosol particles, and surfaces. Specifically, MISR will

monitor the monthly, seasonal, and long-term trends in:

(a) the amount and type of atmospheric aerosol particles, including those formed by natural

sources and by human activities; and

(b) the amount, types, and heights of clouds; the dis_ibution of land surface cover, including

vegetation canopy structure.

Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER)

ASTER obtains high-resolution (15 to 90 square meters per pixel) images of the Earth in

14 different wavelengths, ranging from visible to thermal infrared light. ASTER data can be used
to create detailed maps of land surface temperature, emissivity, reflectance, and elevation.

ASTER is the only high spatial resolution instrument on the Terra platform. ASTER's ability to

serve as a high-resolution sensor supporting other Terra lower resolution instruments is

particularly important for change detection, and land surface studies. Unlike the other

instruments aboard Terra, ASTER will not collect data continuously; rather, it will collect an

average of 8 minutes of data per orbit. All three ASTER telescopes, visible and near-infrared

(VNIR), short wave infrared (SWIR), and thermal infrared (TIR), are pointable in the crosstrack

direction. Given its high resolution and its ability to change viewing angles, ASTER will produce

stereoscopic images for detailed terrain height models.

Field programs ,

Over the past few decades NASA has ted or strongly supported numerous

meteorological, ecological, biogeochemical process and hydrological field studies at scales

ranging from plot levels to continental scales. Field experiments have been pivotal in the

development of global change models, development and validation of remote sensing algorithms,

and improving sensor calibration and atmospheric correction techniques. The locations of the

various field experiments were selected to represent the Earth's major biomes, sequenced so as

to encounter a graduated series of increasingly more difficult challenges. The experiments were

designed to coordinate process studies with remote sensing investigations using satellite,

airborne, and surface-based instruments. In the initial stages of experiment design, remote

sensing images provided local and regional land cover maps to select study sites within biomes

and to pinpoint measurement locations representing the important biome vegetation

communities. The remote sensing studies were essential to scaling up process models from leaf

and plot levels, and from plots to regional and global scales. Large-scale validation techniques

were incorporated into the field experiments to test scale-integration methods directly. These

techniques included airborne flux and profile measurements, meteorological observations, and

modeling. NASA's major field programs have focused primarily on grassland biomes in the US
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(the First ISLSCPField Experiment(FIFE)), the cold northernor boreal forests in Canada
(BOREAS)andthetropical forestsof the AmazonBasin(theLargescaleBiosphere-atmosphere
experimentin Amazonia(LBA)). TableAI.1 showsa list of someof the land-surfacerelated
field campaignsduringthelast20years.

TableA2.1. NASA supportedfield experiments.

Name Location Period References
1985-1987HydrologicalandAtmospheric

PilotExperiment- Modelisation
duBilan Hydrique(HAPEX-
MOBILHY)
First ISLSCPField Experiment
(FIFE)
HydrologicalandAtmospheric
PilotExperimentin theSahel
(HAPEX Sahel)
BorealEcosystem-Atmosphere
Study(BOREAS)
SouthernGreatPlains(SGP)

LargeScaleBiosphere-
atmosphereexperimentin
Amazonia(LBA)

Southern
France

Central
Kansas,USA
WesternNiger

centralCanada

Oklahomaand
Kansas,USA

Brazil

1987-1989

1991-1993

1993-1996

1997,1999,
2001

1996-2001

Safari2000 Zambia,Africa 2000

Andreet al. (1989)

SellersandHall (1992),
Hall andSellers(1995)
Goutorbeet al., (1994)

Sellerset al. (1997),
Hall (1999)
http://hydrolab.arsusda.
gov/sgp97/
http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/
CAMPAIGN_DOCS/SGP
99/
http://lbaecology.gsfc.nasa
•gov/lbaeco/About_the_
Project/introduction.htm
http://www.safari2000.org

NASA hasalsofundedtheestablishmentandoperationof numeroussitesfor evaluating
land dataproducts(FigureA2.1). The primary validationtechniquesinclude collection of and
comparisonwith field andaircraftdata,andcomparisonwith dataproductsfrom othersatellites.
To adequatelycover the broadrangeof surface-atmospheresystemsthat will be encountered
aroundtheworld, a globalarrayof testsitesis usedwith multiplevalidationmethodsapplicable
to differenttemporalandspatialscales.

Within the field experimentsa major focus was developmentof remote sensing
algorithmsof vegetationtype and biophysicalpropertiesat regional and global scales•These
parameterswere important in modeling the photosynthetic uptake of carbon and the
physiologicallycoupledreleaseof waterandits effectson thesurfaceenergybudget.Algorithms
werealsodevelopedandtestedfor measuringincidentshortandlong waveradiationandPAR,
the fraction of these absorbedby the vegetation,and the subsequentreleaseback to the
atmospherein theform of reflectedshortwaveradiation,emittedlong-waveradiation,latentand
sensibleheat.
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First ISLSCP Field Experiment (FIFE)

FIFE was an international, land-surface-atmosphere experiment centered on a 15x15 km

test site near Manhattan, Kansas. The objectives of FII:_ were to better understand the role of

biology in controlling the interactions between the atmosphere and vegetated land surface and to

investigate the use of satellite observations for inferring climatologically significant land surface

parameters. FIFE occurred in two experimental phases, 1987 and 1989, followed by several

years of funding for science analysis. FIFE focused on improving surface representations for

general circulation and climate models to include the effects of land vegetation on surface energy

and radiation balance and the development and validation of remote sensing algorithms to infer

surface parameters critical for quantifying the surface energy and radiation parameters. There

was a smaller focus on the relation of land-atmosphere carbon flux, investigating the connection

between photosynthetic uptake of carbon dioxide and water. In 1986, 29 multidisciplinary

investigator teams were selected to participate in FIFE through a peer review process. FIFE

resulted in (1) improved understanding of the exchanges between the land surface and the

atmosphere at the local scale (1-100m); (2) application of remote sensing science at the local

scale; (3) use of remote sensing and models to describe surface-atmosphere exchanges at

intermediate scales (100m-15km); and (4) improvement of measurement capabilities and

experimental techniques.

A major focus of FIFE was the development of remote sensing algorithms to produce

seasonal, annual and decadal maps of vegetation type and biophysical properties at regional and

global scales important in modeling the photosynthetic uptake of carbon and its effects on the

surface energy budget. At the outset of FIFE, NDVI and its derivatives were widely used for

continental to global monitoring, but with limited understanding and validation. Global images

of composited AVHRR NDVI corresponded well with known surface patterns of vegetation type

and their variation with climate, but the quantitative use of vegetation indices to monitor surface

energy, water and carbon exchange had not been developed. What were the vegetation indices

measuring? By combining careful analyses with ground and aircraft-based measures of surface

reflectance, vegetation biophysical properties, and atmospheric and illumination effects for a

number of different vegetation types, under a wide range of seasonal and meteorological

conditions, field experiments quantified the behavior and utility of a variety of vegetation indices
and stimulated their wide use.

Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (BOREAS)

BOREAS was an interdisciplinary, multiscale field experiment to study the role of the

boreal ecosystem in global change. Eighty-five science teams, including atmospheric physicists,

micrometeorologists, ecologists, hydrologists, biogeochemists and remote sensing specialists

were involved. The objectives of BOREAS relate to two spatial scales that had to be reconciled

within the experiment design: the local scale, a few centimeters to a kilometer, and the regional
scale from a few kilometers to the 10 6 km 2 BOREAS study region in central Canada. The

primary focus of local scale experiments was to improve and characterize the performance of the

process models that describe the exchanges of radiative energy, water, heat, carbon, and trace
constituents between the boreal forest and the atmosphere. The regional-scale experiments were

concerned with applying and validating the process models over large spatial scales using remote

sensing. In BOREAS, as in previous field experiments such as FIFE, and the Hydrological

Atmospheric Pilot Experiment, HAPEX-Sahel, the science team adopted a nested multiscale

measurement strategy to integrate observations and process models over the scale range. During
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1993 through 1996, the BOREAS science team consisted of over 300 scientists. BOREAS was

originally planned to last three years, with field campaigns in the first year and disciplinary data

analysis occurring in the second and third years. However, analyses performed in the second year

of BOREAS showed that there were a number of gaps in the first year's data; thus a third year of

data collection was proposed and funded, along with an additional fourth year to analyze the

data. During the first four years of BOREAS, scientists focused on acquiring, quality assuring

and analyzing their own data; process model work focused mainly on analyzing tower site data

for model development and validation.

In BOREAS, process and modeling studies were coordinated with remote sensing

investigations using satellite, airbome, and surface-based instruments that focused on methods

for quantifying critical state variables. A range of observational techniques and platforms were

used to characterize surface component optical properties from the leaf to the canopy and stand

level to the study area and regional level. Both optical and microwave scattering properties were

measured. Local-scale measurements were used to develop physically-based remote sensing

algorithms to produce validated multi-scale land cover parameter maps and importantly, the first

maps of the freeze/thaw status of canopies and soils. These multiscale, multiyear parameters

were used to force the surface-atmosphere carbon, water and energy flux models. Models were

then validated through model intercomparison and sensitivity studies and through direct

comparison of tower-measured fluxes. The parameter images, generated at a variety of spatial

resolutions and geographic scales, also permitted studies of algorithm and model invariance with

scale.

BOREAS catalyzed several advances in remote sensing algorithm development that

permitted boreal vegetation to be monitored by type and state, and to track changes that may be

due to fire, direct human activity, or climate change. Algorithm developments during FIFE and

BOREAS have led to the production of AVHRR-derived global vegetation maps spanning 1981

to 2000, time-series fields of land cover, biophysical parameters, phenology and snow cover. All

these can be compared with the physical climate record and to seasonal and interannual

variations in atmospheric CO2 concentration. AVHRR data will also be used to monitor changes

in the fire disturbance regime over the same period of record. The radiometric quality of the

AVHRR data series will have to be enhanced to meet these tasks; this requires the development

of techniques for improving long-term calibration and atmospheric correction of the data. The
MODIS, MISR and other sensors should soon provide significant additional capability for

monitoring land. Finally, the use of radar satellites such as ERS-1 and JERS-1 have been used to

monitor the interannual variability in the freeze-thaw boundary in the boreal ecosystem, shown

to be a key factor in the interannual variability of the carbon flux. To take advantage of the

different attributes of optical and radar sensors, further remote sensing research and development

is required; in particular, data fusion algorithms, that combine optical and microwave sensors as

well as other data such as topographic data, could be developed to provide richer information
about the biome.

The results of the BOREAS investigations appear in an 85-paper volume of the Journal of

Geophysical Research-Atmospheres BOREAS special issue [Sellers et al., 1997], an eleven-

paper volume of the BOREAS special issue of Tree Physiology [Margolis and Ryan, 1997], and

a nine-paper volume of the Canadian Joumal of Remote Sensing [O'Neill and Ranson, 1997]. In

addition, over 345 other journal articles are listed on the BOREAS information system

(http://boreas. gsfc.nasa.gov/BOREAS/Papers.html). As an example of the kinds of science that
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comefrom theNASA field programs,a brief summaryof theBOREASsciencefindingsis given
below.

BOREAS ScienceSummary
The"top-down" modelingapproachdiscussedin section2.0 above,suggeststhat during

the 1980'sthenortherncontinentsactedasa largesink for atmosphericcarbon,(1 to 2 gigaton
(Gt) C yr-1),or about 15 to 30% of the anthropogenicCO2flux from fossil fuel burning. The
exactbiophysicalmechanismsresponsiblefor this sink:areunclear,althoughthe hypothesized
lengtheningof thegrowing seasoncouldbea factor(Keelinget al., 1996;Myneni et al., 1997).
The borealecosystemis vast, coveringan areaof some20 million km2(Sellerset al., 1997).
Simplearithmeticimplies then,thatonaverageonly 50 to 80g C m-2yr_ needbesequesteredto
accountfor a 1GtCyr-I globalsink. Resultsfrom BOREAS(Hall, 1999)showthatthis number
is well within the rangeof annualcarbonuptakevaluesestimatedfrom eddy correlationdata
acquiredat theBOREAStowersites. But to extrapolate',thesemeasurementsinto thefutureover
theentireborealzone,evenfrom severalyearsof data,necessitatesa deeperunderstandingof the
climatological, physiological,and other processescontrolling carbon uptakeand respiration.
From theoutset,an importantobjectiveof BOREASwas to acquirethedataneededto improve
terrestrialcarbonmodelsfor theborealregion. In particular,datawereneededto improveour
understandingof thedependenceof carbonfluxeson physicalclimatevariationsandto develop
methodsfor extractingusefulparametersfrom satellitedata.Any improvedunderstandingof the
carboncyclehadto takeinto accountthephysicalclimatesystem,stronglycoupledto theglobal
carboncycle. For example,temperatureandprecipitationanomalieshavebeencomparedwith
seasonalvariationsin atmosphericCO2concentrationandisotopicanalysesto showthat warm
yearsover the northerncontinentsareassociatedwith a net terrestrialcarbonsink, while cold
and/ordry yearsareassociatedwith anet sourceof terrestrialcarbon(Keelingetal., 1996;Ciais
et al., 1995;Denninget al., 1995;Tanset al., 1990). Thus,BOREASwasdesignedto include
measurementsof not only the direct carboncycle, but also the major carbon-relevantclimate
components.

Carbonsequestrationin the borealecosystemamountsto therelatively smalldifference
betweengainsfrom photosynthesisand lossesdue to respirationin the plants,rootsand soils.
For roughly the past 8000 yearsfollowing the last glaciation,the borealecosystemhasbeen
accumulatingcarbonin its soils, particularlyin deeplayersof organicpeatwheresoil organic
matter accumulatesunder water-saturatedconditions. Hardenet al. (1992) place historical
carbonaccumulationratesin thesepeat soilsin therangeof 10 to 50 g C m-2yr-1. On shorter
time scales,primarycarbonstoragemechanismsappearto be in above-groundstandingbiomass
andbelow-groundaccumulationthroughsurfacemossproduction,fine root turnoverand litter
fall. Theprogressivewarmingthat occurredduringthe 1980sandearly 1990scouldhavealtered
ratesof photosynthesis,respirationand fire frequencyin the region. In addition to driving
changesin theecophysiologyof thebiome,continuedwarmingcouldeventuallyalter thespatial
structureof theborealecosystem.Therehavebeenseveralattemptsto mapthefutureextentof
thenorthembiomesbasedon theprojectedwarminganddrying regimedueto a "doubledCO2"
climate. Someof thesesuggestthat the North Americanborealforest would movenorth and
perhapssprit into two halves;onein Alaskaandthe CanadianNorthwest,and the other in the
CanadianNortheast(Rizzo and Wiken, 1992). Suchchangesmay themselveshavesignificant
feedbackson theclimatesystemthroughchangesin thewinteralbedoandenergyfluxesoverthe
alteredlandsurfaces.
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The borealecosystemcanbegenerallydividedinto roughly into uplandsandpeatlands,
theuplandssupportingtreegrowthonmineralsoilswith netecosystemexchangein therangeof
100to 300 gCm-2y-1.Theuplandsburn onceeveryhundredyearson the average,thuscanonly
storecarbonovermulti-decadaltimescales.Peatlands,however,storecarbonbelowgroundwith
long-term(centuriesto millennia) carbonaccumulationratesin the rangeof 10 to 50 gCm-2y-1.
Thus,the rateat which the global borealecosystemstorescarbonhasa secularcomponentof
about 30 gCm2y-t or about 0.6 petagrams(1015grams)annually,with seasonaland decadal
fluctuationsdrivenby climatevariationanddisturbance.For example,in Canadathe total area
disturbedwaslargeduring1860-1920and1980-1998leadingto increaseduplandscarbonuptake
in thedecadesbetween.

Since1970,climatechangehashada significantimpacton snowcover,which mayhave
enhancedspringwarming throughfeedbacksfrom the subsequentdecreasein surfacealbedo.
Theborealecosystemhasexperienceda significantreductionin springsnowpackover the later
half of the twentiethcenturyand an overall decreasein the seasonaldurationof snowcover.
Snow cover reductionswere on the order of 1.0 day yrI. However there were regional
variations.The boreal forestregionof North America,heavily forestedby evergreenconifers,
showedrelatively little changein springsnowcoverperhapsbecausethesnowcover feedbackis
weak,dueto strongshadowingby theevergreenconiferswhichreducesmarkedlythedifference
betweensnow-onand snow-off albedo.In Eurasia,where deciduousconifers are abundant,
snow-onversussnow-off albedosdiffer significantlyandmostof thisregionexperiencedspring
snowcoverreductions.

This high-latitudeecosystemdiffersdramaticallyfrom temperateandtropicalones. The
surfaceenergybalancecanchangein just a few daysastheborealsnowcovermelts,the frozen
peats beneathbegin to thaw allowing photosynthesisand evapotranspiration.The boreal
ecosystemis for the most part, a wetland ecosystemcomposedof nutrient-limited conifers
growing on cold, moisture-saturatedpeats.In spiteof this ecosystem'swater-saturatedsurface,
the atmosphericboundarylayeris oftendry anddeep,morecharacteristicof anarid ecosystem.
Thedeep,dry boundarylayersoverlyinga water-saturatedsurfaceled to theapt description"the
greendesert".

Climate warming is most rapid at theselatitudes,as muchas 1.25°Cper decadewith
muchof this warmingoccurringin the springandfall. Tower flux andchambermeasurements
of aboveandbelowgroundphotosynthesisandrespirationhavehelpedto elucidatethedynamics
and ecophysiologyof boreal carbon exchangeand how climate changesmight alter the
source/sinkrelationshipswithin this ecosystem. Tower flux measurementsshow that the
wetlandsfluctuatebetweenbeing a weak sourceto a weak sink of carbonwith source/sink
strengthsof about_+50 g cm2. Towermeasurementsalso showedthat this small netecosystem
exchangewas the net differencebetween two much larger carbon flux rates of about 1 kg of

carbon uptake from net primary production and about 1 kg of carbon loss from heterotrophic

respiration, primarily a result of soil decomposition. Over those years, annual net primary

production was rather more stable than heterotropic respiration.
Other detailed studies showed that net ecosystem exchange in the boreal ecosystem is

enhanced by early snow melt and subsequent soil thaw which initiates early photosynthetic

uptake of carbon while the soil is still relatively cool and heterotropic respiration is low. For the

same reason, cool summers and late falls also enhance net carbon uptake. Heterotrophic

respiration is fundamentally a function of soil temperature. Thus, years with longer growing

seasons and cool summer soil temperatures should, in general, be associated with increased
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carbon uptake. Shorter growing seasons on the other hand, with hot summers and warmer soil

temperatures should be, in general, associated with increased carbon release, ff the strong high-

latitude warming trend continues, leading to warmer soils and a reduction in the extent of the

boreal permafrost zone, the resultant increases in soil organic matter decomposition could switch

the boreal ecosystem from a long-term carbon sink to a significant carbon source.

Myneni et al. (1997) analyzed AVHRR global time series and showed that over the past

decade, the growing season and photosynthetic capacity increased over large areas of Europe,

northern Eurasia, Alaska and Canada. This satellite result supported the work of Keeling et al.

(1996) who analyzed time-series of atmospheric CO2 concentrations to show that warming has

led to a lengthening of the approximately 150-day growing season by about six days at higher

latitudes.

NASA has also funded a number of activities to improve the land surface

parameterizations (LSPs) and surface parameter sets used in AGCMs. As a result, these models

have improved considerably over the last decade, (Sellers et al., 1997). Climate models use

many of the same formulations, submodels and parameters as numerical weather prediction

(NWP) models; the latter also benefit from a continuous process of operational verification.

Results of large-scale NASA field experiments were implemented within months, first into NWP

models (Betts et al., 1993, 1996, 1997a, b) and later to climate models (Sellers et al., 1997).

Analyses have demonstrated that until very recently, even the best NWP models consistently

over-predicted the evaporation rates and specified unrealistic winter albedo fields over the boreal

region with serious consequences for forecasting skill (Betts and Ball, 1997). The reasons for

these errors were directly connected to misrepresentations of important biophysical processes in

LSP's, for example, controls on evapotranspiration, and inaccuracies in specifying model

parameters, such as the extent, type and density of forest biomes.

A2.2 Oceans Summary
Ocean color measurements

NASA has a long history of activities oriented towards physical and biological remote

ocean observation systems. Historically, these have been technology driven applications, but

more recently, are the result of science driven technology development. Early instruments such

as the Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR), originally designed for meteorological

applications, proved valuable for SST estimation and lead to the second generation Advanced

VHRR (AVHRR) which has been in operational use by NOAA for nearly 20 years. At this time,

high accurate satellite observations of SST, sea level, surface winds, chlorophyll-a, diffuse

attenuation coefficient (water clarity), and other parameters are routinely generated by a variety

of U.S. and international satellite programs.

The feasibility of measuring surface chlorophyll-a concentrations using an airborne

radiometer was first demonstrated in the late 1960's by a group at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institute. This led to the development of a number of low and high altitude airborne ocean color

systems, e.g., the U-2 Ocean Color Scanner, at different NASA centers (LaRC, ARC, GSFC,

Glenn Research Center (formerly Lewis Research Center) and JPL) over the next decade.

Initially, work focused on turbid coastal waters with hiigh reflectances because it was believed

that the lower reflectances of open ocean water could not be quantified in the presence of large

atmospheric Rayleigh and aerosol reflectances. Both GSFC and Langley had active programs in

marine optics during the 1970s which were discontinued by the early 1980s. In the 1990s, the

MODIS, SeaWiFS, and SIMBIOS programs have supported expansive field measurement
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programs for calibration and validation which include the Marine Optical Buoy (MOBY),
calibration round-robins, field and in situ instrument development, measurement protocol

definition, atmospheric and bio-optical algorithm development, and realtime in situ bio-optical

data acquisition systems (both at GSFC and SSC). Concurrent with these developments was the

design and launch of the CZCS on Nimbus-7 in late 1978. The CZCS data set provided very

limited global coverage, but quite good coastal coverage of the U.S, in particular. The CZCS

data set demonstrated that high quality open ocean pigment concentrations could be derived from

space. The main limitation of the mission was the lack of an ongoing calibration and validation

program to track sensor degradation (roughly 50% at 443 nm by the end of the mission). The

CZCS failed in 1986 after nearly 8 years even though it was originally designed as a 1-year

proof-of-concept mission. The entire data set was reprocessed at GSFC, in collaboration with

the University of Miami, in the late 1980's and made available from the GSFC DAAC. It would

be eleven years before another ocean color data set, SeaWiFS, would be available.

Even though the CZCS was launched in 1978, airborne system development continued,

not only for active systems, e.g., the Advanced Visible and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer

(AVIRIS), but also lidar systems. The primary lidar system for ocean applications, the Airbome

Oceanographic Lidar (AOL), began as a bathymetric lidar activity at NASA/WFF in the 1970's.

The system has been continually improved and used in numerous oceanographic experiments,

e.g., the Warm Core Rings Experiment and several JGOFS field campaigns (North Atlantic,

Equatorial Pacific, and the Arabian Sea), since the late 1970's. The AOL measures the

fluorescent emissions of various pigments when excited at the laser wavelength and has been

augmented with passive radiometry capabilities.

In 1997, Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC), under a five-year data buy contract with

NASA, launched SeaWiFS. Under this contract, OSC owns and operates the spacecraft and

NASA provides science quality data for research purposes to the user community at no charge.

Inherent in NASA's responsibilities is a robust and ongoing calibration and validation program

and a data production system that can provide near realtime data and periodic reprocessings of

the entire data set. The user community is also provided with user-friendly interactive

processing software (the SeaWiFS Data Analysis System, SeaDAS), to generate all products

(level-I, -2,-3). The SeaWiFS mission has been exceptionally successful in providing data,

documentation, and services to the research community. The contract expires at the end of 2002

and an extended mission is being considered.

In late 1999, the EOS Terra platform was launched carrying MODIS which incorporates

capabilities beyond SeaWiFS, e.g., solar-stimulated chlorophyll fluoroescence. The second

MODIS on the EOS Aqua platform is scheduled for sometime in late 2002. Analyses of data

coverage from different combinations of imagers at various overpass times show that three

satellites provide optimal data when sunglint, cloud cover, scan geometry, and solar elevation are

considered. MODIS (Terra), SeaWiFS, and MODIS (Aqua) have 10:30, 12:00, and 2:30

equatorial crossing times. Also, SeaWiFS is the only instrument that changes tilt each orbit to

avoid sunglint. The combination of coverages from the three sensors should provide superb

coverage on a daily basis, but requires highly accurate cross-calibrations.

The issue of deriving long-term consistent data across satellite platforms has nagged earth

sciences for years, the AVHRR visible bands for NDVI being a good example. With multiple

U.S. and international ocean color missions planned beginning in 1996, NASA initiated

SIMBIOS in early 1997. The SIMBIOS Project Office is co-located with the SeaWiFS Project

Office at GSFC and is working closely with the Japanese, French, European, Taiwanese, and
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Koreanspaceagencieson calibrationand validationactivities. The SIMBIOS Projecthasan
internationalscienceteamof about65 membersandworkscloselywith theInternationalOcean
ColorCoordinatingGroup(IOCCG).

Physical oceanography measurements

Physical processes such as surface wind stress, surface heat and CO2 fluxes, horizontal

and vertical advection and mixing, play a critical role in the carbon cycle via their influences on

the carbonate chemistry and biological processes in the ocean. NASA has pioneered the

development of many satellite measurement technologies for physical oceanography applications

which provide essential information for carbon research. These include high resolution infrared

radiometers (e.g., AVHRR), altimeters (e.g., GEOS-3, SEASAT, TOPEX/Poseidon), microwave

radiometers (SMMR), and scatterometers (SEASAT, Nscat, and QuikScat). NASA has also

pursued other ocean-related technologies which do not have immediate application to carbon

research such as synthetic aperture radars (SAR; SEASAT) and ice properties (cover, type, age,

and thickness) from passive microwave sensors like the Nimbus-7/SMMR.

Early visible and infrared imagers on both sun-synchronous and geostationary platforms

were developed for meteorological applications, but applications, especially in the infrared, were

found in the 1970s as features such as the warm Gulf Stream could be easily identified. These

instruments were first tested on NASA platforms such as the TIROS and Nimbus series and later
transitioned to NOAA. Reasonable SST values were first obtained from the NOAA-6/VHRR,

but the next generation AVHRR, developed at GSFC, on NOAA-7 included the split window

bands around 12-13 microns which provided for atmospheric water vapor correction and much
more accurate retrievals.

Simultaneous to the development of infrared sensors, passive microwave instruments

were also being developed at GSFC. Early versions were flown in the 1970s and used to

measure polar ice extent. The SMMR on Nimbus-7 was a major step forward and provided not

only ice properties, but also a SST, albeit at coarser resolution than AVHRR. The advantage of

microwave instruments is that they are relatively unaffected by cloud cover.

Altimetry measurements of sea level can be used to derive the oceanic geostrophic

circulation, planetary wave propagation properties, and eddy kinetic energy and the return pulse

shape can be used to estimate significant wave height. ]ha certain locations such as the equatorial

Pacific, sea level can be related to the depth of the thermocline. Early spaceborne altimeters

were flown on the Geodynamics Experimental Ocean Satellite (GEOS)-3 and SEASAT. NASA

WFF pioneered this development and continued design refinements using airborne systems

throughout the 1970s. Beginning with a third generation altimeter (SEASAT launched in 1978),

JPL has had the lead in altimetry mission management with scientific and technical support from

GSFC and WFF. SEASAT suffered an electrical system failure after three months, but the

altimeter data proved to be a significant improvement over GEOS-3. Altimetry continued

throughout the 1980s under the U.S. Navy Geosat program. The most recent mission,

TOPEX/Poseidon, a joint NASA collaboration with the Centre National D'Etudes Spatiales

(CNES, the French space agency), was launched in 1992 and continues to provide superbly

accurate global sea level data.

The measurement of surface winds using airborne and spaceborne radars was pioneered

at the LaRC. The first spaceborne scatterometer was tested on Skylab and a second generation

instrument was on SEASAT. The SEASAT data proved a striking confirmation of the

scatterometry technique, but the next NASA scatterometer mission would not be until 1996 on
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the JapaneseAdvancedEarth ObservingSatellite(ADEOS)-I platform. ADEOS-I suffereda
powersystemfailureafter about8 months,but,in 1999,NASA launchedtheQuikScatmission,
managedby JPU minimizing the lapseof coverage. QuikScat continuesto provide high
resolution,high quality vectorwinds. During thehiatusbetweenscatterometrymissions,much
progresswasmadein derivingwind speedfrom passivemicrowavesensorssuchastheNimbus-
7/SMMR. Wind speeddata from passivemicrowave sensorshave been combined with
informationfrom atmosphericmodelsto obtainhighqualityvectorwinds.

Research and development

Throughout the 1970s, funding for oceans research within NASA was distributed across

several sources. In the early 1980s, a formal oceans program was formed with program

managers for physical, biological, and polar oceanography. Since then, the oceans program

management has experienced several reorganizations, but has maintained its integrity as a

program. During the 1980s and most of the 1990s, the ocean biology program focused on

demonstrating that ocean color was indeed quantitative, on exploring the various applications of

the CZCS data set, and on getting CZCS follow-on missions approved and launched, e.g.,

SeaWiFS and MODIS. The program maintained a remote sensing component in the JGOFS

field experiments, usually by funding AOL flights, given that delays in the SeaWiFS launch

precluded satellite coverage of the Arabian Sea, and equatorial Pacific field programs. However,
unlike the NASA terrestrial research program, the ocean biogeochemistry program has not

undertaken large remote sensing intensive field studies such as the terrestrial program's FIFE
and BOREAS. There were some field experiments of this nature in the late 1970s, e.g.,

Superflux, a study of the Chesapeake Bay conducted by LaRC, but nothing similar since then.

The wave tank facility at WFF, originally designed for surface wave generation, wave-current

interaction, and surface slope distribution studies for remote sensing applications, has been used

recently for air-sea gas flux studies.

Early analyses of the CZCS data revealed far more mesoscale biological variability in

both coastal and open oceans than had been previously appreciated. The data also highlighted

the diversity of physical processes that could generate this variability and underscored the

necessity of combining the satellite data with coupled biological-physical models to derive

adequate explanations of the variability. Within NASA, this type of coupled modeling began in

earnest at GSFC in the early 1990s using both 1-D and ocean general circulation models. In the

late 1990s, NASA provided additional funding for coupled ocean biological-physical modeling

and data synthesis studies as part of the National Science Foundation JGOFS modeling and data

synthesis program. Today, these models include various combinations of phytoplankton,

zooplankton, macronutient, micronutrient, Fe, and detrital components as well as carbon

chemistry. Aside from computational constraints, ocean biogeochemical models are generally

limited by a lack of understanding of many basic processes such as species succession,

micronutrient recycling, and nitrogen fixation, although the models can reproduce the

observations quite well in some regimes such as the subpolar North Pacific.

Ocean circulation modeling at GSFC began in the late 1970s, primarily for the tropical

oceans, primarily to study the ENSO cycle and the tropical Atlantic in the early 1980s as part of
the international Francais Ocean et Climat dans L'Atlantique Equatorial/Seasonal Response of

the Equatorial Atlantic Experiment (FOCAL/SEQUAL) program. In the early 1980s, JPL
became the lead center for physical oceanography as preparations for Nscat and

TOPEX/Poseidon began. As a result, ocean circulation modeling became part of the program at
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JPL as well. By the late 1980s, modeling in the polar and mid-latitude oceans was underway

including ice models. In most cases, these models have focused on the response of the ocean to

given meteorological forcing, but more recently, coupled atmospheric-ocean models have been

developed. In some cases, the coupled models consist of an ocean circulation model coupled

with an atmospheric boundary layer and specified forc.ing above the boundary layer. The main

limitation is the considerable computational requirements for fully coupled modeling. These

model development activities over more than twenty-five years lead to the initiation of NSIPP at

GSFC in the late 1990s which seeks to link ocean, atmosphere, and terrestrial (hydrologic)

models with satellite ocean and land data assimilation capabilities to provide improved forecasts.

Distributed satellite data analysis software support

Although the CZCS was a proof-of-concept mission, the long delay between its launch

and the community's ability to utilize the data was the result of several limitations including the
following:

1) robust atmospheric and bio-optical algorithms we, re not available until several years after
launch,

2) the validation program was only funded at a significant level for the first year after launch

which did not allow for a comprehensive evaluation of the sensor's performance on orbit,

3) the original data processing requirement was only 10% of the data collected and there were

no plans for routine analysis, periodic reprocessing, and distribution of the data, and

4) processing software was not available to the user community.

The SeaWiFS program, in particular, has been able to address all these deficencies, In the

case of MODIS, (1) and (2) have been emphasized by the MODIS team, but items (3) and (4)

involve components of the EOS Data and Information System (EOSDIS) that have not yet

achieved those objectives. In the case of the CZCS, user-friendly processing software was

developed independently at GSFC (SEAPAK) and the University of Miami (DSP) as part of

individual NASA-supported P.I. research programs. By the late 1980s, both software packages

were available to the user community. When the SeaWiFS program was approved, the GSFC

group discontinued the development of SEAPAK, although user support was continued for

several additional years, and focused on the development of SeaDAS. The intent behind

SeaDAS was to provide the research community with user-friendly workstation-level processing

software that could duplicate all the Project's archive products. The NASA ocean

biogeochemisry program has supported SeaDAS since 1991 when the SeaWiFS Project was

formed. SeaDAS also supports the processing of data from other ocean color missions such as

the ADEOS-I Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner (OCTS), the Indian Remote Sensing

satellite (IRS)/P-3 Modular Optoelectronic Scanner (MOS), and CZCS, as well as the display of

MODIS ocean products. SeaDAS is distributed free of charge and is being used by more than

800 user groups in over 45 countries.

A2.3. Atmospheres Summary

NASA has made major contributions to research in the atmospheric components of

carbon cycle science through modeling and measurements. This experience combined with

current and planned programs puts NASA in a strong position to initiate a new program focused

specifically on carbon. There has been a significant effort in climate modeling and predicting

carbon-climate interactions that is directly applicable to carbon cycle questions over a range of

time scales. There is also significant ongoing and planned work to integrate the atmosphere with
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land and oceanprocessmodels including the effectsof biomassburning on the atmosphere.
These activities are proceeding toward model assimilation of atmospheric constituent
measurementsfrom EOSandotherobservations.Further,NASA hasbeen,andwill continueto
be, a major contributor to advancesin modeling and measurementsfor global atmospheric
chemistryandaerosolprocessesincludingsatelliteremotesensingandvalidation. Researchon
atmosphericchemicaltracersand reactivespeciesincludesCO and CI--h,but hashad limited
focus on CO2 sources and sinks. Atmospheric chemistry sources, sinks, and transport are,

however, directly related to carbon cycle questions. The following discussion represents past,

current, and future NASA efforts planned for the next approximately 2 years, irrespective of the

GCCP. Underlying this discussion is an assumption that the key problem is to determine the past

and future sources and sinks of atmospheric CO2 and the processes that control them.

Atmospheric chemistry and aerosol process studies and programs

NASA has historically taken a leading role in measurements and modeling of

tropospheric CI-h, CO, hydrocarbons, SOx, NOx, 03 and other chemicals, primarily for

understanding the role of atmospheric chemistry in global change. Results from this program are

directly and indirectly related to carbon cycle. The aircraft field campaigns of the Global

Tropospheric Experiment (GTE) have addressed emissions and long-range transport of pollutants

and led to fundamental understanding of chemical processes. The GTE missions have measured

CO and CH4 fluxes and atmospheric chemical transformations from biomass burning and natural

systems in tropical oceans, rainforest, and northern wetlands. Biomass burning impacts on the

atmosphere are an important component of the NASA programs. CO2 measurements are

routinely made from the aircraft during field campaigns, although mainly for use as a transport
tracer, not for source/sink estimation. Aerosol measurements are also included.

Complementary to the satellite and field measurement programs, NASA has developed a

program for data analysis and modeling of tropospheric chemistry and transport that is applicable

to carbon modeling and analysis. Part of this program is the Global Modeling Initiative (GMI), a

chemical transport model evaluation and assessment tool. GMI serves as a community-based

test bed for algorithm and input data evaluation in a consistent framework that will lead to a

better understanding of global chemistry-transport model sensitivity and uncertainty, and hence

to improved simulations and predictions.

NASA has also established the Global Aerosol Climatology Project to analyze satellite

radiance measurements and field observations in order to infer the global distribution of aerosols,

their properties, and their seasonal and interannual variations; and to perform advanced modeling

studies of the aerosol formation, processing, and transport. The resulting datasets and analysis

products are used to improve the understanding and modeling of the climate forcing due to

changing aerosols, including both the direct radiative forcing by the aerosols and the indirect

radiative forcing caused by effects of changing aerosols on cloud properties. A 20-year global

climatology will be compiled for use in climate models. The aerosol data set and eventually the

aerosol radiative forcing data set will be based on multiple satellite data streams, a combination

of satellite and aerosol tracer model results, surface-based aerosol measurement networks, field

observations, and other data.

Atmospheric remote sensing

With the arrival of the EOS era, NASA delivers a far-reaching program of atmospheric

measurements, many of which are relevant to carbon cycle processes. This includes
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measurementsof temperature,water vapor, precipitation,cloud properties,aerosols,radiation,
andchemicalconstituentswith unprecedentedcoverageandaccuracy. Many of thesedatawill
pervadecarboncycleanalysesastheyaffect carbonprocesseseitherdirectly or indirectly. Here
we discussthoseconstituentmeasurementsexpectedto be directly importantto atmospheric
carboncycling.

EOSwill provideglobal measurementsof atmosphericCO and CH4in the troposphere
from theMOPITT andTES instruments.The MOPITT instrumentfollows a heritagefrom the
Measurementof Air Pollution from Satellites(MAPS.)instrumentthat measuredtropospheric
column(3 to 10km) CO on severalshuttleflights from 1981to 1994. MAPS producedthefirst
near-globalmapsof pollution in thetroposphere.The datahavebeenusedto identify industrial
andbiomassburningsourceregionsalongwith transportandchemicalremovaltimescalesand
processes.MOPITT data will provide global coverageof column CH4 and CO with some
altitudediscriminationin the troposphereat betteraccuracythanMAPS. TES will improve
further on themeasurementof theseimportantconstituentswith bettercoverage,accuracy,and
verticalresolution. TES will measuretroposphericCO and CI-h profiles as standardproducts
alongwith a varietyof hydrocarbonsand manyotherspeciesas specialproducts. In addition,
theAura/MicrowaveLimb Sounder(MLS) will measureCO and the Aura/High Resolution
DynamicsLimb Sounder(HIRDLS) will measureCI-I4in thestratosphereanduppertroposphere.
The satellite constituentmeasurementsare supportedby an extensivevalidation program.
Validation activitiesinclude comparisonto regulargroundbased,aircraft, and balloondataas
well as sciencevalidationmissions. Although high-precisionatmosphericCO2measurements
arenot a primary satellitedataproductfrom anyof theexistingsensors,CO2measurementsare
beingaugmentedthroughthevalidationprogram. For Terra,this includesregularfight aircraft
CO,CI-h,andCO2profilesat severalsitestodefine thetemporalandverticalvariationof carbon
gasesabovethe planetaryboundarylayer; deploymentof groundbasedinstrumentsfor CO and
CH4validationby a varietyof remotesensingtechniques;analysisof biomassburningregions
and emissionsof aerosol,CO, CH4,and CO2;and FLUXNET validation data including CO2
fluxes and a flux data information system. The Aura validation plan is currently in the
formulation stage,but it will certainly include careful evaluationof Aura constituentdata
explicitly for applicationto key scienceproblemsincludingcarboncycleprocesses.

The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS), Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit
(AMSU), and Humidity SounderBrazil (HSB) will be launchedon the EOSAquaplatform in
2002. With the broad spectralcoverageof AIRS (649-2700cm-_ or 3.7-15.4um) and of
AMSU/HSB (23-190GHz), the AIRS/AMSU/HSB systemis uniquely capableof obtaining
global measurementsfor simultaneousknowledge of the atmosphere,surface,and clouds.
Informationfrom all threeinstrumentsis usedto producethe "AIRS" products. Simulationof
AIRS/AMSU/HSB radianceshave beenusedto assessthe possibility of adding atmospheric
CO2, CI-h, and CO retrieval products to the standardset of products for clear scenes.
Preliminaryresultsdemonstratedthatretrievalof tracegasesfrom simulatedAIRS clear spectra
couldbedonewith RMS errorsof 0.9%(3 ppmv)for CO2,1.3%for CH4,and 15%for CO with
someverticalinformationperAMSU field-of-view. Thebulk of theAIRS signalfor all threeof
thesegasescomefrom the 200 to 800-hParegionof theatmosphere.The vertical information
within this layercanbe improved,possiblyseparatingtheupperand mid-troposphereto a large
degree.AIRS tracegasretrievaluncertaintiesareexpectedto improvevia optimal utilization of
theAIRS spectrumin theretrievalprocess.Griddedproductsof theseAIRS tracegasproducts
will havehigheraccuracyandwill complementotherproducts(in-situ,MOPITT,etc.)alreadyin
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useto answerquestionsaboutsourcesand sinksof thesegases.At this time, we areunableto
estimatethe accuracyof an AIRS griddedproduct, sincethe correlationof retrieval errors is
poorly understoodfor this product. Validation plansfor Aqua AIRS constituentdatahavenot
yetbeenformed,asthesedataarecurrentlydevelopmentalproducts.

AIRS hasa uniquebenefit of simultaneousmeasurementsof othercomponentsof the
geophysicalstate: temperatureprofile (T(p)), moistureprofile (q(p)), ozoneprofile (O3(p)),
surfaceskin temperature(Ts),spectralsurfaceemissivity(bothinfraredandmicrowave),spectral
surfacereflectivity, surfaceNDVI (from AIRS visible channels),cloud fraction and cloud top
pressurefor multiple cloudlayers,as well asderivedproductsof outgoinglong waveradiation
(OLR) andclear sky OLR. Thesecomponentsof thegeophysicalstatewill beusefulin several
ways. For CO2,the knowledgeof temperatureand water is crucial, as is a knowledgeof the
contaminationof the sceneby cloudsunderclearconditions. AIRS temperatureand moisture
productsare expectedto be extremelygood (- 0.5 K/km layer, - 5%, respectively)and we
expectto haveanextremelyrobustclearflag at theendof theretrievalprocess.Also, regional
soil moistureand phase(ice, snow,water) canbe estimatedby the microwaveinstrumentson
Aqua. ThisshouldcomplementtheCO2productfor terrestrialprocessmodels. Furthermore,the
AIRS trace gas products have the potential to be a longer-lived product set. Follow-on
instruments are the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System
(NPOESS)Cross-trackInfraredSounder(CrIS) andNASA's AdvancedTechnologyMicrowave
Sounder(ATMS), whichwill haveverysimilarcapabilitiesto AIRS/AMSU/HSB.

Linking atmosphericand land/ocean surface process models

The NASA ESE has a rich history and substantial ongoing activity in linking the

atmospheric state to land and ocean process models including those that simulate carbon cycling

processes. Much of this support has come through the EOS Interdisciplinary Science (IDS)=

program, which addresses many aspects of carbon cycle modeling and analysis.

An important area of research is atmosphere-biosphere interactions with the goal of

improving the representation of land processes in climate models by application of EOS

observations. Coupled biosphere-atmosphere models, e.g., Simple Biosphere (SiB)2-General

Circulation Model (GCM) have been constructed, implemented, and tested. Carbon dynamics

and tracer models are being included to investigate the impacts of climate on carbon and localize
variations in carbon sources and sinks. AVHRR NDVI data are processed for input and model

evaluation. Studies of biomass burning effects on the atmosphere include carbon emissions and

carbonaceous aerosols. The analyses aim is to obtain convergence of top-down and bottom-up

approaches to quantifying terrestrial sources and sinks of carbon. Biosphere-atmosphere field

measurement campaigns are an important element to achieving this convergence.

Coupling of atmosphere-ocean process models include model studies of dust transport

and Fe deposition flux and the use of the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) data for

validation. The atmospheric transport of iron-containing dust and deposition to the ocean is

important to marine photosynthesis, and hence carbon uptake, in some locations (e.g. the

Southern Ocean).

In concert with the coupled model development, data assimilation techniques for ocean,

land surface, and tropospheric chemical data are being developed. These methods in

combination with new data sources will allow us to better constrain and understand the complex

interactions of coupled systems, which will lead to better understanding and predictability of

climate-carbon interactions.
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Global climate modeling related to the carbon cycle

Global climate modeling aimed at decade-to-century time scales is central to carbon cycle

issues. NASA has supported such work at the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) and

other institutions since the late 1970s. However, the demands on the global models for carbon

cycle science have become considerably more complex. Now, rather than using specified

scenarios for atmospheric composition, it is necessary to use scenarios for anthropogenic and

natural emissions, and use models to simulate both atmospheric and climatic outcomes of those

emissions. This capability is required in order to assess the impact of alternative policy scenarios

on future trends of climate forcings such as atmospheric CO2 and CH4.

There is a current focus at GISS and elsewhere on the longer-term interplay between

climate and carbon, specifically the atmospheric budgets of C02 and CH4. Their concentrations

will vary not only as a function of anthropogenic emissions, but also because of climatically

controlled variations in the important sinks (the land biosphere and oceans for CO2, and

tropospheric chemistry for CH4) and natural emissions (e.g., CH4 from wetlands). State-of-the-

art climate modeling now includes many of these components (for example, tracer transports in

the ocean and atmosphere, carbon fluxes from the land surface, tropospheric and stratospheric

chemistry, data-sets of CO2 and CH4 emissions). However, there are other key components of

the carbon cycle modeling that are not completed and do not have identified funding sources.
For the GISS climate model, three additionalL components are required to have the

nucleus of a fully interactive carbon cycle within the atmosphere-ocean-land coupled model.

These are: (1) coupling of a mechanistic model for wetlands methane emission anomalies, (2)

introduction of interactive vegetation dynamics, and (3) the inclusion of the various carbon

pumps within the ocean component. Projects 1 and 2 will be able to draw on in-house expertise

for their completion, while including the ocean carbon system would be most easily

accomplished through collaboration with the team at GSFC. It will be necessary to coordinate

and integrate some of these disparate modeling initiatives so that all of the carbon cycle related

components can be run together.

Although there are some missing pieces in the NASA GISS modeling that will need to be

completed for successful carbon-climate studies, we note that there are some areas in which

GISS is well poised to make contributions. GISS has pioneered, and continues to be at the

forefront of modeling stable isotopes (such as 180) within the hydrologic cycle. The isotopic

signature of the oxygen within CO2 has become an important tracer of carbon fluxes, and this

signal ultimately depends on the isotopes in surface ocean seawater. Thus, there may be a

fruitful interaction between this GISS modeling effort, the inversion models that use C160180

data, and the remote sensing of C160180 concentrations. Note also that wind fields from the

GISS GCM runs have been widely used "off-fine" in CO2 source/sink inversion studies.

Data assimilation

Currently, NASA support two major data assimilation activities, both at GSFC, the

NASA Data Assimilation Office (DAO) and the NASA Seasonal to Interannual Prediction

Program (NSIPP).

NASA Data Assimilation Office (DAO)

The DAO has recently undergone a major clhange of direction, through successful

collaboration with the Climate Modeling group at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
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(NCAR). In this collaboration,a state-of-the-artdynamicalcore (developedin the DAO) has
been coupled to the parameterizationsof physical processesfrom the NCAR Community
Climate Model (CCM). The first version of this model, basedon CCM3 (version 3), is
operationaland showsmany improvementsover the previousatmosphericGCM usedin the
DAO. Theseimprovementsincludeamuchbetterrepresentationof tracegastransport,which is
of specialsignificancefor studiesof thecarboncycle,andamuchsmootherrepresentationof the
atmosphere.Theprincipalgoalof themodelingeffort in theDAO is to providethebestpossible
first guessfield for dataassimilation(thecombinationof modelforecastswith observations).In
thefreeatmosphere,thedataassimilationsystembasedon the DAO-NCAR modelshowsmany
improvementsover the presentoperationalsystem,particularly a reductionin the noise of the
assimilatedproducts.

For future developments,the collaborationwith NCAR offers manybenefits.First and
foremost,modeldevelopmentat NCAR is basedona largeteamof researchers,whichhaslinks
with severaluniversity groups. This gives accessto the most up-to-dateparameterizationsfor
testingandeventualinclusion in future modelversions,if theyturn out to bemorerealistic than
current representations.Researchareascrucial to carbonscience,which will benefit greatly
from the collaboration betweenDAO and NCAR, are the land surfacemodeling and the
treatmentof theatmosphericboundarylayer. Futuredevelopmentsof the landsurfacemodelare
beingperformedin anationalframework,in whichNASA GSFCscientistsarealsoparticipating.
ClosecollaborationbetweenDAO andNCAR in these(andother)areasrepresentsnot only a
mechanismof collaborationbetweenNASA andthenationalmodelingcommunity;it alsoopens
uppossibilitiesfor pushingfrontiersof researchat the interfacebetweenthe atmosphereandthe
landsurface,which is of prime importance to the carbon cycle.

One of the main advantages of the DAO dynamical core over all other

dynamics/transport schemes presently in use is the accuracy of the trace gas transport in this

scheme. The DAO is presently developing its ability to model and assimilate a wide range of

trace species, ranging from ozone to carbon monoxide and methane. These latter species are

being observed by NASA's EOS program of measurements and the DAO is already performing

or collaborating on studies to model and assimilate them. The scientific methods used with these

trace gases can be applied to CO2. A comprehensive modeling and assimilation program would

be developed in the DAO in support of GCCP. This will require a dedicated effort, with

emphasis on the development of the model and on the interfaces between the model and the data,

with particular emphasis placed on the utility of certain types of data sets to the assimilation

process. Frameworks to determine the usefulness of particular data sets to the assimilation

process either exist or are being developed at NASA, and these would be applied to projected

observations of carbon species. In this way, the DAO model tests will provide feedback on the

potential uses of passive or active measurements of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Such work

requires close collaboration with instrument teams in the development phases of planned
missions.

NASA Seasonal to Interannual Prediction Program (NSIPP)

The goal of NSIPP is to develop an assimilation and forecast system capable of using a

combination of satellite and in situ data to improve the prediction of ENSO and other major

seasonal-to-interannual signals and their teleconnections. In addition to producing experimental

forecasts, NSIPP is involved with a variety of cutting edge seasonal-to-interannual research

issues. Given NSIPP's main goal of developing a forecasting system, much of the research
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focuseson issuesthatareaddressedthroughuseof NSIPP'scoupledandcomponentmodels,and
the oceanand landdataassimilationsystemsbeingproduced.NSIPP'scoupledGCM employs
theGoddardEarthModelingSystem(GEMS)to coupletheatmospheric,oceanandlandmodels.
The land/oceanmaskfor thecoupledmodelis definedon theocean'slatitude-longitudegrid, so
eachgrid box is eitherall oceanor all land. Theatmosphereto oceancouplersinterpolatefrom
the atmosphericgrid to the masspoint of the underlyingoceanboxes. The implementation
assumesthe oceangrid boxesdonot straddlethe atmosphericgrid boxes. In theatmosphereto
oceancoupling, interpolationconsistsof replicationof the atmosphericvaluesat eachof the
underlyingoceangrid boxes. In the oceanto atmospherecoupling, interpolationconsistsof
averagingtogethertheunderlyingoceangrid boxes. Theoceanmodelcontrolsthe evolutionof
all non-landsurfaces,i.e., openocean,shallowseasand seaice. Inland lakesaretreatedby the
atmosphereaslandsurfaces.Thecouplingbetweenthe:landandtheatmosphereis handledin a
similarfashion.

NSIPPrunsits fully coupledglobalocean-atmosphere-landmodelinitializedwith NSIPP
analyzedocean statesto produce 12-monthforecastsof the coupled system. The ocean
assimilation/analysesare currentlyrestrictedto the tropical Pacific, so the main product from
theseforecasts,referredto here asTier 1 forecasts,is tropical Pacific SSTanomalies.Nifio-3
(90°W-150°W,5°S-5°N)is chosenastheareafor presentationas it is the areawherethe effects
of E1Nifio andLa Nifia areoften strongest.NSIPPalsorunsanensembleof its coupledland-
atmospheremodel with prescribedSSTsprovided by adding the observedclimatology to
anomaliesfrom theappropriateTier 1 forecastasforcing.These3-monthforecasts,referredto
hereasTier 2 forecastscurrently representthe global responsein the atmosphereand land to
forcing byPacificSSTanomalies.

A2.4 Data and Information Systems

NASA's charter has required the ESE over the: years to develop data and information

approaches that can handle large volumes of very complex, interdisciplinary data sets. Global

satellite observations are voluminous, and periodic reprocessing of these data are necessary as

new and improved products and algorithms are developed.. This global data handling

requirement has driven the development of not only computing systems, but the expertise to use

those computing systems to produce earth observations from the raw satellite data, to support

complex interdisciplinary oceans, atmosphere and lartd process models, and to archive and

distribute large volumes of data. Through projects such as the data pathfinder program and

DAACs, NASA has accumulated a global archive of climate, oceans, land, ice and snow data

and the capabilities to acquire, store and distribute such data. Through its many satellite projects,

NASA has learned to acquire, navigate, and calibrate satellite data and to produce useful data

products such as land cover, SST, ocean chlorophyll and other data needed to support GCCP.

Thus, after nearly 30 years of developing such data and information systems, NASA well-

positioned to support a complex research prorgam such as the GCCP.

APPENDIX 3. NEW OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING REQUIREMENTS

A3.1 Atmospheric CO2
Observations

The major limitation to reducing the uncertainties in the location and magnitude of

sources and sinks is the sparseness of atmospheric C02 observations. Open oceans and

continental interiors are especially under-sampled. A high-priority goal of the GCCP is to
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exploit fully theexistingcapabilitiesboth from surfaceandspaceplatformsandto developnew
technologiesfor measuringatmosphericCO2concentrationsfrom spaceat sufficient temporal
and spatialresolutionsto enableinversemodelsto accuratelylocateand quantify sourcesand
sinksat spatialresolutionsthat will allow identificationand quantificationof importantcarbon
source/sinkareas.

The scientific measurementrequirementsfor atmosphericCO2 include seasonally
resolved,global coverage,on a regionalspatial scale(order of 1000km2). Satelliteremote
sensingis the only practicalapproachgiven this spatial requirement.The main technological
challengeis accuracy.Inferring fluxes from concentrationmeasurements(used as inputs to
inversemodels)requiresa precisionon theorderof 1%of theCO2concentration(+ 1ppmv) or
better to improve our estimatesof the surfaceflux distribution significantly. Bias (accuracy)
errorswouldneedto beat a similarly low level. Theseaccuracyrequirementsaremorestringent
than any current or planned satellite instrument for measuring atmosphericconstituent
distributions. Consequently,therequirementsfor measuringthe variability of atmosphericCO2
include key investmentsin technologydevelopment,algorithmdevelopment,and in situ and
ground-basedmeasurementsaimedatimprovingourability to remotelysenseCO2.

Instrument concepts

Numerous approaches exist for remote sensing of CO2 in the atmosphere, and in fact,

CO2 is routinely measured, albeit at low precision, as a means of calculating atmospheric

temperature. However, since CO2 variability in the atmosphere is driven by processes at the

Earth's surface, most of the variability in CO2 concentrations exist in the lower atmosphere, i.e.,

primarily in the planetary boundary layer (-1-2 km). The need for a space-based sensor to

resolve variations near the surface, the ubiquitous presence of clouds in the atmosphere, and the

stringent accuracy and precision requirements to meet the needs of inverse modeling approaches

combine to limit the range of viable measurement techniques. Currently, the most promising

techniques for obtaining the performance needed to resolve regional carbon sources and sinks

involve measuring the absorption of near-infrared light by CO2 from low Earth orbit (LEO) with

a near-nadir view over a small ground footprint (to avoid cloud complications). One proposed

configuration would measure total column CO2 using reflected sunlight in a concept similar to

the one employed by the TOMS instrument. Variability in the total column CO2 is strongly

weighted to the lower atmosphere because of the exponential decrease of atmospheric density

with height. Another concept would use a space-based laser for the light source. The laser

method holds the possibility of resolving the CO2 in the lower atmosphere separately from the

overlying CO2 in the upper atmosphere, which would improve sensitivity, but requires

significant technology development. A sound strategy would be to evaluate a passive (solar

illumination) system for deployment in the 5 to 7 year time frame while exploring the pathway

toward development of a more fully capable active (laser) system for deployment at a later date.

A decision could be made in a 3-5 year time frame as to which approach would be sufficient to

meet the scientific requirements for atmospheric CO2 and be most cost-effective. A decision to

pursue both, if the scientific need and policy urgency is sufficiently compelling, would be an

option as well. Continuous refinement of the science measurement requirements, technology and

algorithm development, and better process understanding will lead to an evolving assessment of

the most effective measurement approach for obtaining critical atmospheric CO2 data.

The extremely demanding accuracy and precision requirements (less than 1% COz

concentration) for measuring atmospheric CO2 drive the program plan to develop the
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observationalcapacity.Technologydevelopmentis needed,particularlyin active(lidar) systems
to pushcurrentopticaldetectionmethodsto an increasedlevel of accuracyandprecisionandto
ensurelaserreliability. Active methodsalsorequireimproved laserpower andcontrol at the
componentlevel. The developmentpathstartswith laboratorybenchdemonstrations,whichare
currently underway, through ground-basedand aircraft instruments to simulate sensor
performanceandthe data,andup to space. Deploymentof ground-basedandairborneremote
sensinginstrumentswill bekey to demonstratingsystemperformance.They will alsoprovide
real data for retrieval algorithmdevelopmentand the opportunityfor direct comparisonwith
highly accuratein situ measurements.Furthermore,thesemeasurementscouldhaveimmediate
scientific benefit,addinguniqueand valuablespatially integratedCO2information for process
studiesand field campaigns.Theseinstrumentscould later serveto calibrateand validatethe
spacesystemsafter launch.ThroughtheGCCP,thesetechnologydevelopmentactivitiescanbe
implementedthroughNASA programstructuressuchastheIIP.

The ultimate precision for measuringCO2 will dependon the performanceof the
instrumentsystem,andon ourability to isolatethe variability of theobservedsignaldueto CO2
from thatdueto variationsin clouds,aerosol,temperature,pressure,otherabsorbingmolecules,
surfacereflectivity, andpossiblyotherinterferingor confoundingvariables.Again,thestringent
error requirementsfor CO2dictatethat we mustbeableto accountfor othervariablesto a very
highdegreeof precisionandaccuracyin theCO2retrievalalgorithm. Thedevelopmentprogram
for theCO2algorithmwill requirelaboratoryspectroscopy,analysisof ground-basedandaircraft
remotesensingCO2data (as above) in conjunctionwith in situ measurementsof CO2 and
associatedstatevariables,and new retrieval methodologies.Analysisof existingandplanned
satelliteremotesensingdataapplicableto CO2,suchas the Aqua/AIRS,ENVISAT/Scanning
Imaging Absorption Spectrometerfor Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY), and
Aura/TES,will be very beneficial,althoughthesesensorswere not designedspecifically for
CO2.

Achieving thegoal of identifying andquantifying sourcesand sinksusing satelliteCO2
datawill requireanextensiveprogramof field measurementsfor processstudies(e.g.,boundary
layer growth anddecay)and calibration/validationof satellitemeasurements.In particular,the
remotesensingdatamust be connectedto the long-termrecord of surfaceCO2data from the
NOAA Climate Monitoring and Dynamics Laboratory (CMDL) measurmentnetwork, the
continuousCO2flux recordsof DOE's AmeriFlux and the internationalFLUXNET networks,
andUSDA's forest,cropland,andsoil inventories.Conceptualandpracticalmethodsfor scaring
up from local site data to global remotesensingwill be developedthrough intensive field
campaignsandsystematicdeploymentof in situ measurements,e.g.,aircraft profiles,to covera
broad spectrumof biophysical and biogeochemicalconditions.The NACP will provide an
opportunityandcontextfor manyof thesestudies.

A3.2 Biomass, Biomass Change, Terrestrial Ecosystem Disturbance and Recovery

Observations

Climate predictions can only be made with confidence when the mechanisms for

terrestrial carbon uptake and storage are identified and their dependence on external influences

established, specifying how sink strengths will depend on climate variability, human actions, and

other environmental forcings. Current estimates of carbon storage in terrestrial ecosystem

biomass are uncertain by 25% or more. Estimates of the, U.S. component of the North American

sink based on ground inventories are uncertain by 50% even though these studies show that the
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U.S.mayaccountfor about60%of theNorth Americancarbonsink. Groundinventories,based
onharvestingandweighingall vegetation,arelabor-intensive,andthushavebeenconfinedto a
very sparsesample,and extrapolatedusing landcoverinformation. Thesesamplesareneither
sufficient nor representative,and the sampling is known to be biased in favor of timber
productionlandsand accessiblesitesnearroadsor rivers.Further,we havelittle understanding
of the magnitudeand rate of biomasslossdue to disturbanceor accumulationin re-growing,
recoveringvegetationor their implicationsfor regionalor global carbonbudgets.The primary
accumulationand storagemechanismsfor terrestrial ecosystemsare in living plant biomass,
about one-half of which is carbon, and soil organic matter. Plant support structuresare
continuouslyaccumulatingandstoringcarbonat different time scales.Trunks,branches,stems
and coarseroots can accumulateand store carbonover years to decadesand are slow to
decompose.Twigs, leaves,fine roots,andmostanimals,bacteria,andfungi recycletheir carbon
morerapidly. Ratesof releaseareaffectedby humanactivities, suchas logging, land use,and
land managementpracticessuch as fire suppression.Regrowth is affectedby variations in
climate, fertilization effects from increasing atmosphericCO2 concentration,atmospheric
nitrogenanddepositionof otherproductsof combustion.

The largest sourceof short-termchangein biomassis land cover change,including
biomassdestructionandcarbonreleasedueto logging,landuseconversion,andfire, andcarbon
uptakeand biomass accumulation due to vegetation recovery in the first few years following

disturbance. Disturbance often occurs at length scales of a few tens of meters or less, well below

the spatial resolutions of the sensors aboard EOS Terra. The 30 meter resolution mapping

capability of Landsat is better suited to detecting and measuring the areal extent of this

disturbance, as well as the cause. To measure the recovery rates however, Landsat is limited.

Height and structure information of the type now available from airborne lidar and radar sensors

can be invaluable for characterizing recovery. Thus, there is a critical synergy between the land

cover information available from Landsat, and the height and structure information available

from lidar and radar. Land cover maps derived from passive optical imagery provide the

regional context for interpreting biomass change, distinguishing between transient reductions in

biomass associated with burn events and permanent land-cover conversion associated with

human activities, while lidar and radar can provide the rate of recovery from disturbance. In

addition, knowledge of the type of land cover is also necessary to convert canopy height into

biomass information. The 30-year Landsat record provides an historical context for converting
short-term biomass measurements into medium-term trends in carbon accumulation and release.

Instrument concepts

Airborne lidar measurements of profiles of forest canopy height, when combined with

land cover information, have demonstrated an important new capability for estimating forest

biomass. A vegetation canopy lidar (VCL) satellite is near completion now, but there are

technological readiness concerns. When these concerns are resolved, this mission will provide

the first internally consistent global estimates of forest biomass based on a systematic sampling

design. Use of this new capability could result in a reduction in errors in the current estimates of

global terrestrial biomass from 25% to as little as 1%. Estimates of biomass change from this

mission will be limited by its short duration, but the feasibility of measuring biomass change for

future, longer duration or repeat missions will be evaluated. Developing algorithms to convert

these canopy lidar data in combination with land cover maps to estimates of carbon stored in

biomass for the full range of global ecosystems is an important task for the GCCP.
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NASA's ESEbaseprogramis alreadyfunding theassemblyof theglobal,Landsatrecord
extendingbackto 1972and,usingmanualmethodswill provideinitial global landcoverchange
mapsfrom thisperiod.To facilitatetheroutineanalysisof thesedata,NASA will investigatethe
necessityand feasibility of transitioningto anautomatedprocessingcapabilityfor Landsatand
possiblyothersensorssuchas ASTER and MODIS. Such a system would need to allow on-

demand analysis of geo-registered imagery to create a v_a-iety of land-cover products on a routine

basis by 2005, ultimately at a substantial cost savings, compared to the presently-used labor-

intensive approaches.

Measuring structure and biomass change at accuracies of 0.5 to 1 kg m -2 and the 10 to 25

km scales required by the next generation of land surface models (--0.25 ° resolution) will require

a different approach from that of the vegetation canopy lidar now in development. Alternatives

include imaging lidar, hyperspatial/multiangular/hyperspectral optical imagery, interferometric

SAR, and SAR combined with profiling lidar which have shown potential in model simulations

and/or airborne demonstrations. Measuring biomass diifferences well in dense vegetation with

canopies shorter than 5 m also presents a challenge for all these methods. Investments in

transmitters and detectors for imaging lidar and antennas for P-band radar systems will help

bring these technologies to a suitable level of maturity, comparable to space instrumentation for

passive optical and shorter-wavelength SAR (C, L, and K band) observations.

Some representative options for biomass change measurements that will help us quantify

the carbon impacts of disturbance and recovery in terrestrial ecosystems have been studied and

costs estimated. Inter-comparisons of data acquired using existing airborne sensors will be used

to assess performance of the most promising approaches, in field settings covering the required

range of conditions. At a minimum, these will cover realistic observing conditions and a wide

range of biomass densities in tall, dense forest, open woodland, closed shrub land, and dense

grasslands and savannas. In some cases, new measure concepts may require the development of

aircraft instrument prototypes, e.g. a dual frequency lidar. In a 5-6 year time frame, assuming a

vegetation canopy lidar mission and airborne simulator sensor evaluation studies, NASA would

be in a position to recommend the best option(s) for future biomass and biomass change

observations that would be adequate to substantially reduce uncertainties in carbon sources and

sinks due to disturbance and recovery from past disturbances.

A3.3 Ocean Carbon

Observations

The overall goal with ocean observations in the GCCP is to predict the variability of

carbon (in its various forms) in the ocean, and thereby evaluate its role in climate change, and

how that role might change under various climate change scenarios. The productivity, or

photosynthetic carbon flux, on the land and in the ocean are of about the same magnitude.

However the carbon biomass of the land is over two orders of magnitude higher than the ocean,

thus, the ocean achieves the same photosynthetic flux with a much smaller biomass. It is clear,

then, that the carbon cycle in terrestrial ecosystems is dominated by the storage in biomass,

whereas in the ocean it is dominated by the flux. Space-based observation strategies for the

ocean therefore need to include measurements, which can be used to estimate of the flux of

carbon, however indirect, across the air-sea interface and through the ocean's ecosystems.

The two primary fluxes that the GCCP will need to characterize are the CO2 flux across

the air-sea interface and the export of carbon to the deep sea for long-term storage. Carbon

export to the deep sea occurs as particle sinking (the "biological pump") and subsidence of cold
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CO2 -bearing water (the "solubility" pump). An additional carbon flux of interest is the

particulate and dissolved organic carbon in terrestrial runoff. Schemes for estimating all of these

fluxes will be developed using a combination of in situ and satellite observations and models.

Current remote sensing capability is focused on quantifying the photosynthetic flux, or

productivity, of the ocean (supported by the ocean color sensors, SeaWiFS and MODIS).

However, large uncertainties in air-sea fluxes of C02 and carbon export to the deep sea remain.

The interaction between the solubility and biological pumps has never been established with the

required spatial and temporal resolution at global scales to determine their role in climate

change. For example, we know that air-sea CO2 fluxes depend on surface CO2 concentrations

(which in turn depend on complex interactions between surface temperatures, biological

production, surface carbonate chemistry, and ocean circulation) and on the CO2 transfer

efficiency at the surface (which is controlled by winds and ocean surface characteristics). But

accurate prediction of carbon fluxes will depend on how well we can characterize these

regulating processes and quantify their spatial and temporal variability. Likewise, the

determinants to ocean productivity and the carbon deposition to the deep sea are complex and, in

many regions, the models and satellite algorithms break down because we are missing critical

information on phytoplankton physiology and the type of organisms present. More accurate
estimation of marine carbon fluxes is critically needed to establish the present state of the marine

carbon cycle and to forecast future responses and feedbacks to the climate system. Substantial

process towards attaining these goals within the time flame of the CJCCP (10 years) will only be

achieved by accelerating and expanding our the observational and modeling capabilities.
One reason for the uncertainties in the ocean carbon budget is the logistical difficulty of

obtaining time series of conventional ocean observations over the entire globe which make it

impossible to rely on surface observations alone for detecting change and understanding

processes involved in the exchange of CO2 between the oceans and atmosphere. Satellite-based

observations are capable of filling this gap. In the plan for developing new observations, we

stress the need for 1) continuing and improving estimates of productivity, 2) an expanded

emphasis on coastal ocean processes and specific regions of critical importance, 3) development

of new remote sensing measurements for important but as yet unobservable variables, and with

the overall goal of 4) linking ocean carbon cycle processes to climate variability.
Carbon fluxes into the ocean include air-sea exchanges and terrigenous sources (DOC

and DIC) with estimates of the net influx from each being similar in magnitude. Contributing

observations to the air-sea CO2 flux include the surface winds (SSW), SST, sea surface height

(SSH), and biological productivity. While sea surface salinity (SSS) observations would also be

useful and has been proposed under the ESSP, our plans are to have it be obtained through data

assimilation and modeling until reliable observations are available. While global satellite

observations of SSW, SST, and SSH are well-established, those for ocean productivity, DOC and

DIC are not. Without the biological uptake of CO2, large areas of the ocean (e.g., the North

Pacific) would be CO2 sources rather than sinks. Without reliable estimates of the magnitude

and fate of terrigenous DOC and DIC influx to the ocean, the terrestrial carbon budget

accounting is incomplete.

Improved estimates of productivity
The estimation of productivity in the ocean likewise requires, in addition to ocean color,

surface winds, SSH, SST, mixed layer depth (MLD), aerosol input into the ocean, and surface

solar irradiance. Fluorescence emanating out of the ocean, an indicator of nutritional condition of
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the phytoplankton,will be very useful for constrainingproductivity estimatesin a variety of
oceanhabitats,sincecurrentproductivitymodelsdo not taketheplant physiologyinto account.
Fluorescencebandsarenow availableon MODIS, but thereareno plansbeyondMODIS for a
fluorescenceobservationalcapability.This isa critical gapin thecurrentprogram.

MLD is acritical observationfor productivitybecauseit influencesthe light exposureof
marine plants, and requires improved modeling capabilities in the absenceof detailed
observations.Aeoliandustis theprimarysourceof tracenutrientssuchasiron to theopenocean
andsatelliteobservationsof aerosolpropertiesareneedledto determinethepatternsandamounts
of dustdeposition. Absorbingaerosolssuchasdustalsodegradethe accuracyof oceancolor
productsbecausethey absorblight in the samepartsof the visible spectrumasphytoplankton.
Sensorssuch as SeaWiFScannot reliably detect dust contamination,especiallyat modest
concentrations.

Primaryproductionis also a key determinantto the export of carbonto storagein the
deepocean. In addition,however,recentresearchindicatesthatthe carbonexportdependson
what organismsarepresent,i.e., somespeciesgenerateparticlesthat sink muchmore rapidly
thanothersdo. Also, somespeciesfix nitrogenandtherebyenhanceprimaryproductionin areas
that might otherwisebe nutrient-limited.In both cases,somekey phytoplanktonspecieshave
unique reflectancecharacteristicsthat allow their detectionfrom space. Our strategy for
obtainingglobal primaryproductiondatawill be to extendtheSeaWiFSmissionandmergethe
SeaWiFSdatawith MODIS dataproducts(datamergeris anaspectof theSIMBIOS program).
The combinedobservationsprovide a substantialincreasein coverageover a single mission
primarily becausethe MODIS and SeaWiFSmissionsare at different times of day which
minimizesdata loss from cloud coverand also becauseSeaWiFStilts to avoid sunglint, thus
providingbettercoverageof thetropical oceans.Datamergerwill also allow the fluorescence
data from MODIS to be used to improve the primary production estimatesderived from
SeaWiFS. In the latter phaseof theGCCP(the secondfive years),anOceanCarbonMission
(OCM) is proposedto complementNPP/VIJRS,after the SeaWiFSandMODIS missionsend.
Thespecificadvantagesof theOCM areoutlinedbelow.

Coastal areas and regional studies

For coastal areas, we plan to augment coarse resolution data from the OCM and VIIRS

instruments with high resolution, but infrequent coverage, of the nearshore and estuarine areas as

part of a low-biomass terrestrial mission. This would be contingent on the measurement

approach selected for low-biomass terrestrial measurements being an appropriate passive optical

system compatible with the coastal ocean measurement _requirements.

Our program necessarily incorporates in situ observations to establish the underlying

processes, which lead to distributions and variability see.n from space. We also expect partners in

other agencies (particularly NOAA and NSF) to participate in validation of satellite data, and to

make complementary in situ observations; for example, direct air-sea CO2 flux measurements,

and deep-sea observations from ships. While the focus of the program is global, certain areas are

indicated to have larger climatic signals (e.g., the Southern Ocean), or else have greater societal

impact (e.g., coastal regions). Shipboard programs will be concentrated in these areas for more

efficient scientific progress.

The pool of DOC in the ocean is one of the largest carbon reservoirs in the active climate

system. Terrestrial export of DOC to the coastal ocean is thought to be a significant fraction of
the net terrestrial carbon fixation. The exact amount and the fate of this carbon has not been
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establishedwith anycertainty. In coastalregions,remotesensingcanassistin determiningthe
amountof DOC usingalgorithmsbasedonDOC absorptionin the UV portionof thespectrum.
Also, the dynamicsof DOC in the openoceanmaybebecomemore importantundercertain
climatechangescenarios. Observationsin theUV for DOC algorithmsarerequired,butarenot
availablefrom SeaWiFS,MODIS,or VIIRS.

Linking the ocean carbon cycle to climate variability

The observation plan to link the ocean carbon cycle with climate variability is

summarized below and includes the OCM which is characterized by the following:

1) Continued systematic observations of ocean color (for productivity) using MODIS and an

extended SeaWiFS data buy;

2) Fluorescence observations for improved productivity estimation;

3) Ocean reflectance observations that allow identification of organisms contributing to the

carbon flux to the deep sea and nitrogen fixation;

4) Unambiguous dust detection capabilities (possibly absorbing aerosol concentrations);

5) Enhanced ocean reflectance observations that allow estimation of particulate and dissolved

organic matter concentrations, particularly in coastal waters.

These new ocean carbon measurements will augment NPP and NPOESS/VIIRS in a number of

ways. Data merger techniques will be developed that allow ocean carbon observations (e.g., dust

detection flags and patterns of fluorescence) to be applied to VIIRS data, thereby increasing the

utility of the VIIRS data.

Instrument concepts

For these new measurements of primary production, POC, and DOC, aircraft-mounted

instruments will be needed (some already exist, e.g., a low altitude combination hyperspectral

radiometer-dual pulse lidar system) to support technology development, algorithm development,

and field studies such as the NACP. In addition, other shipboard and aircraft measurements for

other important properties, e.g. ocean particle profiles, the mixed layer depth and ocean
bicarbonate concentrations, will be developed and used in support of the field studies, even

though satellite versions are not feasible within the time frame of the GCCP. Ocean particle

profile and MLD measurements are under development for shipboard deployment and is based

on a lidar system to profile particle backscatter, but signal detection and laser power limitations

make space applications infeasible for the near future. These measurements may eventually be

possible from space as technology advances and the development of ground-based systems lay

the foundations for future measurements beyond the present plan.

A3.4 Model Development Requirements

Among the primary efforts of the GCCP will be numerical modeling of relevant

processes involved in the global carbon cycle, model data assimilation, and observing system

simulation experiments. Data assimilation and OSSEs were discussed in Section 2.2 and the

need for these will not be reiterated here. All these model related developments need to be

accelerated.
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Coupledmodelsaredefined as those that combine processes from 2 or more disciplines

or sub-disciplines. Disciplines are the general fields of atmospheric, oceanic, and terrestrial

sciences. The purposes of these coupled models are:

1) Develop a platform for understanding how processes and outputs relate to remote sensing in

order to define feasibility

2) Provide realistic Earth system data sets for observing system simulation experiments, where

sampling and measurement options can be evaluated, along with mission feasibility.

3) Further understanding of the interactions among interacting processes using remote sensing

data as a validation tool

4) Serve as an interpolation/extrapolation capability in the process of remote sensing data

assimilation to extend the observational capability of remote sensing in 3-dimensions

5) Provide, through the assimilation of remotely-sensed data, long-term monitoring of the state

and trends in carbon cycle processes

6) Provide forecast capability for future carbon cycle trends

Disciplinary models

Disciplinary models combine processes from 2 or more sub-disciplines. In the case of

the GCCP, these models range from development and use of coupled physical/biogeochemical

models of the oceans, to coupled hydrological/biological models in terrestrial systems, to

coupled dynamical/chemical models in the atmosphere. These models can provide a more

detailed representation of processes than interdisciplinary models because they are more limited

in scope. However, they cannot predict the range of feedbacks feasible with interdisciplinary
models.

Interdisciplinary models

Coupled land biogeochemical models to atmospheric circulation models. Models of

global land primary productivity are fairly mature. The SiB2, a terrestrial vegetation model, is

one such model that is coupled to atmospheric GCMs and is parameterized from satellite

measurements of global vegetation. However, primary ]productivity is only half the story for the

atmospheric CO2 budget, the other half depending on biospheric respiration and decomposition.

Current generation respiration/decomposition models will be implemented in the climate models

for long term climate prediction and numerical weather prediction models for

seasonal/interannual forecasts of CO2 fluxes. The new models will be developed to exploit new

types of satellite data as boundary conditions and for validation.

Coupled ocean biogeochemical models with ocean circulation models. Coupled ocean

models integrate physical and biogeochemical processes to produce a dynamical representation

of phytoplankton and nutrient distributions and can include carbon chemistry. These models rely

heavily on improved understanding of fundamental processes describing each model component

(e.g., phytoplankton photosynthetic parameterizations, general ocean circulation fields, radiative

fields, and loss terms) and on satellite data for conslxaint of output fields. Coupled models

function as the basis for understanding complex interactions between processes involved in the

carbon cycle and provide the greatest forecasting potential, especially when coupled to improved

process-oriented variable parameterizations. Expansion of capabilities to further complement

national goals in coupled modeling requires adaptation to carbon-specific outputs, incorporation

of new carbon pathways, and better utilization of satellite data. A particularly new thrust is the
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extensionof presentmodelsto thedissolvedinorganiccarboncycle, i.e., thecalculationof CO2

update for carbon fixation and return via respiration. Also required is the coupling of existing

coupled oceanic models with atmospheric circulation models and land process models.

Global atmospheric chemical transport modeling. The numerical simulation of CO2

transport (and other tracers such as N20, CH4, and biomass burning tracers) in the atmosphere is

required to determine the fate of anthropogenic source gases. The exchange of CO2 between the

surface ocean, terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere is of first order importance in

understanding the global carbon cycle and those processes that are most important in

determining the atmospheric concentration of CO2. The global 3-D atmospheric modeling of

CO2 provides the basic framework to analyze existing and proposed measurement network data

and satellite remote sensing of CO2 distributions. Global 3-D chemistry and transport studies

will be used to simulate atmospheric CO2 and other constituents. The model will include surface

fluxes provided by land and ocean components.

Atmospheric modeling of the transport of mineral dust iron. The deposition of iron in

mineral dust aerosol to the oceans has been suggested to be very important in controlling the

biological activity that plays an important role in the oceanic carbon abundance. Ocean

biological productivity, and hence CO2 uptake, may be limited by iron availability. Since the

main source of iron to most oceanic regions is atmospheric mineral dust, the 3-D modeling of

dust concentrations and deposition is critical to the oceanic carbon cycle analysis. Present

studies are using a global 3-D chemical transport model to compute dust transport and deposition

to the world ocean. This modeling is closely tied to absorbing aerosol measurements from the

TOMS satellite instrument. These dust fluxes are critical to the biological modeling work

discussed under the ocean effort.

Global air-sea COa fluxes computed using meteorological data assimilation products.

Computation of the surface exchange coefficients for CO2 is a critical aspect of modeling the

carbon cycle. The air-sea exchange of CO2 and other tracers can be calculated given surface

ocean/lower atmosphere concentration gradients and estimates of the transfer velocity. The
NASA DAO models have good quality, highly resolved global meteorological fields, including

wind speed, in the lower troposphere. These may be used to improve transfer velocity

distributions and hence CO2 flux calculations globally. They could also be used to model the

trace gas fluxes for those locations and times that actual measurements are being made during a

field campaign. The use of new surface roughness estimates from satellite (in collaboration with

the ocean effort discussed above) will be compared to transfer velocity estimates and fluxes

derived from assimilation data products.

Simulations of past, present and future climate for input to carbon cycle models. The

physical climate system strongly influences the surface exchange of CO2 in several ways. In the

terrestrial biosphere, precipitation, wind stress, surface radiation, boundary layer properties,

temperature, soil moisture and other variables all influence the flux of moisture and chemicals

between the Earth's surface and the atmosphere. The current general circulation modeling effort

includes a highly sophisticated physical representation of atmospheric processes. Computed

climate variations can be used as input to carbon cycle process models to examine potential

feedbacks between the climate system and surface carbon exchange. This includes paleoclimate
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modelsandsimulationand10-100yearfutureclimatesimulations.Theultimateobjectivewould
beacoupledcarbon-climatemodellinking modulesdevelopedfrom otherareas.

Interactive vegetation-climate modeling on interannual to interdecadal time scales.

Climate change and variability strongly impact both the biophysical and biogeochemical aspects

of vegetation. The fate of anthropogenic carbon is strongly influenced in turn by the terrestrial

biosphere. The emerging coupled atmosphere-ocean-land-vegetation models are expected to

provide a comprehensive understanding of these processes and improve the prediction of future

trends in atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Recent efforts have shown the tight coupling between

the atmosphere and dynamic vegetation processes on mterdecadal and interannual time scales.

Research is presently being conducted to improve interannual climate and ecological prediction

in tropical regions using coupled vegetation-climate models. The ultimate goal is to understand

the future trend of atmospheric CO2 and climate within the context of global warming.

Combined atmospheric, terrestrial, and oceanic models to evaluate the effects of human

activities and natural variability on the global carbon cycling and climate. There are fewer large

scale modeling efforts that utilize all three of the major Earth science disciplines. One of the

major goals of this plan is to unite efforts to construct models representing multiple aspects of

the global carbon cycle, emphasizing the interdisciplinary nature of the problem, and
emphasizing coupling among these disciplines. The overall goal may be several models, but the

unifying theme is to understand and predict global carbon dynamics on seasonal to interannual to

decadal to century time scales, with models linked to remote sensing data.

To this objective, we intend to develop and link with efforts to produce enhanced

representations of the global biosphere and the carbon cycle. On seasonal-to-interdecadal time

scales, we will couple OGCMs with ocean biogeochemical/optical models (OBOM), eventually

coupling with coupled atmosphere/ocean models. Land surface hydrological models will be

enhanced with the carbon components from terrestrial ecological models and coupled with the

atmospheric AGCM's. On decadal to climate change time scales, we will link the terrestrial

ecological models and OBOM/OGCM's to the climate models of the Earth system. This

sequence of coupled models linked to satellite data fields will require substantial development

time, but we can envision a satellite system assimilation forecast model that can evaluate and

predict changes in anthropogenic forcing of carbon related processes with near-term changes in

carbon cycling, which may have important effects on climate and weather systems. In the long

term, the processes more fully understood by the coupling of these models will enable

improvement of predictions of future atmospheric carbon loading and the consequences. This

approach of coupled interdisciplinary models with satelfite data in assimilation/forecast mode as

well as historical reconstructive mode will provide a fuller understanding of the global carbon

cycle, the processes affecting it, and the implications of changes.

A3.5 Computational Support Requirements

As a benchmark for assessing computing requirements, current simulations of a coupled

ocean biogeochemcal model containing 7 components with an OGCM require about 3 times the

computing power of the NSIPP OGCM alone. Extension of the model to explicitly derive

organic carbon (both particulate and dissolved), and adaptation to dissolved inorganic carbon

pathways will require extra computing power of about a factor of 10. Since it can require time to

adapt and extend the models, especially on global scales, this means that supercomputing
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capabilitiesof about half thosedemandedby NSIPP are required to meet the medium-term
carboncyclemodelingobjectivesof the GCCP. Futurecouplingamongland,atmosphereand
oceanbiogeochemicalmodelswill scaleupcomputingrequirementsby anadditionalfactorof 3
in the long term (>3 years). Thesecomputationalrequirementsmust be dedicatedto useby
personnelworking on carbon-relatedscientific problems. Funding estimatesmust include
softwaresupportand assistancewith transitioningto new computationalplatforms. Oversight
and administration of the supercomputerwill be performed by the NASA Center for
ComputationalSciences(NCCS).

The global carboncycle is diverseand complex. Plantand animal life forms respond
differently andhavedifferent carboncyclingratesandmechanisms.At present,mostmodelsuse
only a few simplifiedcategories,whichcreatessimulationerror. Therearealsoabioticpathways
andstorage(bicarbonatein theoceans,soilson land,etc.)thatcontaintheir own dynamics,most
of whicharenotpresentlyincorporatedinto modelsor only crudely.

Limited computingcapacity introducesseveraltypes of model errors and limitations
including:

1) Insufficient model spatial/temporalresolution, resulting in incomplete representationof
fundamentalprocesses

Oceanmodelsoftencannotsustainlife in theopenoceanwherenutrientsarepoor, and
have to resort to numerical specification to prevent extinction. New results suggestthe
importanceof mesoscale(10-100km) processesin providing nutrients to the upper ocean.
Presentglobal models are all synoptic scale (100-1000 km), which do not resolve these
processes.In addition,finer scalegridsarenecessaryto representmajoroceanfeatures,suchas
theGulf Stream.

On land, fine temporalresolutionis requiredto understandchangesin seasonalcycles,
andbetterspatialresolutionis necessaryto matchthescalesoccurringin nature.

2) Inadequatecoupling among the major components,reducing our ability to understand
interactionsandtheir consequences

The relationshipsamongland,oceans,and atmospheresareonly minimally understood
andpoor representationsmay be the sourceof the presentinadequaciesin climate models. A
completesimulationmaywell bebeyondour scientificandcomputingcapabilitiesuntil well into
the future, we mustbegin to addresstheseissuesin the near and mediumterm. Inadequate
computingresourceswill hinder the developmentof modelingof theseinteractions,with lost
potentialthatcannotbequantifiedat present.

3) Inadequaterun-timeto evaluatecarbon-climateinteractions
Carboncycling is most important becauseof its potential impactson climate. These

interactionsoccurat very long time scales(decadesto geologic). Unlessprevalentcomputing
resourcesareavailable,carboncycle simulationsmay have to be constrainedto shortertime
scalesandsimplisticmodels.

APPENDIX 4. GCCP MISSION CONCEPT STUDIES

In describing a new measurement, it is necessary to consider the measurement type,

rationale and performance drivers, spatial resolution and extent, geographic location, temporal
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resolutionand duration, timing, specialevents,repeatcycle, precisionand accuracy,ancillary
measurements,algorithms,processing,radiative transfer theory, as well as coordinationand
linkageswith field campaigns,aircraftunderflightsandothersatellites.Thecarefulevaluationof
thesefactorsleadsto a preliminary instrumentconcept,which describesthe type of sensorthat
mightbeableto providethemeasurement.

The instrumentand datasystemcharacteristicsneedto be defined,suchas mechanical
(mass, volume and fields-of-view), electrical, thermal, calibration, polarization sensitivity,
contaminationsensitivity,pointing, signal-to-noiseratio, digitization,andon-boarddatastorage
andprocessingschemes,in orderto developareliableapproachfor planningandcosting.More
thanoneconceptmightwork, but theremaybemoderateto severechallengesin makinganyone
or all of theseconceptswork. Furthermore,the moredifficult conceptsmay provide the best
performance.

Next therequirementsfor themissionasa whole,asrequiredby the measurement,must
be includedto selectthe appropriateaccommodation(spacecraftand launchvehicle) and to
ensurethat themeasurementprovidestheinformationneeded.Thesefactorsincludethetimeline
(coordination,availability, technology development),orbit, operations,ground-to-spacecraft
interaction, reliability/performanceassurance,guidance,navigation, attitude control systems
(ACS),integrationandtest,andintegration,verification,andvalidation. A final considerationis
theactualprocessneededto designandbuilda spacemission. Theprocessof guidinga mission
throughall theappropriatestagesis laid out in greatdetail in theNASA programguideline700-
PG-7120.5A.

A4.1 Measurement Requirements

As part of the preparation for the second workshop (March 20-22, 2001), the

measurements identified in the first workshop were linked with potential missions. These

missions were developed in greater detail and were paired with appropriate spacecraft and launch

vehicles in the Integrated Mission Design Center (IMDC) at GSFC. This process examined the

various subsystems as well and sought to identify any technology challenges by subsystem and
for the mission as a whole. The results of these studies could then be used as a basis for costing

potential missions with the assistance of the Resource Amalysis Office (RAO) in preparation for

the third workshop (May 2-4, 2001). This information could then serve as the basis for an

informed prioritization of the candidate science activities, both individually and in synergistic

combinations.

Aircraft versions of some of the proposed missions will be needed to understand the

measurement characteristics so that the spaceborne instrument can be optimally designed and

also to test the instrument design for the space mission. Such instruments will be able to support

calibration/validation and field campaigns as well. These aircraft models, and possibly

laboratory/bench models as well, will need to be includecl and costed in the overall plan.

In addition, technology issues affecting multiple space missions were identified with help

from the working group and were reviewed with the Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO).

This information was be used in the preparation of technology roadmaps designed to solve

potential problems and reduce risk for the space missions. These roadmaps were presented at the

third workshop. Improvements may also be needed in aircraft, laboratory, and in situ

measurement equipment in order to support the remote sensing activities. Technology needed to

achieve these improvements was examined and costed for the third workshop.
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Thedurationof thespacemeasurements/missionsdiscussedbelowis at leastthreeyears,
technologypermitting, in order to acquireinformation over more than one year. This will
generallycounteractthe effect of a singleunusualyearby balancingit with two presumably
normalyears.Orbitsareassumedto bestandardlow-earthorbits,generallysun-synchronousto
removetheeffectsof diurnalvariationin illumination andsunangle.

The timeline for developmentof missionsto acquirethe selectednew measurementsis
presentedin the Mission/TechnologyRoadmap(Figure 17). The referencemission concept
studies,which are describedin greaterdetail in Section3.3, resulted in a baselinereference
missionset,which is reflectedin thetimelineshownin this figure. Measurementsfrom existing
missionswhicharecrucial to thecarboncyclework andfrom plannedmissionswhich represent
critical dependenciesare also shown on the timeline. Key technology and aircraft/field
campaignsneededto supportthespacebornemeasurementsarealsohighlighted.

The specific activities neededto build and fly thesemissions,acquire the desired
measurements,and produce accurate,useful deliverablesto the scientific community and
governmentpolicy-makersareoutlined over time in Section3.4. Theseactivities will produce
near-term(2003-2007)products,intendedto assistpolicy-makersin a timely manner,andlong-
term (2008-2012)strategies,which will yield long-termsolutionsto the sciencequestionsby
revealingthedeeperworkingsof thecarbon-climatecycle.

A4.2. Mission Concept Study Methodology

The process followed in developing and costing potential space and aircraft mission

concepts and their supporting technology was developed as the science community clarified

their questions and developed measurement objectives in the first and second workshops,

resulting in a set of measurement requirements. The characteristics of these measurements (e.g.,

precision, spatial resolution, ground coverage, temporal frequency) were considered in detail to

derive potential sensors, spacecraft, and other mission parameters (e.g., orbits), which might be

used to acquire these measurements. Past space missions and aircraft missions were used as

guidelines (benchmarking). The concept was then further developed by specific engineering

studies in Goddard's Instrument Synthesis and Analysis Laboratory (ISAL) and Integrated

Mission Design Center (IMDC), which will be described in greater detail in following sections.

The output of these studies allowed the selection of possible spacecraft from the Rapid
Spacecraft Development Office's (RSDO) catalog and the assignment of probable launch

vehicles from the Access to Space (ATS) inventory. Armed with this information and working

with the RAO, RSDO, ATS and the Network Services Division, costs were developed for these

representative space missions. These findings were in turn discussed with the Science Team at

the workshops, culminating in a full presentation of representative mission concepts and costs at

the third workshop.

A series of potential missions were studied and refined in the IMDC. These included an

Aerosols Polarimeter (December 11-14, 2000), Advanced Atmospheric CO2 (January 15-18,

2001), High Density Biomass Lidar (January 29-February 1, 2001), and Pathfinder Atmospheric

CO2 (April 2001). A detailed description of the IMDC and the services it provides can be found

on their website under www.imdc.gsfc.nasa.gov. Some of the results of these studies will be

included with the description of each representative mission below. The ability to examine

possible missions, particularly the accommodation of instruments on spacecraft and launch

vehicles and their performance in orbit; to clarify their characteristics, identify probable weight,
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power, dataratesand volume;and to understandpotentialrisks and the needsfor technology
developmentin orderto reducethoserisksis a majorgoalin missionformulation.

TheOceanParticulateLidar (previouslycalledtheMixed LayerLidar) wasexaminedin
theISAL asanaircraft instrumentandpossibleprecursorto a space-basedmission.Thisallowed
the designof the instrumentto bedevelopedin muchgreaterdetailandtechnologicaladvances
thatwouldneedto befundedfor theaircraftandpossiblespace-borneversionsof this instrument
to beidentified.Theresultsarepresentedaspart of thediscussionof theaircraft missionbelow.
For moredetailsabouttheISAL pleaserefer to theirwebsiteat www.isal.gsfc.nasa.gov.

A5.3 Technology Requirements

The GCCP plans to utilize a number of active and passive sensor types to meet its

ground, air, and space-based observational requirements. Experience to date with new flight

systems indicates that technology readiness is a critical ingredient for program success. In order

to minimize the risk associated with such systems, the GCCP study team has identified

technology pathways for key instrumentation and has outlined a risk mitigation strategy to

increase the probability of achieving scientific goals and objectives within cost and schedule

guidelines.

The GCCP program intends to leverage existing technology programs like SBIR, ATIP,

liP, NMP and ESSP, wherever possible. It is also seeking focused technology development

augmentations to ensure that critical instrumentation moves without interruption up the

technology readiness chain. As part of the technology needs identification process, a

mission/technology subgroup worked closely with atmosphere, ocean, and land working groups

and performed benchmarking studies to highlight the most significant sensor development

challenges. An assessment of specific atmosphere, ocean, and land sensor technology needs is

given in the paragraphs that follow.

Atmospheric CO2 technology requirements

A number of passive techniques for CO2 column measurements were identified and were

categorized broadly as either optical or thermal in nature. Some technology development is

needed to improve signal to noise ratios and quantum efficiencies for photodiode arrays and

mercury/cadmium/telluride detectors. In addition, larger detector arrays, if available, would

substantially improve data return from space. Algorithms for combined CO2]O2 retrieval in a

cloudy, aerosol-laden atmosphere and algorithms that _Lccurately account for effects of varying

pressure and temperature, surface reflectance, and other absorbers are additional development

challenges.

Three active techniques for CO2 profiling were also identified, one of which was the

subject of a concept study in the GSFC IMDC and the other two in development by teams at

LaRC and JPL. The GSFC approach utilizes a two-channel laser sounder in the 1570 nm band

for carbon dioxide and the 770 nm band for oxygen. Lidar sensor development is a key

technology and is already benefiting from some advanced technology funding via the ATIP

program. The challenge is developing a CO2 and 02 lidar sensor with the required precision,

stability, and lifetime for a space mission. Because of projected power demands, the thermal

control and heat rejection system will require careful consideration, although at the component

level space qualified thermal control devices already exist. The LaRC Differential Absorption

Lidar or DIAL approach to CO2 global profiting employs a multiple DIAL pair technique and

requires high-energy tunable laser transmitter technology development along with a large
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deployablereceivertelescope.Infrareddetectortechnologydevelopmentis also critical to the
successof space-basedDIAL CO2measurements.Like the DIAL systemdescribedabove,the
JPL coherentlaserabsorptionspectrometeroperatesat a frequencyof about2 micronsandhas
similar technologyneeds.This system,however, is less resourceintensiveand also has the
potentialto work in concertwith theGSFClasersounder.

Prior to implementationof a flight hardwarebuild, particularly for active sensors,

laboratory measurement demonstration, horizontal path demonstration, and aircraft

measurements with a representative version of the proposed instrument will be made to compare
with measurements from in-situ sensors. In addition to their science calibration/validation

function, these mission precursors will assist in the design process for the eventual space flight
instrument.

Ocean carbon technology requirements

Several measurements of importance to ocean working group representatives require

active sensors. A lidar technique has been proposed to measure ocean bicarbonate, the major

component of dissolved inorganic carbon. A study was also performed in the GSFC ISAL to

develop an initial concept for a 532 and 1064 nm lidar that would measure particulates within the

upper mixed layer of the oceans. Finally, an active fluorescence experiment using a pump and

probe lidar with sources at 532 nm and 355 nm and detector at 685 nm has been demonstrated to

measure photosynthetic parameters related to chlorophyll and biological productivity. Relative to

the immediate goals and objectives of the GCCP, these observations are currently scoped as a

series of aircraft flights. Improvements in spacebome lidar technology are needed to fully utilize

these as spacebome sensors.

The ongoing SeaWiFS program and planned observations of passive fluorescence from

MODIS are being used to study organic carbon in the open ocean. These types of observations

need to be extended beyond the lifetime of these existing sensors. Furthermore, there is a

renewed emphasis on coastal studies for tracking the movement of carbon between the land or

rivers and the sea. These studies should be performed in the ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared

using an instrument with a spatial resolution similar to MODIS (250 m or less) and a band

selection tailored to sensing dissolved and particulate organic carbon, particularly in the near-

shore environment. Such an instrument would initially fly on an aircraft, but would ultimately be

developed for the proposed ocean carbon space mission. The enhanced SeaWiFS type instrument

would include bands for improved ocean productivity measurements (typically 660 and 680 nm)

and bands in the ultraviolet for dissolved organic carbon. The technological challenges include

selection of bands not generally used in land applications, improvements in sensor design, and

the use of onboard data processing to optimize data retrieval. As with SeaWiFs, the spacecraft
and instrument should accommodate routine lunar and solar calibrations.

In-situ instruments are particularly important for the planned GCCP measurement and

instrument development activities and for the field campaigns and calibration/validation efforts

that follow. Specific technologies are sought that improve the precision, accuracy, range, and

reliability of ground-based measurements and of the aircraft and space missions they support.

The miniaturization of drifter buoys with optical, pCO2, and nutrient sensors is one such

improvement that has already been identified.
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Biomass observation technology requirements

The land working group identified a technology wedge that would enable new or

improved measurements of biomass, biomass change, ecosystem disturbance, disturbance

recovery, and primary productivity. A timetable was proposed that exploited existing or planned

space assets, such as Landsat, SeaWiFS, EOS/Terra, and VCL, and allowed for development of

new observational capabilities. In the near term, improved land cover algorithms that are more

automated and merge data from multiple sensors are sought to extend observational capability

over more biomes, disturbance types, and biomass ranges. Changes in biomass occur over a wide

range of temporal and spatial scales and include responses to and recovery from disturbances and

climate signals. Disturbances include both very rapid processes, such as fire and catastrophic

storms, and more incremental changes from causes such as land use intensification, acid

deposition, pests and pathogens, and human suppression of fire. As part of the proposed GCCP,

space-based observations are therefore needed that embrace the full range of biomes so that

global carbon assessments can be made.

Technologies supporting identification of lmld cover itself are relatively mature.

Moderate resolution, multispectral, passive optical sensors permit fine resolution mapping of

land cover parameters, whereas coarse resolution, passive optical sensors allow the creation of

dense spectral time series. However, further progress in determining global biomass and biomass

change requires direct measurement of three-dimensional vegetation structures using other

measurement techniques. In this regard, both broad-band and hyperspectral passive optical

sensors, radar, active lasers/lidars, and bi-directional reflectance type instruments are worthy of

further study. Hyperspectral measurements offer improved discrimination of land cover type,

especially for low biomass systems. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), on the other hand, enables

repeated observations of boreal and tropical ecosystems over which acquisition of optical

imagery is often precluded by cloud cover or darkness. For their part, lidars provide height or

surface roughness images from which the magnitude of carbon stocks can be deduced,

particularly for high biomass systems. A sensor fusion algorithm development effort is also

needed to combine height information from VCL with existing land cover sensor data from

Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM+), MODIS, and MISR to produce vegetation biomass and

biomass change maps.

Specific technology needs have been identified for each of the above referenced sensor

types and are described here. Hyperspectral imagers, potentially useful for low density

biomass/coastal ocean carbon cycle measurements, wJill require much higher signal to noise

ratios than those achieved for the EO-1 Hyperion instrument. In addition, large area focal plane

arrays, large capacity onboard data recorders, and high rate down[ink communications systems

are needed to improve mission performance for a system with data rates approaching 700 Mbps.

There is also a stated need for the development of an in-situ imaging hyperspectral spectrometer

for algorithm development and validation of aircraft and spaceborne instruments. A high

resolution P-band polarimetric SAR, consisting of a deployable antenna and an electronics

module, is another proposed instrument that can make high density biomass measurements in

concert with a single or dual frequency lidar. These [idars, more capable than the MBLA on

VCL, require a significant technology investment to develop pixelated detectors for terrestrial

biomass imaging. Detector options include conventional avalanche photodiodes, photon

counting, or optical lens arrays. In addition to woody biomass (trees and shrubs), images could

also be made of herbaceous biomass (grasslands) by adding a red channel to the single frequency

[idar and shifting its near infrared channel to a shorter wavelength. The key technology for this
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dual frequency lidar is the selection and development of the optimal technique to provide a red

channel between 650 and 680 nm. Candidates include frequency mixing, crystal doubling, and

Raman shifting. Biomass lidars also rely on a high accuracy attitude and position knowledge

package for precise geolocation measurements that provide the required 1 to 2 arcsec post-

processed attitude knowledge. Options for this ACS related hardware include a dual frequency

global positioning system (GPS) with carrier phases on both frequencies along with a star tracker

and a stable gyro, or an integrated attitude and position knowledge package. Finally, more

advanced multi-angle and polarization type instrument simulators of MISR heritage need to be

demonstrated via aircraft flights. Data from these flights must then be compared with in-situ

calibration/validation measurements to assess performance.

Laser technology readiness

As proposed, the GCCP will utilize a significant number of lasers to meet its aircraft and

space-based observational requirements. In particular, laser and lidar systems are envisioned that

perform biomass imaging, atmospheric carbon dioxide profiling, and ocean carbon

measurements. Recent difficulties with several laser/lidar missions under development have

heightened awareness of the importance of technology readiness and comprehensive testing. A

report from the Earth Science Independent Laser Review Panel summarizes key issues and
recommendations.

In order to adequately assess the risk associated with active sensors under consideration

for the baseline carbon cycle mission set, a laser/lidar benchmarking study was performed. This

study compared key GCCP instrument design and performance parameters with those from

previous or planned missions such as Shuttle Laser Altimeter (SLA), Lidar In-space Technology

Experiment (L1TE), Space Readiness Coherent Laser Experiment (SPARCLE), Geoscience

Laser Altimeter System (GLAS), VCL, and Picasso-Cena. Instrument parameters included

lifetime, orbit altitude, laser type, telescope size, mass, power, data rate, spot size, energy,

wavelength, pulse length, pulse repetition frequency, and number of shots. It was concluded that,

although there was clear heritage in many cases, GCCP requirements exceeded those of previous

instruments in at least several of its key design or performance parameters.

In a further attempt to identify the state of technology readiness for some candidate

laser/lidar systems, a detailed decomposition or component by component evaluation was made
for single and dual frequency biomass imagers and for an atmospheric CO2 laser sounder and

differential absorption lidar. These assessments highlight instrument components and

subsystems in need of advancement. In addition to the above specific laser/lidar instrument

technologies, there is a set of generic or common elements that need attention. These include

improvements in laser diode reliability and efficiency, development of better materials and

coating damage test techniques, enhancements to performance modeling, and qualification of

commercial fiber lasers and amplifiers for space-based remote sensing. A questionnaire was also

prepared and distributed to select atmosphere, ocean, and land science team members in order to

collect related technology needs for aircraft and in-situ measurements of importance to carbon

cycle calibration/validation activities. Both new equipment and improvements to existing
instrumentation were solicited.

Laser risk mitigation

As a result of the referenced benchmarking studies and several laser review panel

recommendations, a cursory risk mitigation strategy was developed at the program, mission, and
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instrumentlevel for observationsemployingboth active and passivesensors.At the program
level, an architecturehas been developed that includes the technology and instrument
investmentsneededto enablethe desiredmeasurements.The technologydevelopmentfunding
requestedis significantand is detailedin the cost sectionof the GCCP.Alternatetechnology
pathswill also be pursuedwhereverfeasible,and technologyneedsfor missionsbeyondthe
proof-of-conceptwill besupported.Technologyreadinesswill ultimatelydeterminethe orderof
the core flight missions.At the mission level, substantialmassand power marginswill be
maintainedfor new active and passiveinstrumentsy_temsand adequateredundancywill be
incorporatedinto all missioncritical flight systems.Moreover, comprehensivetesting at the
systemlevel beforeacceptancefor flight is viewedasa critical performanceassuranceelement
andwill beallottedappropriatefinancialandscheduleresources.Finally, anumberof stepswill
betakento reduceriskat the instrumentlevel.Theseinc,ludethefollowing:

1) A technologyreadinesslevel of 6 is proposedbeforethe instrumentimplementationphase
canbegin;

2) An engineeringtestunit is includedaspartof theflight instrumentdevelopmentprogramfor
activesensors;

3) Life testingwill beperformedonall critical mechaniLsmsandlasersystemcomponents;
4) Existingtechnologyprogramswill beleveragedto thefullestextentpossible.

Carbon cycle mission concept studies,describednext, indicate that the present list of
candidatespacecraftcan accommodatethe instrumentsand observationsdescribedin the
previousparagraphswith minor modifications.Existing launchvehiclesand groundsystems,
thoughnot optimal,arealsoadequatefor all requirements,but the balancebetweendistributed
andcentralizeddatasystemsneedsto beexplored.Thegreatestchallengetiesin thedevelopment
of activeandpassivesensors,particularly lidars, to performextendedglobal measurements.A
coordinatedand well-funded technologyprogramto improve performanceand reducerisk is
proposed.Careful attentionmust also be paid to scalingof aircraft instrumentationfor space
flight. Recentexperiencedemonstratesthat this transitionimposessometechnologicalhurdles
thatmustbeaddressedearlyin thedevelopmentphase.

A4.40 Mission and Technology Concept Study Results

An initial set of observational goals and requirements were established in the proceedings

of several early GCCP workshops. With these as a starting point, the project formulation and

systems engineering team began its work to develop a number of space mission candidates that

would provide the desired measurements. Rough concepts were first developed and then

definition studies were performed. Various sources were employed in this concept generation

including related university, industry, and government studies. A broad spectrum of single and

combined instrument mission types were evaluated and are listed below:

Single Instrument Missions

Atmospheric Aerosols

Column C02

CO2 Profiting
Ocean Carbon

Single Frequency Biomass Lidar

Combined Instrument Missions

Atmospheric Aerosols and Column C02

C02 Colurrm and Profiting

Ocean Carbon and Column CO2
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DualFrequencyBiomassLidar
SAR
HyperspectralImaging

BiomassLidar andSAR
HyperspectralandSAR

Thesestudiesevolvedintoa representativeor baselinesetof five spacemissionsendorsedby the
scienceteamanddescribedin the paragraphsthat follow. Table A4.1 providesa summaryof
assumedmeasurementrequirementsfor thesestudies.

TableA4.1 Assumedmeasurementrequirements

Measurement Characteristic Spatial
Resolution

Spectral
Range

Precision
Accuracy

Atm. CO2 Column 10 km VNIR 1-2 ppmv

Profile Lidar - NIR

DOC

Fluorescence

Low Density

High Density

Ocean Carbon

100 km, 3 layers

lkm

lkm

10 m - 250 m

0.5 m vertical

Land Biomass

UV

NIR

VNIR

SWIR

Lidar, SAR

PolarimeterAerosols

Temporal

Frequency

Monthly

Monthly

Daily

Daily
2 weeks

2 weeks

Orbit

Daytime
Dawn-Dusk

Daytime

Daytime

Daytime

Dawn-Dusk

60 ° Daytime

Note: Sun synchronous (unless otherwise stated), low earth orbits, and mission duration of at

least 3 years (technology permitting), assumed.

Pathfinder atmospheric CO2 mission concept

The consensus of the carbon cycle science team was that a pathfinder mission to make

high precision (1 to 2 ppmv) global measurements of atmospheric column CO2 abundance

should be viewed as a top priority. Although a number of different measurement techniques

exist, a concept was proposed that used a passive spectrometer with 10 km resolution. High

signal-to-noise ratio detection of both CO2 and 02 during the daytime portion of the orbit is

required. Several small, low-cost, three-axis stabilized, nadir-pointing spacecraft were found in

the RSDO catalog that could accommodate the instrument with adequate mass and power

margins. A 500 to 700 km polar, sun-synchronous orbit with a late morning crossing time would

provide the appropriate altitude and environmental conditions for data collection. A Pegasus XL

or equivalent class launch vehicle was deemed adequate for this mission concept. Orbital life

was proposed as three years.

Ocean carbon mission concept

Comprehensive observations of the world's oceans in the ultraviolet, visible, and near

infrared portions of the electromagnetic spectrum are required for investigations of the marine

biosphere, its variability, dynamics, and biogeochemical cycles. Enhancing and continuing the

measurements initiated by the Nimbus-7/CZCS, SeaStar/SeaWiFS, and EOS/MODIS

instruments are critical in establishing the role played by the oceanic biosphere in the global

carbon cycle.
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The proposedoceancarbonmission is a small satellitemissionthat meetsthe above
scientific objectivesby makingthoseoceancolor measurementsrequiredfor determinationof
oceanbiomass,primary productivity,anddissolvedorganicmatter. Irradiancemeasurementsin
10 spectralbandsfrom the ultraviolet to the near infrared are madeby a rotating, scanning
telescopeequippedwith an on-boardsolar calibrator. A small, low-cost,three-axisstabilized,
nadir-pointingspacecraftprovides the platform for the instrumenttelescopeand associated
electronics.A propulsionsystemis employedfor orbit raisingafter launchby a PegasusXL or
equivalent,aswell asfor orbit maintenanceandmaneuvers.Onesuchmaneuveris a monthly
spacecraftrotation essentialfor lunar calibration of the instrument.A 705 km polar, sun-
synchronousorbit with a 12:00nooncrossingtime is ideal. For planningpurposes,a five-year
missionlifetime hasbeenassumed.In-situ measurementsfrom shipsandopticalbuoysprovide
additionalcalibrationandvalidationdatafor comparisonwith thespaceborneinstrumentation.

Low density biomass/coastal ocean mission concept

Satellite observations provide the only practical means to obtain a synoptic view of the

Earth's ecosystems along with their spatial distribution and temporal dynamics. Four priority

areas have been identified where improved space-based measurements would significantly

reduce the uncertainties in the global carbon budget. These include: (1) land cover

characterization at higher spatial resolution, (2) above-ground biomass estimates, (3) areal

estimates of disturbance and recovery, and (4) improved estimates of terrestrial and coastal ocean

productivity.

In order to achieve the scientific objectives outlined above, a concept was developed for a

low density biomass/coastal ocean mission that carries an advanced hyperspectral imager with

heritage traceable to the Hyperion instrument demonstrated on the Lewis and NMP EO-1

missions. Active systems such as lidars are of limited use over grasslands and sparsely vegetated

areas. The proposed instrument has a high signal-to-noise ratio detection system and covers a

frequency range from 360 to 2350 nm. The instrument contains a SWIR spectrometer element

with a bandwidth of 10 nm and a VNIR spectrometer with a bandwidth of 5 nm. Several

candidate low-cost, three-axis stabilized, nadir-pointing spacecraft were identified that met

instrument requirements with margin. However, some modification to the standard spacecraft

command and data handling (CDH) and communications subsystems is anticipated in order to

accommodate the inherently high data rates associated with hyperspectral sensing. A propulsion

system was also included in the configuration to allow for orbit maintenance and for possible

formation flying with other land imaging platforms. A 705 km sun-synchronous orbit with a

10:30 am descending node was the orbit of choice. A Taurus launch vehicle or equivalent was

judged to be adequate for the integrated payload descr_ibed above. A mission life of five years

was chosen in order to provide a period of time sufficient for monitoring biomass change.

High density biomass mission concept

Although a number of discrete space assets for land remote sensing exist, the science

team desired a mission that would simultaneously improve regional and global estimates of

vegetation biomass and carbon stocks, measure the response of terrestrial ecosystems to major

disturbances, and monitor rates of recovery. Disturbances, as defined in this context, include

both very rapid processes, such as fires and catastrophic windstorms, and more incremental

changes from land-use intensification, acid deposition, and insect infestations.
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Becausehyperspectralmeasurementsareof limited utility for biomassmeasurementsin
forests,anactivesystemwasconsidered.A missionconceptwasproposedthat employedtwo
flight instrumentsto provide thedesiredbiomassmeasurements.Theseincludeda P-bandSAR
operatingat 0.44GHz anda multi-track,1.064micron,imaginglaseraltimeterwith a capability
of resolving 0.5 m differencesin vegetationheight. A three-axisstabilized,nadir-pointing
spacecraftwasrequiredto accommodatethereferencedinstruments.Eithera spacecraftfrom the
RSDOcatalogwith appropriatemodificationsoranotherspacecraftwith extensiveflight heritage
could be used.A large propulsionsystemfor orbit maintenanceand disposaland an X-band
phasedarray for downlink of sciencedatacould be part of the final configuration.A 400 km
polar, sun-synchronousorbit with a6:00pm ascendingnodewastentativelyselected.Launchof
theintegratedpayloadrequiresa DeltaII or equivalentvehiclein orderto meetmassandvolume
expectationswith margin. A mission lifetime of threeyearsprovidessufficient data to meet
measurementobjectives.

Advanced atmospheric CO2 mission concept

Knowledge of global atmospheric CO2 distribution in the lower troposphere is essential

for understanding the carbon cycle and for solving the missing carbon sink mystery. Presently,

however, atmospheric CO2 is very poorly sampled. In order to address this deficiency, a study

was performed in the GSFC IMDC to develop an advanced mission concept that measured CO2

and 02 column extinction from laser surface echoes. This sounding technique, based on

GLAS/ICESAT instrument heritage, uses a pulsed, dual frequency, tunable laser operating in the

1570 nm band for carbon dioxide detection and in the 770 nm band for oxygen detection. A few

low-cost, three-axis stabilized, nadir-pointing spacecraft were identified in the RSDO catalog

that could meet instrument accommodation requirements with modest modifications, particularly

to the power and propulsion subsystems. A 590 km polar, sun-synchronous orbit with either a

7:00 am or 7:00 pm ascending node provided a suitable environment from which to make the

desired measurements. Launch to orbit was by means of a Delta 2320-10 or equivalent vehicle.

A three-year mission life was considered sufficient to meet science objectives.

Instrument options at a lower level of technology readiness, but with vertical profiting

capability, include a coherent laser absorption spectrometer or a differential absorption lidar each

operating at a frequency of about 2 microns. Mission studies for these alternatives have been

conducted by the JPL and LaRC teams, respectively.

Aerosols mission concept

In response to management direction to more closely link carbon cycle and climate

research, a previously studied aerosols mission was added to the set of potential GCCP space

observations. The primary objective of this mission is the global characterization of atmospheric

aerosols, their spatial and temporal variability, and the corresponding impact on climate.

In this concept, a high-precision photopolarimeter provides multi-angle measurements of

reflected and scattered sunlight in nine spectral bands ranging from 0.41 to 2.25 microns. A

polarization-compensated scan mirror is also included as part of the instrument for acquiring

multiple samples of intensity and linear polarization from one end of the Earth's limb to the other

along the spacecraft ground track. A small, low-cost, three-axis stabilized, nadir-pointing

spacecraft from the RSDO catalog will readily accommodate the very modest instrument

requirements. No propulsion system is needed for orbit maintenance or disposal. A 550 km

circular orbit with an inclination angle of 60 ° was recommended although other orbits could be
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considered. The launch vehicle of choice was the Pegasus XL or equivalent. Mission lifetime

was specified as two years minimum with a goal of five: years.

Finally, it should be noted that a number of mission options exist. These include, in

addition to the single dedicated mission outlined above, dual spacecraft in LEO and sun-

synchronous orbits or flight of the instrument alone as a payload of opportunity on another Earth

viewing spacecraft.

A4.5. Aircraft Instrumentation in Support or Space Misssion Concept and Technology

Development

Carbon cycle aircraft instruments are envisioned supporting either carbon cycle space

missions or future concepts for measuring the carbon cycle from space. The first is primarily for

development of the five space missions endorsed by the carbon cycle science team. The second

is to prove future space measurement concepts; as well as, increase field measurement accuracy

and coverage. The five carbon cycle space missions will use a tailored mix of new and existing

aircraft instruments. A single new aircraft instrument will be developed for each future space

measurement concept.

Aircraft instruments will perform four types of air missions: Integration and test flights

for each new aircraft instrument, measurement validation of the carbon cycle space instrument or

future space measurement concepts, field campaigns, and calibration/validation of carbon cycle

space instruments after launch. All new carbon cycle aircraft instruments supporting carbon

cycle space missions will be capable of performing all four aircraft missions. However, actual

use of each new instrument for field campaigns, and calibration/validation of carbon cycle space

instruments after launch will be determined at the time of deployment. These three classes of

aircraft missions are described in the science discussions in this document. Only the integration

and test flights for each new aircraft instrument will be described in this section.

Only three new aircraft instruments are necessary to support the five space missions

endorsed by the carbon cycle science team. The new aircraft instruments supporting the carbon

cycle space instruments will be developed between 2002 and 2005. A single new aircraft

instrument will be developed for each future spacecraft iinstrument concept.

Pathfinder COz

The Pathfinder C02 aircraft instruments will prove the carbon cycle concept for local

measurements of tropospheric CO2, cloud and aerosol properties. At least four passive carbon

dioxide instrument concepts will be investigated; however, only two instrument concepts will be

competitively selected for development as new ;aircraft instruments. The Fabry-Perot

interferometer (FPI) for column CO2 married with an A-band spectrometer for column O2 was

chosen as an aircraft instrument representative of the passive carbon dioxide space mission to be

used for cost estimation.

The FPI measures CO2 at a wavelength of 1580 nm. The A-band spectrometer measures

O2 at a wavelength of 760 nm. The integration and test flights for this interferometer and

spectrometer combination are planned for the half-meter diameter port on a Lear Jet. The Lear Jet

was chosen as the lowest cost high altitude aircraft.

Advanced CO2

The advanced carbon dioxide aircraft instrument will prove the carbon cycle

measurement concept for local concentration profiles of CO2 and 02 in the lower troposphere.
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The carbondioxide lidar waschosenas the characteristicaircraft instrumentrepresentingthe
advancedcarbondioxide spacemission.Thecarbondioxide lidar measuresCO2at the 1580nm
lidar channeland O2at the 761 nm lidar channel. The carbon dioxide lidar aircraft instrument

was matched to the 1 m 2 port of the P3b. The Wallops Flight Facility P3b provided ports and

science crew accommodations of sufficient size to house the carbon dioxide lidar aircraft

instrument.

High density biomass

The high density biomass aircraft instrument will estimate local and regional vegetation

biomass and carbon stocks; in addition to, measuring structural changes in forests and

woodlands. Either a biomass single or dual frequency lidaraircraft instrument was selected as

representative of a high density biomass space instrument. The high density biomass aircraft

instrument operates at both 1064 nm and 630-680 nm using imaging laser altimeters. The

integration and test flights for this lidar will use either the 1m z or half-meter diameter port of the

WFF P3b. The P3b was primarily chosen for the integration and test flights because of

availability, accommodation for the science crew size, and flight duration. A long range business

jet similar to the DOE Citation would be a less expensive alternative for field campaigns, and

calibration/validation of carbon cycle space instruments after launch..

Superactive-passive airborne sensor (SAP)

SAP will demonstrate the feasibility of local monitoring of ocean and coastal primary

productivity and possibly biomass and taxonomic variability. The measurement will be

preformed using a unique combination of short-pulse pump and probe lidars and passive sensors.

SAP will be mounted on the one-meter diameter port of the WFF P3b. The P3b port sizes,

science crew accommodations, altitude and duration are ideal for the SAP.

Ocean particulate lidar

The ocean particulate lidar aircraft instrument was designed using the ISAL to determine

the feasibility of estimating ocean mixed layer depth globally from space by using lidar. The

ocean particulate lidar aircraft instrument gauges mixed layer depth by measuring the range-

gated 532 nm lidar channel return and the surface roughness by measuring the 1064 nm lidar

channel. The ocean particulate lidar aircraft instrument was designed for the WFF P3b 1x4 meter

unpressurized forward port. The ocean particulate lidar aircraft instrument was designed by the

ISAL to match the P3b port sizes, altitude, duration, and hold the science contingent.

Bicarbonate lidar

Conceptually, the bicarbonate lidar aircraft instrument will remotely measure the

bicarbonate ion concentration in seawater. The bicarbonate lidar aircraft instrument measures at

the optimum laser wavelength for stimulation of the bicarbonate ion Raman scattering. The WFF

P3b one meter diameter port was planned for the integration and test flights for this bicarbonate

lidar aircraft instrument. The P3b was planned for the bicarbonate lidar primarily due to the

required science crew size, altitude and duration.

Ocean carbon

No aircraft instrument was required to support the Ocean Carbon spacecraft instrument.
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Low density biomass/coastal ocean

The low density biomass/coastal ocean aircraft instrument will quantify land cover and

ocean surface chlorophyll. Any hyperspectral instrument capable of a 450-2350 nm spectral

coverage, such as AVIRIS, or TRWIS HI, can perform as the low density biomass/coastal ocean

aircraft instrument. The AVIRIS AVARIS aircraft instrument, with 224 contiguous channels,

approximately l0 nm wide in the visible to near-infrared (400 to 2500 nm), was chosen as

representative of a low density biomass/coastal ocean aircraft instrument. The AVIRIS has flown

on an ER-2 but could also be mounted on the AVARIS was planned for the half-meter diameter

port of the Twin Otter, which is low in cost and widely available.

High density biomass

The high density biomass aircraft instrument will make local and regional estimates of

vegetation biomass and carbon stocks with a measurement of structural changes in forests and

woodlands. The largest aircraft instrument suite; the AirSAR with the Laser Vegetation Imaging

Sensor (LVIS) was elected as representative of the P-band SAR with profiling LIDAR concept.
The P-band SAR radiates at 20 MHz within the continental United States. LVIS lidar measures

biomass at the 1064 nm lidar channel. The AirSAR with LVIS will be mounted on the haft-

meter diameter port and use the external SAR antennae." on the Dryden Flight Facility DCS. The

integration and test flights for this combination of P-band SAR with profiling lidar are planned

for the DC8 because AirSAR was developed for the DC8 which can contain the large instrument

and science crew; in addition, the DC8 has the fuselage penetration, high altitude and duration
matched to the AirSAR/LVIS combination instrument.

Candidate aircraft were selected for the integration and test flights for each new aircraft

instrument. Weight and power requirements did not limit the aircraft choices; however, aircraft

selection was primarily limited by port sizes, science crew size, altitude and duration. Therefore,

these pertinent specifications are in Table A4.2 for the candidate aircraft.

Table A4.2. Candidate aircraft

Aircraft Name

Operated By

Base Location

Altitude Limit (Kft.)

Duration At

Altitude (Hrs.)

Range (Nautical

Miles)

Speed (Knots)

P3b

NASA

WFF

Up to 30

Up to 12

Up to 3800
3O0

DC8

NASA

C130Q

NCAR

Up to 26

Up to 10

Up to
38O0

250

Twin

Otter

NASA

WFF,
NOAA

Various

US Sites

Up to
17.5

560

160

Learjet

LaRC

Langley,
VA

Up to 45

Citation

DOE

Las Vegas,
qV

30

WB57

DOE

Las Vegas,
NV

30
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PortSizes
FlightCrewSize 7
ScienceCrewSize
CostPerFlight
Hour2(Subsidized
FY2001)

Crew Cost

1-150"x27"

Unpressurizedl;

3-36"x27"

Pressurized

$3.5K/Flight
Hr.

Included Included Included Included

300K/

Work

Year TBD TBD

APPENDIX 5. WORKSHOP SUMMARIES

A5.1. Workshop 1 (January 9- 11, 2001)

Atmospheres (Workshop 1)

R. Kawa (chair), A. Andrews (rapporteur)
Attendees: J. Abshire I. Fung S. Wofsy

J. Penner R. Salawitch L. Dilling

C. Barnet B. Chatfield D. Wickland

S. Denning J. Susskind J. Gervin
E. Browell L. McMillin C. McClain

M. Suarez S. Pawson J. Bacmeister

Summary of Main Points:

1) The primary objective for the GCCP atmosphere section will be inferring CO2 surface

sources and sinks from atmospheric concentration measurements. The goal will be posed at

something like net surface flux accurate to +/- 20% in the annual mean on a spatial scale of
107 kin 2 with monthly time resolution.

2) Achieving flux objective requires 1) measurement of global distributions of CO2 and 2)

improved atmospheric transport modeling. Goals for these components need to be

established. Ancillary measurements, such as CO2 isotopes, in situ CO2, and validation

campaigns will also be required.

Data assimilation will be a major component of model development and data analysis.

The chemistry and emissions of CO and CH4 need to be considered in relation to CO2

sources, sinks, and distributions.

5) Atmospheric processes must be considered in several important interdisciplinary areas, e.g.,

air-sea exchange, dust transport and deposition, and water cycle influences on carbon.

3)
4)

Session Report:

The opening discussion concerned the process of defining implementation specifics for

the GCCP and the challenge of getting from big generic questions to specifics. It was generally

agreed that we should start with the questions from the interagency committee and refine them

for NASA focus. It was noted that the interagency goals were too much focused on the North
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Americansink; that weneedto get sinksfor all continents.The carboncycle is globaland the
magnitudeof the N. American sink is only meaningful relative to that for other regions:
Eurasian,etc. It wasrecognizedthatmuchof theemphasison thenorthernhemispherewasfor
marketabilityof the US C Cycle SciencePlan. A suggestionwas madeto put the 3 rd bullet

(global distribution of sources and sinks and their temporal dynamics) first with the 1st bullet

underneath (North American terrestrial carbon sink). The group agreed to move on toward

specifics and leave the wording of the big goals to a smaller group at a later time.
A draft set of issues, which would lead toward specific objectives, was presented for

discussion. Main issues are 1) inferring fluxes (i.e., surface sources/sinks) from concentration

measurements, which leads to major subtopics of atmospheric CO2 concentration measurements

and transport modeling, 2) atmospheric chemistry of CO and CH4, 3) carbonaceous aerosol

processes, and 4) interfaces and cross-disciplinary proce, sses (e.g., dust, soil moisture). First-cut
discussion of this list strongly supported CO2 concentration measurements, transport modeling,

and chemistry for inclusion at a high level of visibility. Additional topics that were

recommended for top-level focus were isotope analysis to support inferring CO2 fluxes and

atmospheric data assimilation targeted to carbon data ,,and processes. Aerosol processes were

seen as very important to climate but it is not clear that they should constitute a major focus for

the GCCP. The extent to which they should be pursued in the GCCP may depend on how much

climate is in scope.
Interdisciplinary topics were briefly discussed. The hydrological cycle is an important

link to the carbon cycle and links to the anticipated H20 initiative should be solidified.

Activities associated with aeolian dust in the GCCP would likely be in the modeling area rather

than new measurements, although the Ocean Carbon Mission might accommodate bands for

estimating the distribution and concentration of iron in :mineral dust aerosols. Also, MISR may

have relevant products.

Extended discussion took place on the role of data assimilation. Most see assimilation as

central to the GCCP. The view was raised that, based on the NOAA planning implementation

exercise, NASA is the only agency in the US that can support assimilation of carbon data for

inferring sources and sinks. Assimilation provides an additional step to get from gridded CO2
observations to surface fluxes. At its crudest level, data provides monthly mean spatial

distributions and monthly mean fluxes, but there's potentially much more information in the

data. Need to get beyond assimilating concentrations, maybe to assimilating fluxes and even

assimilating sources. Goals should be lofty; we are talking about 10 year goals.
Involvement of NASA DAO with the GCCP needs to be motivated. A representative

from DAO noted they are swamped with their current rusks and would need more resources to

expand their mandate to carbon. DAO is probably best suited for doing atmospheric assimilation

while other groups are talking about doing the ocean assimilation and the land assimilation.

Some ongoing work at Harvard, Duke, and other places is beginning to explore assimilating CO

data and/or fluxes. Assimilation is not just useful for inferring fluxes. May be more generally

useful e.g., for filling in spatial distribution from limited measurements. Need to develop

techniques. We will need a very sophisticated assimilation system to interpret satellite CO2

observations, e.g., potential help in dealing with cloud problems and aerosol complications,

which will be significant. More discussion on assimilation appears below under the transport

modeling topic.

The topic of the role of atmospheric structure, specifically the depth of mixed layer was

discussed. Planetary boundary layer (PBL) depth is needed for understanding measurements of
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CO2,particularly from profiling instruments,and for modeling transportof CO2. Is a lidar
measurementof PBL requiredto improve PBL parameterizationin models? May not need
ongoingmeasurementof the PBL, and othermethods(e.g., local measurementcampaignsand
temperatureassimilation)maysuffice.

PBL depthis oneexampleof a classof problemsin atmospherictransportformulation
(more below) which also includes cloud-massflux, convectionparameterizations,inversion
methodology,andothers. Sincegrowthof PBL doesn'tchangethecolumn(thatcanbechanged
only by differential advectionor byprocessesremovingCO2from column,i.e., surfaceflux), BL
maynot be so critical in inferring fluxes of CO2. An importantissueis how CO2variations
within thePBL andPBL heightvariationscoupleinto thezonalwind.

Difficulties with inferring fluxes from concentrationmeasurementswere discussed.
Potentialfor measurementaliasingmustbeconsidered.Diurnal andseasonalflux variationsare
of oppositesign andcomparablemagnitude.Theturningpointsfor diurnal curvearewithin an
hourof sunriseor sunsetsotwo measurementsat thesetimesgoa longway towarddealingwith
diurnal cycle. The diurnalaverageconcentrationoccursnearmidday,but slopeis very steepat
that time, so onegetsa relatively biggerbias. Space-bornesamplingis essentialfor attacking
flux problem,but it needsto have a sunriseand sunset strategy. Other issues like clear-sky

sampling bias could cause complications for interpretation of CO2 measurements. We can

develop an approach to addressing these problems by looking at tower data. A complementary

proposed strategy is to deploy upward-looking spectrometers at many locations to obtain column

CO2 data continuously.

Handling complications due to seasonal bias in CO2 fluxes may be even more

challenging. Data for the monthly CO2 flux for northeast US shows flux into atmosphere during

winter, and out of the atmosphere during summer. Net annual uptake is about 20% of seasonal

variation. If we want to measure net uptake to better than 20%, we may need to measure

monthly fluxes to -5%. This is not a constraint on accuracy, only precision. These numbers are

based on tower data for the northeast US. Requirements may be different elsewhere. Seasonal

variation in PBL height could also be aliased into CO2 column amounts. Any CO2 measurement

system will need to develop a strategy for dealing with both seasonal and diurnal aliasing.

Discussion then moved to setting quantitative goals for the atmospheric issues. First

among these was inferring fluxes. The overall objective for inferring fluxes was stated as the

ability to test mechanistic hypotheses regarding surface sources and sinks using carbon mass

balances in the atmosphere. Seasonal to interannual variations and spatial distributions over

continental-scale regions will be determined and the processes underlying these variations will

be characterized.

The required spatial scale for inferring carbon fluxes was agreed to be in the 106 to 107

km 2 range. This is a higher resolution specification than that used in the current TransCom grid

(approximately 25 regions globally), similar to the grid used by Rayner and O'Brien [2001]

(8x10°), but less stringent than the IGOS draft (long-term goal of annual fluxes to 15% accuracy

over a 106 km 2 grid). Regions for determining flux averages are not set by latitude/longitude

grid but by biogeophysical domains. These have length scales of about 1000 km over land. This

is similar to the length scale for advection acting on the diurnal signal, 10 m/s over 105 s. Rayner

and O'Brien (2001) find that, for monthly mean averages on an 8x10 ° grid, column CO2 must be

measured to a precision of 2.5 ppmv to infer carbon sources and sinks as well as can be done

using the existing surface network. It was also noted that for a "perfect atmosphere" inversion

experiment, similar to Rayner and O'Brien, with CO2 measurements on a 4x5 ° resolution grid,
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theprecisionrequirementfor monthlymeancolumnCO2 is relaxed to 4 ppmv. The key in these

experiments is to reduce the systematic errors in measured CO2 such as diurnal sampling bias. It
was also noted that 106 km 2 or better was needed to begin to connect top-down (global) studies

to bottom-up (ecosystem) analysis. Reduction in scale may also be possible with more time

averaging and using other information such as campaign data or local measurements.
Discussion of the time scale for determining C()2 fluxes agreed that monthly values are

necessary to resolve the seasonal cycle, which is a critical variation. It was also noted that

interannual variability at any location is high both for biological forcing parameters and transport

systematic variation, e.g., variations in weather patterns may persist for seasonal time scales

producing variations in transported CO2. Decadal data from mid latitudes, e.g., Harvard Forest,

suggest at least 4 years of data are required to produce a representative annual mean.

Quantitative goals for the accuracy of inferred fluxes were proposed. A starting point

would be the Rayner and O'Brien crossover point of 2.5 ppmv precision for column CO2 on an

8x10 ° monthly averaged basis. A goal of obtaining CO2 flux distributions to an accuracy of 20%

on a 10 v kin 2 grid with monthly time resolution was discussed. An alternate proposal was to aim

for 20% uncertainty on the annual mean flux and propagate that to a monthly requirement.

Resolving annual fluxes to 20% is roughly equivalent to 0.5 Pg/yr, which is a desirable level of

accuracy for regional studies. The goal could be phased, e.g., 20% at 107 kin 2 in the 3-5 year

time frame and 15% at 106 km 2 in 10 years. This goal needs further consideration.
A caution was raised that these numbers need to be stated in a way that reflects the

subtlety of biosphere/atmosphere interactions for example. They are not simply engineering

specifications. They need to put in terms of hypothesis testing that leads back to scientific

objectives. For example, one general hypothesis is 1Ehat climate variability effects C cycle

variability. We also need to keep in mind the benefits of associated local measurements to

anchor the satellite data.

Discussion then turned to define requirements for sensitivity, accuracy, and precision of

measurements to infer fluxes. Primary is atmospheric CO2 concentrations. A major question is

the extent to which vertical profile resolution is required versus a column CO2 measurement.

Obtaining profile information in the lower atmosphere from space is technically very

challenging.

Tests of measurement requirements are being ,:lone based on data from AIRS, which

expects to retrieve CO2 concentrations weighted to middle troposphere. In one test, assuming an

AIRS-like inversion with 1.5 ppm rms error did not add much to existing flask information

because of problems in inferring H20, T, and CO2 from top-of-the-atmosphere radiances

[Denning et al., in press]. A CO2 profile weighted at 40t3-800 mb is far from ideal. Aircraft data

over continents suggest that the measurement at 500 mb won't see the surface on a monthly basis

in a coherent way. However, modeling suggests that regional-scale features are present at 500

mb in some areas. The phase lag of the CO2 seasonal cycle at 500 mb relative to the surface is

significant. In contrast, the 800 mb level is in contact with surface almost daily. It was noted

that AIRS is an existing instrument that will soon be deployed and that even though AIRS has

not been optimized for measuring CO2, AIRS analysis may provide valuable information for

other proposed techniques. The baseline AIRS mission won't invest much effort in getting CO2

retrievals unless this group shows interest (i.e., it's not free). Primary AIRS products are T and

H20 at 50 km resolution. Proposed CO2 data product is 350-800 mb, 2-3 ppm every 50 km

under clear conditions. The additional cost for retrieval of CO2 is 15% of the execution time for
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coreproduct. Next effort is to get partially cloudy areasanda griddedproductat somespatial
andtemporalresolution.

In relation to oceancarbon objectives,satellite CO2 measurementswill not resolve
gradientsnearto oceansurfacefor inferringair-seafluxesin theforeseeablefuture.

A proposal was briefly floated to narrow the scope of the GCCP to developing remote

sensing measurements for terrestrial and marine biomass productivity, and atmospheric CO2. A

consensus developed that starting from a measurement perspective may be putting the cart before

the horse and that our objective isn't to do remote sensing, it's to solve C cycle problems.

However, it was recognized that remote sensing is where NASA can make its biggest
contribution.

Discussion continued on the need for CO2 vertical profile measurement. It is generally

accepted that profile information is highly desirable to better constrain the flux problem, but we

are not currently able to place quantitative requirements on it. We may need to put in a place-

holder pending further model studies so it doesn't fall off the table for the 10 yr time frame. One

possibility for vertically resolved profiles that has been discussed is a 3-level resolution: 0-3km,

3-6 km, 6 km and above. In such a strategy it is important that the lowest layer be deep enough

to include the maximum depth of PBL to avoid aliasing.

The GCCP should consider a phased approach to resolving these issues. In the near term,

sensitivity testing should be done to establish requirements. Planned and existing measurements

(e.g., AIRS) should be analyzed to see how they influence flux calculation uncertainties. Finally

the impact of new measurement systems must be analyzed. These include both column and

profile CO2 measurements. It is quite feasible that column and profile instruments should be

flown together. Since costing estimates need to begin relatively soon, different options must be

scoped. Aircraft demonstration instruments should be developed to test the ability to retrieve

science-quality data in real cloudy and aerosol-laden atmospheres. Such prototype instruments

may also help to scale up results from local and regional field measurements and campaigns.

Discussion moved on to the other main component of inferring fluxes from

concentrations: transport models. Although the problem is currently seen as being limited by

availability of CO2 data, a significant degree of uncertainty for inferred fluxes may be

contributed by transport errors. Within the current model framework, which is based on

climatological spatial patterns, a primary result from TransCom is that subgrid-scale vertical
transport is a major factor distinguishing one model from another rather than advection scheme.

Model extremes for CO2 flux inferred from the same data are TM2 and TM3, both of which are

driven by European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyzed winds.

One of these models stratifies concentrations and the other mixes vigorously. TRANSCOM

models generally agree in source regions. Inversion is more tolerant of errors in winds when

using column CO2 than for profiles according to Rayner and O'Brien (2001). TRANSCOM

bottom line to this point is that errors arising from poorly sampled atmosphere are larger than the

differences among models. Statement was made that other groups will be defining missions

targeted to improve forward modeling of fluxes. A goal of the GCCP will be to provide
measurements to better constrain fluxes derived from these models.

A lot of work in general circulation modeling needs to be done here: e.g., boundary layer

turbulence, convective mixing. Additional species should be measured to improve these

processes. Improvement of transport modeling is recognized by GCM crowd, by people

studying ENSO, atmospheric chemistry, and the climate community. So, in this context, the
GCCP can bank on others to do some of this work.
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Within the 10-year program timeframe, data assimilation will be an important tool in

simulating CO2 transport and inferring fluxes. Specific areas for improvement include the

representations of vertical transport and further development of data assimilation methodology.

Coordinated model development between assimilation and tracer transport has been proceeding

in the stratosphere for a decade. Assimilation can also give information on error, which is not

being fully exploited currently.

The model development needs to be done in synergy with assimilation and satellite

observation strategy. Modeling needs will evolve as data becomes available. SF6, radon and

other tracers (e.g., CO, HCN) would help this effort. Regular measurements are more useful for

model evaluation suggesting monitoring type measurements rather than intensive campaigns. An

example is found in 500-mb animations that show huge CO2 fountains associated with
monsoons. Correlation between seasonal fluxes and vertical mass flux could be tested with

CO2/radon ratios. Other tracers would also work. We should design from scratch the tracer

payload for enhancing the satellite data. Need data assimilation technical development in

parallel with instrument development. Data assimilation will include concentrations, fluxes, and

processes. In 10 yrs we should be able to assimilate down into the process level models. No one

currently has a mandate for this. A good understanding of assimilation of aerosols information

(e.g., MISR) is also desirable.

Autonomous, regular vertical profiles of high-accuracy CO2 on a 10 yr time scale could

serve to 1) provide CO2 profiles for validating satellite measurements and 2) transport

parameterization improvement. Autonomous instruments on commercial aviation flights may be

one answer, although most data would be in upper troposphere. Development of technology for

inexpensive, readily deployable CO2 instrument should be considered. Mesoscale model may be

needed for validation studies with local data. The CO2 Budget and Rectification Airborne

experiment (COBRA) field measurements do analysis with wind products on scale of 40 krn

rather than 1 degree.

Current DAO activities in conjunction with NCAR involve data assimilation and a

"national" biogeochemical model. Need to develop biogeochemical capability in NASA data

assimilation models. DAO is already oversubscribed. To focus on carbon they would need to

expand mandate and add new people. Ocean modeling also needs to be developed as a part of

the assimilation effort. Assimilation efforts need to be competed.

Atmospheric chemistry related to CH4 and CO belongs in the GCCP to some extent both

for better understanding of CO2 and for its role in climate forcings other than CO2. However the

main emphasis on chemistry will come in other NASA programs, e.g., ACMAP, with whom we

will coordinate. Full reactive chemistry is going to be (lone for other reasons, e.g., tropospheric

03. CO and CI-h satellite observations are going to become available from MOPITT and TES.

We should examine the extent to which coordinated observations of CO and/or CI-L are needed

along with CO2 to understand the carbon budget.

NASA has capabilities for measuring CH4 and we should investigate what can be done to

constrain C cycle with CI-h data. CH4 budget is a difficult problem because sources (landfills,

rice paddies, etc.) are hard to quantify. Some analysis is taking place within the chemistry

community, but not to the scale of the ozone problem. The part of the CI-h cycle that is tractable

is the connection to CO2. Counting cows is not tractable. Wetland CH4 emissions, which could

become CO2 emissions if wetlands get warm and dry, should be studied. We want to study CI-h

concentrations at high latitude, e.g., -70 °, and to look for hydrate destabilization. Spatial
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variations of column CH4 could potentially be used to isolate stratospheric from tropospheric

influences on column CO2 variation, e.g., changes in tropopause height.

CO is mainly of interest to determine fossil fuel component of carbon flux. It is also an

important diagnostic for biomass burning (fire) carbon sources. Fires are a major source. In

august, fossil fuel is about 10% of biospheric uptake of CO2 so other tracers (CO, etc.) are

required to isolate fuel component. Because of the point source nature of emissions and since

the lifetime of CO is days to weeks, these measurements need to be made at high spatial and

temporal resolution. MOPITT profile information may not be sufficient to identify sources.
TES data will have better vertical resolution, about three layers in the troposphere. The possible

requirement for CO data should follow a track similar to that described above for COe data:

model sensitivity testing, analysis of current capabilities, and impact of new instrumentation.

For carbonaceous aerosols, the GCCP should mainly point to other programs, but we

need to make sure the derived info makes sense in the C cycle context. For example, carboneous

aerosols are asserted not to be a major component of atmospheric carbon budget, but has this

been quantitatively proven? Aerosol, along with CO, is useful for constraining biomass burning

and fossil fuel burning carbon sources. Carbonaceous aerosol is not expressly a major focus of

NASA aerosol climatology project at present.

Initial discussion of isotopes concluded that they are highly desirable to understand

processes contributing to source/sink distributions. 180 helps distinguish between photosynthesis

and respiration contributions to net flux. For example, they could be used to detect increased
sink associated with CO2 fertilization and lifetime in various reservoirs--litter, etc. 13C has an

air-sea exchange signal. The measurement of these species from space with today's technology

is, however, not feasible with sufficient precision to advance our knowledge of carbon cycle.

NASA should argue instead for a lightweight, easily deployed in situ sensor to be used in support

of remotely sensed COe. This would be a possible area for technology development.

Brief discussion of implementation strategy for isotope analysis concluded that CO2

isotope information for 180 must be coupled to water isotope information in rain and vapor

because 180 in COe depends on the isotopic composition of the H20 in which the CO2 was last

dissolved. We can connect to other programs, e.g., International Atomic Energy Agency/Global

Network for Isotopes in Precipitation, for measurements of deuterium and O isotopes in rain.

Land (Workshop 1)

J. Collatz (chair), F. Hall (rapporteur)

The proposed NASA GCCP seeks to address NASA's contributions toward

accomplishing the long term goals set out by the USGCRP Strategic Plan. These goals as they

relate to a focus on land surface processes can be summarized as follows:

1) Quantify North American carbon sources and sinks

2) Report the state of global carbon cycle on an annual basis to inform decision makers/stake
holders

3) Evaluate impacts of land use change and management practices on net carbon fluxes

4) Forecast future atmospheric CO2 concentrations and terrestrial sources and sinks

5) Provide scientific underpinning and evaluations for management of carbon in the environment
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Thesegoalsareambitiousbut highly relevantto societalquestionsregardinghumanimpactson
futureclimatechange,resourcemanagementandecosystemhealth.

Discussionsduring the workshoprepeatedlyacknowledgedthat land use history and
currentland managementpracticesare likely to be significant carbonsinks. Theseprocesses
manifestthemselvesassinksthroughtheaccumulationof biomassand/orsoil organicmatter. In
orderto locate,understandandpredictchangesin terrestrialcarbonstockswith usefulaccuracy,
remotesensingmeasurementsneedto beexpandedandlinkedto field studiesandmodels.

1) Biomass
A top priority measurementidentified in workshopdiscussionsis biomass,both absolute

amountandchangequantification.Remotesensingcanprovidesystematic,globalmeasurements
at fine spatial resolution of above ground biomass. No plausible approachesfor directly
measuringbelow groundbiomassandsoil organicmattervia remotesensingtechniquesarenow
available.However,total biomassandsoil organicmatterarerelatedto abovegroundbiomass,
landcoverandlandcoverhistoryso improvedunderstandingof therelationshipsbetweenabove
groundbiomass,total biomass,soil carbonandlandcoverclassificationwill increasetheutility
of feasiblesatellitemeasurements.

Carboncontainedin abovegroundvegetationglobally is currentlyestimatedto beabout
400 Pgwith an uncertaintyof about 100Pg. A reductionin this uncertaintyto about2 Pg is
desiredin order to adequatelyaddresssource/sinkissues.The amountof biomasspresentis a
measureof thepotentialcontributionsof the landsurfaceasasourceor a sinkwhereaschanges
in biomassreflect current sourcesand sinks. To estimateregionalchangesin aboveground
biomassadequatelya measurementaccuracyon the orderof about5 tonsof carbonperhectare
peryearis needed.Biomasschangesat scalescommensuratewith landusechange,naturaland
anthropogenicdisturbanceand climate variability areneeded. Thesescalesvary from a few
metersin someregionssuchastropical foreststo tensor"kilometersat boreallatitudeswherefire
is amajordisturbance.

It was noted during discussionsat the workshopthat biomasschangesare typically
characterizedby abruptlargedecreasesandby gradual,increases.Thus detectionrequirements
for measuringdisturbancearegenerallylower thanthosefor measuringbiomassaccumulation
causedby suchthingsasregrowthandwoodyencroachment.

Therelationshipbetweenobservedchangesin abovegroundbiomassandnetcarbonflux
dependson the type of land cover and its disturbanceand managementhistory. Thus a
combinationof improvedbiomasschangeestimates,improvedcapabilityto identify thestateof
landcoverandabetterunderstandingof therelationshipbetweenlandcoverstateandnetcarbon
fluxeswill greatlyreduceuncertaintyin estimatesof currentandfuturecarbonsourcesandsinks
on thelandsurface.

Intensive field-airborne-remotesensingcampaignsin areasof major disturbanceof
terrestrial ecosystemswill be neededto support satellite/sensor/algorithmdevelopmentand
processlevel understanding.In particular,NASA expectsto take advantageof existing in situ
datacollecting activities carried out by other agencie,s (e.g.,Forest Inventory and Analysis
Program,Long Term EcologicalResearchSites,USDA agriculturalsurveys)andpartnerwith
otheragenciesin conductingnewfield studies.

Someof the discussionon biomassmeasurementaddressedthepotential for combining
lidar andradarinstrumentson thesameplatform. ThelLidarmeasurementswouldprovidemore
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detailed canopy structural information and enhance interpretation of concurrent radar
measurements.Radar,in turn, wouldbeableto provideglobalcoverageona sub-annualbasis.

2)Landcoverclassification
Land use history is thought to be one of the primary causesfor the reputedNorth

American carbon sink. Since the beginning of this century many wooded areasthat were
deforestedfor woodproductsandconvertedto agriculturaluseshavebeenregrowingbecauseof
theabandonmentof marginalagricultural landandcentralizationof agriculturein non-forested
regions.This hasled to accumulationsin biomassandsoil organicmatter.Theratesof biomass
accumulationare dependentupon the age since abandonmentand subsequentmanagement
practices. Another mechanismattributed to the carbon sink is fire suppressionwhich has
allowedsomeecosystemsto accumulatewoodymaterialthatwouldotherwisehaveburnedoff at
thenatural,moreregularfrequencies.

More accurateandfiner detailedlandcoverobservationscoupledwith improvedmodels
of the relationshipbetweenland cover and net carbonfluxes would help to quantify current
sourcesandsinksandprovideinformationfor assessinghowlandcoverhistorywill affect future
sourcesandsinks. Muchalgorithmdevelopment,validationandin situ processstudieswill be
neededto expresslandcoverclassesin termsof their netcarbonfluxes.Theseefforts shouldbe
coordinatedto exploit existing datasetsand field studiesas well as help define new in situ
studies.

Systematicfine spatialresolution(<30m) globalcoverageis requiredat annualintervals
if annualreportsof thestateof thecarboncycle (Goal2 of the USGCRPLong Term Strategic
Planfor theCarbonCycle)is to beachieved.

Most of theremotesensingmethodsproposedfor measuringabovegroundbiomass(see
#1 above)are basedon measurementsof canopystructureand, therefore,provide additional
information that can be used to classify land cover types when used in combinationwith
traditionalmulti-spectralapproaches.The combinationof abovegroundbiomassandlandcover
classificationwould leadto improvedestimatesof total biomassand improvedaccuracyand
resolutionof landcoverclasses.

3) Disturbance
Satelliteobservationsprovideuniquecapabilitiesfor estimatingfires,pestmortality, and

stormmortality at regional to global scales.Currentmissionssuchas Landsat-7andTerra are
capableof estimatingsuchdisturbanceat sufficient temporalandspatialscales.Two important
remaining issuesare the incompletenessof algorithms/modelscapableof producing carbon
fluxes from remote sensingsignals and the assuranceof long term continuity of these
measurements.

4) Productivity
The net CO2exchangefrom land surfacesis controlled by photosyntheticuptakeby

vegetation(productivity), respiration/decompositionfrom soils, fires, harvestexport and local
fossil fuel emissions.Imbalancesbetweenvegetationproductivity and decompositioncan
produce regional to global sourcesor sinks. The rate at which CO2 is increasing in the
atmospherevariesat seasonal,interannualand longertime scalesbecauseof theseimbalances.
The mechanismsresponsiblefor seasonalvariability are fairly well understood:in spring in
northernlatitudesphotosynthesisexceedsdecompositionasphotosyntheticallyactive radiation
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(PAR) andair temperaturesincreaseandsoil temperatureslag behindwhile in latesummerto
early winter warm soils drive decompositionto exceedphotosynthesis.The mechanisms
underlying interannualvariationsand long term trends in the atmosphericCO2growth rate,
however,arenotknownandmaybedifferentfor eachtJimescaleof variability.

DiscussionsacknowledgedthatspacebasedatmosphericCO2measurementsespeciallyin
combinationwith CO measurementsat appropriatehorizontal,verticalandtemporalscalescould
beusedto estimatenetCO2exchangeandrespiration/decomposition.Thesubjectof atmospheric
CO2measurementrequirements,however,wasdeferredto theatmospherebreakoutgroup.

Currentsatellitetechnologyis usedto estimatetheamountof PARthatis absorbedby vegetation
canopieswhich is aprimary driver of photosyntheticCO2uptake,thesinkcomponentof thenet
CO2exchange.Over periodsof abouta yearor morecarboninput from photosynthesisexerts
controlon respiration/decomposition,onharvestexportandon fire fuel loads.

Productivityalsodependson theefficiencywith whichabsorbedPAR drivesCO2uptake
and is a function of the type of vegetation,the availability of nutrientsand stresslevels(e.g.
drought,cold temperatures,etc)amongotherthings.Efficiency is not yet observablefrom space
but potentialmethodshavebeenproposedincludingpassivemulti- spectralsignaturesandlaser
inducedfluorescence.Thoughnot discussedat this workshop,previousassessments(GTOS)of
measurementrequirementsfor accuracyof productivitymeasurementsfrom satellitesdefineda
minimumrequirementof betterthan20%andagoalof 10%.

Respiration/decompositionoccursmostly at the soil surfaceandbelow makingit much
lessamenableto remotesensingmeasurementapproaches.However,remotesensingmethods
for estimatingsurfacesoil moistureandthe freeze/thawstateof thesoil havebeenproposedand
such measurementswould contribute to better predictions respiration/decompositionby
providingknowledgeof environmentalconditionsthatcontroltheseprocesses.

Each of sciencetopics that cameout of the workshopdiscussionsand summarized
(biomass,land cover,productivity,disturbance)canbe easilymappedto eachof the USGCRP
CarbonCycle long term goals.The GCCP focuseson providing new critically neededspace
basedmeasurementcapabilitiesand supportingefforts (data/informationproducts)in a timely
mannerto providethe sciencecommunityand policy makers/stakeholderswith informationof
societalandscientificrelevance.

Oceans(Workshop 1)

W. Gregg (chair), S. Signorini (rapporteur)

Attendees: David Adamec

Carlos Del Castillo

John Marra

John Moisan

Michele Rienecker

Mike Behrenfeld

Lisa Dilling

Chuck McClain

Tiffany Moisan
Jim Yoder

Mary-Elena Carr

Richard Feely
Rick Miller

Keith Moore

The Ocean Carbon Working Group (OCWG) met twice on Jan. 10, 2001, as part of the

first GCCP workshop. The objectives at this workshop for the OCWG were limited:

1) Define the specific scientific objectives of the GC, CP, and where possible, the scientific

accuracies and spatial and temporal resolution required

2) Define potential methodologies to achieve the objectives
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TheOCWGdefined3 overarchingscientificobjectivesfor theGCCP:
1) Whatis theseasonal-interannual-interdecadalvariability of oceancarbonfluxes
atbasinscalesandatthe levelof + 0.1Pg C/yr?

2) What controls the magnitude and variability of ocean carbon?

3) What are the scientific consequences of changes in the global carbon cycle on ocean carbon

cycling processes?

The OCWG developed a comprehensive list of specific scientific objectives that included

information on a set of ocean, atmospheric and terrestrial variables that is necessary to meet the

overarching objectives. Where possible, accuracy requirements were defined and a suite of tools

to enable measurement or greater understanding of the variables was defined. If the required

variable is the domain of discipline other than the ocean carbon community, methods for

providing the required information are left to the discretion of the other community.

Specific Objectives

To meet the requirements and accuracies of the overarching objectives, the OCWG will require:

Requirement: delta pCO2

Justification: required to understand carbon flux

Accuracy: 2-5 l.tatm
Methods:

Requirement: atmospheric CO2 at the surface

Justification: required to evaluate delta pCO2

Accuracy: 1.5 ppm column

Methods: left to atmospheric measurement community

Requirement: ocean pCO2

Justification: required to evaluate delta pCO2

Accuracy: 2-5 l.tatm

Methods: direct measurement by in situ sampling

multiple sensor remote sensing approach using relevant and related

parameters (SST, SSS, chlorophyll, etc.)

Requirement: ocean SST

Justification: required to evaluate ocean pCO2 and primary production

Accuracy: 0.1°C
Methods: left to NASA, NOAA remote sensing communities

Requirement: sea surface salinity

Justification: required to evaluate ocean pCO2

Accuracy: 0.1 PSU

Methods: left to physical oceanography community

Requirement: ocean mixed layer depth
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Justification:

Accuracy:
Methods:

requiredto evaluatepCO2, ocean circulation, primary production, fight

availability in oceans for phytoplankton growth

technology development

remote sensing

data synthesis (T, S)

modeling

data assimilation of T, S

in situ observations

Requirement:

Justification:

Accuracy:
Methods:

primary production

required to evaluate formation of POC

remote sensing of chlorophyll, long-terrn time series required

models (diagnostic, prognostic, and empirical)

data synthesis (SST, PAR)

laboratory analysis of physiological mechanisms

model intercomparison

Requirement:
Justification:

Accuracy:

Methods:

ocean carbon export

required to evaluate loss of POC

in situ sampling (sediment traps, isotopic: analysis)

remote sensing (altimetry, particulate lidar)

data synthesis
models

assimilation of related variables

Requirement: ocean circulation

Justification: required to evaluate spatial and temporal variability of pCO2, primary

production, carbon export, irradiance availability, distributions of biomass, POC,
and DOC

Accuracy:
Methods: left to physical oceanography community

Requirement: sea ice distribution

Justification: required to evaluate C02 exchange distributions

Accuracy:

Methods: left to sea ice community

Requirement: ocean calcification

Justification: required to evaluate pCO2 through changes in pH

Accuracy:
Methods:

Requirement: ocean nitrogen fixation
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Justification:
Accuracy:
Methods:

requiredto evaluatechlorophyllbiomass,POC,andprimaryproduction

Requirement:oceandissolvedorganiccarbonconcentration
Justification: requiredto evaluatepCO2andtotalorganiccarbon
Accuracy:
Methods:

Requirement:oceanphytoplanktonbiomass
Justification: requiredto evaluatepCO2,POC,primaryproduction,andexport
Accuracy:
Methods: remotesensing

algorithmdevelopmentto furtherrefineobservations

Requirement:
Justification:
Accuracy:
Methods:

oceannutrientconcentrations(N, P,Si, Fe)
requiredto evaluateprimaryproduction

algorithmdevelopment
remotesensing(chlorophyll,fluorescence)
datasynthesis
in situobservations
models
dataassimilation

Requirement:

Justification:
Accuracy:
Methods:

phytoplankton functional group distributions (diatoms,
coccolithophores,cyanobacteria,diazotrophs,dinoflagellates
requiredto evaluatedistributionsandfateof POC

remotesensingof visiblespectraandfluorescence
in situobservations(optics,fluorescence)
modeling
datasynthesis(T, S,MLD)

green algae,

Requirement:surfaceirradiance
Justification: required to evaluateprimary production, and formation/destructionrates of

coloreddissolvedorganicmatter(CDOM)
Accuracy:
Methods: left to atmosphericandradiativetransfercommunities

Requirement:oceanchromophoricdissolvedorganicmatter
Justification: requiredto refineobservationsof chlorophyll,POC,andprimaryproduction
Accuracy:
Methods:

Requirement:soil typeandmoisture
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Justification:
Accuracy:
Methods:

requiredto evaluatedeltapCO2

directmeasurementby in situsampling

Requirement:gastransferacrosstheair-seainterface
Justification:
Accuracy:
Methods:

requiredto evaluateair/seaCO2exchange

algorithmdevelopment(usinglaboratoryanalyses(wavetanks)andin situ
observations)
models

Requirement:seafoamdistributions
Justification: requiredto evaluateair/seaCO2exchange;
Accuracy:
Methods: left to physicaloceanographycommunity

Requirement:seasurfacesurfactantdistributionsandquality
Justification: requiredto evaluateair/seaCO2exchange
Accuracy:
Methods: left to physicaloceanographycommunity

Requirement:air stability
Justification: requiredto evaluateair/seaC02 exchange:

Accuracy:

Methods: left to physical oceanography community

Requirement: surface wind speed

Justification: required to evaluate air/sea C02 exchange using current gas exchange

calculation methodologies

Accuracy: 0.5 m s-_

Methods: remotely-sensed

data synthesis

The OCWG also strongly recommended the formation of active Calibration/Validation

activities under the auspices of the GCCP. This calibration and valication team would have 4

main responsibilities:
1) assure accuracy of derived carbon variables in the. traditional manner of calibration and

validation activities

2) assure seamless time series of derived carbon variables for long-term remote sensing

observations - this is an activity that does not fall within the purview of individual missions but

is critical for understanding natural variability

3) provide estimate of errors and error length scales of carbon-related variables - this is

important to characterize natural variability but also to support data assimilation

4) assure, adhere to, and develop standards for measurement, sampling, and handling of carbon-
related variables - this assures consistent and accurate observations, and may be established

through partnerships when possible.
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On the questionof what aretheconsequencesof changesin atmosphericC02 on ocean

carbon cycling processes, the OCWG listed several potential required observations, but the list

was not intended to be exhaustive. They included:

-- changes in deposition of nutrients

-- precipitation

-- eutrophication

-- warming

-- calcification

-- N fixation

-- sea level

-- changes in pools of organic carbon

-- changes in functional group distributions

A5.2. Workshop 2 (March 20 - 22, 2001)

Atmospheres (Workshop 2)

A. Andrews (chair), Chris Barnet (rapporteur)
Attendees: S. Ismail L. McMillin D. Crisp

R. Engelen J. Bacmeister J. Abshire
R. Chatfield C. Miller L. Strow

S. Pawson P. Caruso M. Suarez

R. Dahlman F. Hall J. Randerson

Workshop Overview: Breakouts were along discipline lines: atmospheres, oceans and land.

Groups were charged with defining a timeline of activity blocks that can be costed. Day 1

discussion emphasized "technology", while day 2 emphasized "science products". The rationale

for this structure was to ensure that adequate time would be allotted for issues associated with

development and deployment of technology. Discussion in the atmospheres group was focused

primarily on development and validation of techniques for spaceborne measurement of

atmospheric CO2 mixing ratios. Based on recent modeling studies and the discussion from

Workshop 1, we started from the assumption that CO2 data with long-term precision equal to or

better than 0.3% (lppm) is desired.

Day 1

Technology and strategy for developing techniques for space-borne CO2 measurements

The initial discussion addressed whether there is a need for carbon-cycle specific

programs based on the liP, ESSP and NMP. Participants identified at least four distinct passive

and two active approaches for measuring CO2 that warrant development:

Passive: Grating Spectrometer optical (e.g., 1.58 or 2 [tm)

Scanning Fabry-Perot Interferometer

Fixed FPI

Limb-sounding Fourier Transform Spectrometer (FTS)

*Grating Spectrometer thermal
*ITS thermal
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Active: TotalColumnLaserSounder optical
Profile Lidar

*The thermaltechniquesarecomparativelymature,but arenot expectedto be as sensitiveas
opticalmethodsto variationsin CO2atthesurface.

More detailedinformationis not availableat this time, sincemanygroupsareproposing
to thecurrentIIP andESSPandarereluctantto sharecompetitionsensitivedetails. In general,
thesemethodswill requireconcurrentobservationof 02 or anotherwell-mixed gasin order to
accountfor variationsin air densitycausedby topographyandvaryingamountsof watervapor.
The methodslisted abovehavea numberof competing/complementaryprosandcons. Passive
techniqueshave the advantageof higher technologyreadinesslevels and will be relatively
inexpensive. Optical methods(eitherpassiveor actiw',)areweightedaccordingto densityand
are thus most sensitiveto variationsat the surface,while thoseusing emissionat thermal
wavelengthswill be sensitiveto higheraltitudes. For example,the vertical weightingfunction
for theAIRS instrumenthasa maximumin the 300-800mb range. Active techniqueshavethe
potential for flying in a sunsynchronousdawn-duskorbit, which would reducepotential bias
associatedwith diurnal variationof CO2in the planetaryboundarylayer. Active techniques
employingrangingmayresolveseveralverticallayerslandwould beableto detectcloudsin the
instrumentfield of view, but this will require improved technology(e.g., telescopes,lasers,
amplifiers). In contrast,most of the passivemethodsarebasedon existing technology. The
consensusof the groupwas that activesensorswill recluirea few yearsto achieveTRL levels
that meetESSPrequirements,but that passiveapproachesaregoodcandidatesfor the current
ESSPcall. If a goalof theGCCPis to developtechnologyfor remotesensingof CO2thatcanbe
usedfor long-termmonitoring (possiblyby anotheragency),then it seemswise to pursueas
manyof theseapproachesasfundingwill allow. Thediversity of possibletechniquesandtheir
distinct advantagesanddisadvantagesis sufficientto justify taking 5-10 conceptsto theaircraft
demostage.An averageexpenditureof $1M/yr for 3 yearsper instrumentwould total$15-30M,
which is small compared to the cost of developing and launching a single instrument.
Instrumentsfor measuring02 or otheranothergas for the purposeof obtaining CO2mixing
ratiosshouldalsobe includedin thisprogram.

Note thatthetechnologyreadinesslevelsfor someof themethodslistedabovedonot fall
neatly into the realm of IJP,NMP or ESSP,so it may be necessaryto broadenthe program
guidelines. A CCI-specificprogramto supportairbornedemo versionsof theseinstruments
should begin as soon as new funding is available, followed by a satellite proof-of-concept
program2-3 yearslater. The airbornedemoinstrumentswouldbe extremelyusefulfor testing
algorithmsunder a variety of atmosphericcondition.,;and could be used for validation of
subsequentsatellite sensorsand would add value to field studies designedto connect
experimentswith varyingspatialscales,i.e.,towerto aircraftto satellite.

The AIRS instrumentis currentlyscheduledfor launchin late2001. AlthoughAIRS was
not designedto measureCO2,it is expectedto be able to retrieve meanCO2mixing ratios
between300and800mb with anaccuracyof 2-3ppmfor individual profileswith footprint of 50

x 50 km. Because AIRS and follow-on instruments are already scheduled for continuous

deployment over the next decade, they offer the potential of a long-term record of CO2 at

minimal cost. Other instruments that may be able to retrieve CO2 include SCIAMACHY, TES

and Improved Atmospehric Sounding Interferometer (IASI). Support may be needed for

algorithm development, validation, and assimilation of these data.
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Finally, modelingwork to evaluatethe potential of proposedmeasurementsto reduce
uncertaintieson estimatesof CO2sourcesand sinks shouldbe supportedso that the optimal
measurementstrategycanbedesigned.Someof this workwill necessarilybe the responsibility
of individual instrumentteams,but there is alsoa needfor independent,objectiveanalysisby
membersof the sciencecommunity who are not associatedwith a particular instrument.
Modeling work is alsoneededto addresstheissueof whetherexistingmethodsfor measuring
CO andCH4will havesufficientaccuracyandresolutionfor detailedstudiesof carboncycling
andwhetherCO andCI-hobservationscollocatedwith CO2dataarerequired. A roughorderof
magnitudeinvestmentfor technology-relatedmodelingwas -10 b-TE's(full-time equivalent)
basedon a few separategroupsdoingalgorithmdevelopmentand measurementimpact studies.
Someof thesepeoplemightbesupportedin partbytheIIP-like programdiscussedabove. In the
near term, someeffort shouldbe investedin making a variety of model fields available to
investigatorsfor algorithmdevelopment. Modeling resourceswill also be neededto support
field campaigns.A workshopin 2001or 2002wasproposedto designa strategyfor meetingthe
modelingneedsof the measurementcommunity. This may be a part of a larger workshop
devotedto a broadrangeof modelinganddataassimilationissuesrelevantfor the GCCP. See
thediscussionof Day2 breakoutfor moredetails.

CalibrationandValidationAncillary andCorroborativeMeasurements:
The discussionthen moved toward outlining a strategyfor calibration/validationof

proposedspace-bometechniquesandwhatothertechnologymightbeneededfor processstudies.
Thedevelopmentof space-bomeCO2sensorswith long-termprecisionbetterthan0.3%(1 ppm)
will requirebasiclab spectroscopy.Work is also neededfor 02 in order to obtainthe dry air
mixing ratio of CO2. N20 is another possible candidate for measuring air density, and the

spectroscopy of CH4 is complex and warrants further study in the context of carbon cycle

research. Rough cost estimates were -100 K/yr x 3 groups for CO2 and 02 and/or N20 and -200

K/yr x 3 groups for CH4.

The deployment of up-looking spectrometers and lidar instruments would be a logical

step toward space-borne measurements. Currently, up-looking b-TS's with sufficient spectral

resolution and range are being operated at several locations, including the Oklahoma

Atmospheric Radiation Measurements/Cloud and Radiation Testbed (ARM/CART) site and

from Mauna Loa. Existing data from these instruments could be analyzed to retrieve CO2 using

both thermal and optical bands. The accuracy of column CO2 retrievals could be tested by

obtaining vertical profiles of CO2 in the field of view of the spectrometers, using a fast-response
airbome in-situ sensor such as those operated by Stephanie Vey and Steve Wofsy. For the

purposes of validation of upcoming and proposed satellite instruments, it would be desirable to

augment other ARM/CART and/or NOAA CMDL sites with up-looking spectrometers at a rate

of 1-2 new sites per yr. Estimated costs are $250K per spectrometer plus support. As lidar

technologies advance, up-looking lidar instruments could also be deployed at these sites as

needed.

Cheap, expendable CO2 sensors that could be flown routinely on small balloons would

also be powerful assets for satellite instrument validation and for connecting column
observations to surface data from the NOAA CMDL sampling network. To be useful, such an

instrument would need to achieve better than lppm accuracy over at least the lowest few km of

the atmosphere. The development of such a sensor would seem to be ideally suited for an SBIR.
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CO2 relevant measurements should be added to existing and upcoming satellite validation efforts

(e.g., Aura, Aqua, Terra). Up-looking FFS instruments and airborne in situ or flask CO2 and 02

measurements would be valuable. The possibility of adding an up-looking FFS and aircraft

flights to existing plans for the LBA experiment for t]he purpose of validating the AIRS CO2

retrieval should be explored.

There will eventually be a need for GCCP specific validation campaigns. Ideally, these

could be combined with experiments designed to study process studies. An airborne sensor

intercomparison would be needed to determine which of the methods taken to the airborne demo
level are best suited for satellite missions. Aircraft instruments resulting from the current IIP call

should be ready for deployment in time for the proposed IWG North American carbon budget

experiment which will likely occur between 2003 and[ 2006. In addition, there may also be

satellite column observations available as early as 2005, if an ESSP is awarded this round.

Validation mission(s) for CO2 satellite observations will be required over a wide range of

latitudes over a variety of terrain and vegetation types with good seasonal coverage.

Finally, the question was raised whether the GCCP should support development of

instruments that are not necessarily headed for space. For example, there is currently no known

method by which space-borne remote sensing techniques could be used to measure rare isotopes

of CO2, but fast-response in situ measurements from aircraft are possible and would be valuable

for regional scale process studies. Similarly, fast-response in situ O? instruments for aircraft are
needed for validation of the 02 component of proposed CO2 satellite sensors and would provide

independent information about the CO2 budget.

Day 2
Science

Datasets

The breakout session began with a discussion of what data is likely to become available

within the next decade. The attached timeline was produced.

Modeling

The modeling component of the GCCP is not as well defined as the measurement aspects.

While the GCCP should not encompass all of carbon cycle modeling, it is necessary to ensure

that NASA's modeling needs are met. These needs can be subdivided into five broad categories

with substantial overlap:

1) OSSE's for instrument design and algorithm development

2) measurement impact studies to design optimum sampling strategy

3) data assimilation

4) theory and meteorological support for field campaigns

5) prediction (e.g., future atmospheric CO2 loading, carbon cycle/climate connections)*

*The prediction element was not discussed during the workshop, but will clearly be a focus of

carbon cycle research in the next decade.
The extent to which measurement impact studies and OSSE's simulate real-world

sampling conditions will be limited by the underlying models. Currently, parameterizations of

the diurnal variation of the planetary boundary layer and convective transport in most models of

atmospheric transport models introduce large uncertainties into studies of CO2 sources and sinks.

if, for example, diurnal variation of CO2 is not reproduced by a model used in an OSSE or

measurement impact study, a particular measurement approach or sampling strategy may appear
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to beartificially good(or bad). Questionsaddressedincludedto whatextentOSSE'sshouldbe
theresponsibilityof the individual instrumentteamsversusa coreindependenteffort that would
strive to evaluatedifferent conceptsobjectively. Clearly, OSSE's are neededfor algorithm
developmentby the investigators,but studiesto determinewhat types of samplingare most
effectivefor constrainingestimatesof sourcesand sinkswill be neededandshouldbedoneby
scientistswho donot havea vestedinterestin a particulartechnique.Work shouldalsobedone
do investigatewhethercollocatedobservationsof CO andCH4would addsignificant valueto a
CO2satellitemission.

Therewasdiscussionasto whethereffort shouldgo into building a flexible community
carbonmodelcomprisedof interchangeablemodules,or if multiple independentmodelsshould
continueto bedeveloped.Thebalancebetweenmaximizingprogressdrivenby competitionand
minimizing redundancyis an issuefor the modelingcommunityat large. This topic wasalso
broughtup in the Day 3 plenary,andis unlikely to be resolvedbeforethe GCCPis delivered.
However,it seemslikely thateffort will needto befocusedondevelopingoneor two modelsfor
assimilationof GCCPdata. The possibility of a collaborativeeffort betweenNCAR and the
NASA DAO was discussed. Opportunitiesfor collaboration with NOAA should also be
explored.

A distinction was made betweenGCM's used for assimilationand models used in
inversionstudieswhere observedconcentrationsare usedto constrainsurfacefluxes. It was
statedthat the resolutionand scalesrelevantfor assimilationand inversionare fundamentally
different. However,thesedifferencesmaybean outgrowthof the fact thatinversion studiesto
datehavebeenconstrainedprimarily by datafrom the NOAA/CMDL cooperativeair sampling
network,which haslimited spatialand temporalcoverage. Thus, this distinction maybecome
blurredwith the availability of global CO2fields. Clearly,both typesof modelswill needto
havethebestpossiblerepresentationof theunderlyingphysics.

Atmospherictransportsimulationscontributesignificantlyto the uncertaintyin estimates
of surfacefluxes. The TRANSCOM-3modelintercomparisonshowedthat thevariationin flux
estimatesresulting from different atmospherictransportmodelsis large. The breakoutgroup
identified the representationof the planetaryboundary layer and of vertical transport by
convectionasimportantfactorslimiting theaccuracyof inversions.Theseissuesarealso likely
to be importantfor dataassimilation. However,it shouldbenotedthat improvedatmospheric
transportsimulationsare important for problemsnot associatedwith the carboncycle, e.g.,
evolutionof pollution plumes,tropospheric03, etc. Thus,we needto identify modelingefforts
thatarecurrentlyunderwayor plannedandcontributeto themasneededto makesurethatissues
relevantfor OSSE's,measurementimpactstudiesanddataassimilationaremet. This is thefine-
itemfor generalmodelimprovementin amodelingactivitiestimeline.

It was noted that the data provided by the NOAA CMDL network is not easily
incorporatedinto traditionaldataassimilationmodels. Datawith nearly global coverageevery
few days is required. Work is currently being done by the GoddardDAO on methodsfor
assimilatingAIRS datawhenit becomesavailable. Outputfrom the AIRS OSSEis beingused
to explorehow that datacanbestbe incorporated. Similar effort will be neededasnew data
productsbecomeavailable over the next decade. There should also be effort invested in
couplingbiogeochemicalmodelswith modelsto beusedfor assimilatingCO2datae.g.,so that
fluxescanbeassimilatedaswell asconcentrations.

Finally, meteorologicaland theoretical support will be neededfor upcoming field
campaigns. This mayincludeflight planningfor Lagrangianexperimentswhereanair massis
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followed asit passesovera particulartype of ecosystemor attemptingto quantify convective
outflow.Regionalscalemodelswill beneededfor the locationof thefield campaign.Somesuch
modelscurrentlyexist, but may needto be adapteddependingon the goalsof the experiment
(e.g.,coupledto biogeochemicalmodels). Fundingwill alsobeneededsothattheoryteamscan
accompanytheexperimentersinto thefield.

Thegroup'sestimateof personnelneededto accomplishNASA relevantmodelinggoals
totaled -110 FFEs over 10 yrs with effort and funds', shifting among OSSE's, measurement

impact studies, data assimilation, and support of field campaigns as needed.

Field Experiments

The last part of the discussion focused on opportunities to combine calibration and

validation activities and process studies. The LBA experiment currently underway in Brazil is

planned to go through 2003 or 2004. Deployment of up-looking FFS's in Brazil during this

period would provide a unique and valuable opportunity for AIRS CO2 product validation as

well as information relevant for algorithm development :for passive sensors. Aircraft CO2 and 02

overflights of the FFS might even be incorporated into the LBA airborne component.

Leveraging off the LBA infrastructure and international agreements would substantially offset

costs associated with deployment of the FFS.
A North American carbon budget experiment is being discussed by the IWG. Current

plans have the experiment ending in -2006. Airborne CO2 sensors funded by the current IIP
would come online in the 2004 timeframe and would add value to experiments based on COBRA

that took place in July-August 2000 over the US. Airborne sensors developed in response to a

proposed GCCP IIP-like program starting in 2003 would be ready for deployment in 2005-2006,

so there may be an opportunity for combining an intercomparison among these instruments and

with in situ sensors with the goals of the North American experiment, ff a satellite CO2

instrument is funded by the current ESSP, the earliest those data would be available is 2006

(assuming launch in 2005). Calibration and validation activities could potentially augment or

extend the North American campaign.

A need for process studies in the Southern Hemisphere was identified and could possibly

be combined with calibration and validation activities for future satellite missions in the post-

2005 timeframe.

Issues that remain to be addressed:

1) More work on identifying opportunities for

dependencies.

2) Refine definition and scope of modeling activities:

3)
4)
5)

interagency collaboration and critical

• Identify issues that limit accuracy (resolution, inadequate knowledge of processes, CPU

time).

• Identify current and planned efforts to address these issues.

Catalog projected international efforts.

Interdisciplinary connections and critical dependencies.
Performance metrics.

Land (Workshop 2)

J. Collatz (chair), J. Masek and R. Knox (rapporteurs)

Attendees: D. Wickland A. England S. Ustin
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J.Randerson D. Skole C. Potter
J. Luvall B. Stokes M. Buford
R. Hinkle R. Dahlman F. Hall
J.Gervin P.Caruso C.Tucker

As with the atmosphereand ocean,Land met in two breakoutsessions.The sessions
weredevotedto discussionsof the"technologywedge",(i.e. a setof activity blocksandtimings
that would lead to the new observationalestablishedduring workshop#1) and discussions
focusedon the "sciencewedge"(i.e. the setof activitiesandtimings that would utilize current
spaceassetsand capabilitiesto addressthe GCCPobjectivesand researchgoals defined in
workshop#1). The Land Groupmet with oceansand atmospheresin a final plenarygroup to
discussGCCPdeliverablesandassociatedperformancemetrics.

The Land breakoutdiscussionsled to an initial definition of a technologyand science
architecture(activities,timing,outputproducts)in supportof thegoalsof theGCCPthatcanbe
costedprior to thethird workshop. Thediscussionsessionswerelimited by a dearthof science
andtechnologicalexpertiseon certainimportanttopics, thusa numberof issuesstill needto be
resolved. Since some topics were not covered adequatelyduring the workshop we have
attemptedto fill in someof themissingpiecesin orderto get theScienceWorking Group'sand
CarbonCycle SteeringCommittee'sresponsebeforethe next stepin the process.For the next
workshopfuller participationby both remotesensingexpertsanddisciplineinvestigatorswill be
sought.

High priority outputproductsfrom theGCCPlandeffort discussedin thefinal plenaryon
deliverablesandassociatedperformancemetricsinclude:
1) Global data sets of land cover type, biophysical parameters,biomass,disturbanceand

recovery(bothcoarseandfine resolution),andprimaryproductivity
2) Synthesizedsetsof global observations(remotesensingand conventionaldata)neededto

addresstheGCCPobjectivesandresearchgoals,
3) New analysistools (e.g. processand coupled models) to more effectively utilize remote

sensingandconventionalobservationsand
"Value-added"outputproductsfor thesciencecommunityandstake-holders4)

A timetable for achieving results was proposed that initially exploits existing space assets

(e.g. Terra, SeaWiFS, Landsat, AVHRR) and proceeds in the intermediate term to incorporate

data from planned missions and ultimately aims at supporting new carbon cycle focused
missions at the end of the decade.

1) By 2005 develop improved land cover algorithms that are more automated and use multiple

sensors to extend our observational capability over more biomes, disturbance types and

biomass ranges.

2) By 2009 develop new space based observational capability that can embrace the full range of
global biomes needed for global assessments.

3) In 2002 begin preparations for and support an interagency North American Field Campaign
(--.2004)

A number of activities to be costed have been identified in each observational,

technological and science category. Part of the process of putting together and costing an

integrated GCCP will be to look for overlaps and synergies between the various activities that
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will allow us to combine elements such as calibration/validation, model
development/intercomparisonsandin situ processstudies.We must alsoconsidercoordinating
theseGCCPactivitieswith existingor plannedprogramswithin NASA andotheragencies.
At this point,we shouldmakethe following caveats.First, in this initial report,we includeall
activitiesthatcouldultimatelyrepresentNASA's contributionstowardsa completeglobalcarbon
inventorysystem. Secondly,the activities havenot beenevaluatedfor costs,or prioritized to
produceacarboncycle researchprogramthatrespondsI:orealisticresourceconstraintsor desired
timing. This canonly occurin thecontextof boththeatmosphereandoceanrequirementsanda
definition of availableresources. When all reports are available,the GCCP team (Science
Working Group,CarbonCycle SteeringCommittee,NASA HQ) must prioritize all activities,
andproduceresourcerequirementsthatareconsistentwith availableresourcelevels.

Technology Development

Land cover data products
Land-cover refers to the categorical or quantitative description of what occupies the

Earth's land surface. Categorical representations of land-cover in terms of fixed classes

("deciduous broadleaf forest", "wooded grassland") are being supplemented with continuous

fields definitions, which unmix land-cover into endmember percentages ("80% woody

material"). Land-cover acts as a critical input into carbon assessments in at least five ways:

1) biomass may be estimated from land-cover type using a lookup table approach.

2) land-cover change and disturbance events may be converted to estimates of biomass change

(and hence carbon release) via a similar approach.

3) mapping regrowth as a separate class offers a way to, estimate the area of forest recovery, and

hence carbon sequestration following disturbance.

4) land-cover acts as a proxy for photosynthetic efficiency in many ecosystem productivity

models.

5) accurate land cover classifications are needed to support new biomass measuring missions

such as VCL

Technology and current assets

Technologies supporting identification and measurement of land-cover are relatively

mature. Moderate-resolution multispectral passive optical sensors (Landsat, ASTER) permit

fine-resolution mapping of land-cover parameters, and interannual to decadal comparisons to

estimate land-cover change, disturbance, and disturbance recovery. Coarse resolution passive

optical sensors (MODIS, AVHRR, SeaWiFS) permit the creation of dense spectral time series.

These may in turn be related to variability of photosynthetic capacity (e.g. through fPAR) or may
themselves be used to obtain land-cover classification. Both of these measurement approaches

have continuity missions being planned for the next 10 years (Landsat Data Continuity Mission,

NPP, NPOESS).

Both hyperspectral passive optical observations and low frequency active radar (SAR)

offer some advantages over the traditional multispectral approaches. Hyperspectal offers

improved discrimination of land-cover type. SAR allows repeated observations of high-latititude

and tropical ecosystems, where cloud-cover and darkness may preclude acquisition of optical

imagery. Hyperspatial measurement approaches (eg. SpaceImaging IKONOS data) are useful

primarily as a source of calibration data.
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Severalprocesseddatasets,useful for carbonstudies,have alreadybeenderived from
existingsources.
High Resolution:

• EarthSat/Science Data Purchase GeoCover Landsat TM/MSS product

• National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA)-funded GeoCover global land-cover

product
• Multi-Resolution Land Characterization-National Land Cover Data (MRLC-NLCD) 30-

meter land-cover for United States

• NASA Humid Tropical Forest Inventory Project (Landsat Pathfinder)

• Global Rainforest Mapping Project (GRFM, NASDA) JERS-1 SAR mosaic

Coarse Resolution:

• IGBP DISCover AVHRR-based Land-cover data set

• University of Maryland (UMD) Global Land-cover data set and continuous fields

• AVHRR-Fourier-Adjusted, Solar zenith angle corrected, Interpolated Reconstructed (FASIR)

18 year (1981-1999) global biophysical parameter fields

• MODIS Land-cover/Continuous Fields/Land-cover change products

In addition, it seems likely that a year 2000 orthorectified global dataset from Landsat-7

ETM+ will be funded through NASA in coming months. These data sets provide raw materials

for the generation of land-cover, biomass, and biomass change products before the launch of

VCL or later missions. However, additional computational and algorithmic research is required

to (a) process large volumes of global, multi-year Landsat data efficiently; and (b) extract

specific classes related to disturbance (e.g. regrowth) on a global basis.

Beyond remote sensing measurement capabilities, several weaknesses or "gaps" in

supporting technologies were noted. These included:

1) Lack of comprehensive training/validation suite for land-cover

• Use field photos and IKONOS for numerous 1-time validation sites

• Improved validation strategies for continuous fields variables

• Assess scaling of land-cover via IKONOS-ETM+/MODIS studies

2) Need for automated techniques for analyzing global, multi-year Lanclsat clata

3) Need for improved algorithms for mapping regrowth from passive optical data

4) Need for ancillary data to help with carbon accounting

• National statistics on forest inventories, harvests

• National allocations of forest harvest (lumber, paper, fuel, etc)

Proposed Activities
Initial land-cover/disturbance products and algorithm development

Global maps of ecosystem disturbance are given the highest priority. Disturbance was

defined informally as a significant, transient change in biomass, and thus includes both

anthropogenic causes (deforestation/harvesting, urban growth) and natural causes (fire, floods,

insect damage). Disturbance maps should include the extent of disturbance, the time since

disturbance, the type of disturbance and changes in disturbance frequency. In addition, a

quantitative estimate of biomass loss during disturbance, and biomass gain during recovery,

would be extremely useful. Ideally these assessments should be repeated every 2-4 years, to

capture the exact timing of disturbance and map rapid regeneration in the tropics. The current
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10-yearsnapshotsprovidedbytheLandsatGeoCoverproductweresufficient for an initial effort,
however. In addition, land-covertype and land-coverbiophysicalvariables(LAI, fPAR) are
key inputs for ecosystemproductivity models. The MODIS Land product suiteprovidesone
sourcefor theseparameters.

The following table translatesthe recommendationsof the Land group into initial
products,andgivesabrief descriptionof theanalysisapproachfor eachproduct. Theseproducts
representinitial efforts, designed to improve information available to the land science
communitywithin the next2-4 years,andwill be improvedby addition of future datasources
(e.g.height information from lidar). In somecases(markedby italics), existingproductsmay
satisfycarbonscienceneeds:

TableA5.1. CoarseResolution(> 200meter)products

Product
Land-cover Type

Biophysics (LAI,

fPAR)
Biomass

(1 kin, 0.25 deg)

Biomass change (fast)

Input Data
MODIS

MODIS

MODIS, in-situ

observations from

literature

MODIS LC change,

Possible Analysis Approach

MODIS Land-Cover/LC Change

MODIS LAI/fPAR product

Land-cover type to biomass lookup
table

Land-cover change to biomass

(1 km, 0.25

deg/annual)

Biomass change

(slow)

(1 km, 0.25 deg /

annual)

biomass estimates

MODIS land-cover, LAI

products

change

Interannual change in LAI coupled

with land cover-biomass lookup

tables

Table A5.2. Fine Resolution (< 200 meter) products

Product

Land-cover Type

(1975, 1990, 2000

epochs)
Biomass

( 1975, 1990, 2000)

Disturbance Type,

Age

(1990 - 2000)

Biomass change (fast)

(199O - 2OO0)

Biomass change

Input Data
Landsat GeoCover/2000

Landsat land-cover, in-

situ observations from

literature, JERS- 1 radar

(?)
Landsat GeoCover/2000,

ASTER, in-situ

observations/field

campaigns

Landsat GeoCover/2000

Landsat GeoCover/2000

Possible Analysis Approach

NIMA classification, supplemented

by change detection; supervised
classification

Land-cover type to biomass lookup
table

Radiometric change detection,

coupled with regional knowledge,

spatial patterns, knowledge of

regrowth rates.

Radiometric change detection

coupled with land-cover derived

biomass

Radiometric change in vegetation
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(slow)
(1990- 2000)

indices,coupledwith regional
knowledge,spatialpatterns,
knowledgeof regrowthrates.

We proposeto hold a workshopduringsummer2001in orderto finalize the list of initial
productsandanalysisapproaches.We thenanticipateanNRA during2002to divide production
tasks among various researchers. Initial products should be completedin the 2004-2005
timeframe. Startingin 2004,weanticipateintegratinglidar data(VCL) to improvetheseinitial
estimatesof biomassandbiomasschange.

At the sametime, we proposefunding severalgroupsto developautomatedprocessing
approachesfor fine resolutionland-coverdata. Thesegroupswouldconcentrateon (i) improving
productionefficiency throughadvancedcomputing;and(ii) developingimprovedalgorithmsfor
extractingland-cover,disturbance,andbiomasschangeinformationin anautomatedframework.
This work may also include/requireadditional validationactivities using hyperspatialsatellite
dataand in situ observations.Thus, by the conclusionof thesestudies(~2005),the necessary
technologyandalgorithmsshouldbe in placeto generateroutine,annualland-coverproductsfor
the globe (or for specific regionsof interest) during 2005-2010. Theseannual, fine-cover
assessmentswill reveal new informationabout the interannualvariability of disturbanceand
biomasschange,andhow this variabilitycorrelateswith climatic, ecosystem,andsocioeconomic
drivers.They will also directly addressa main GCCPand USGCRPgoal, namely,periodic
reportingof thestateof theglobalcarboncycle.

Disturbance:processunderstanding
A requirement for activities centeredon studying the processesassociatedwith

disturbancewasarticulatedat the workshop.The conceptinvolvessatellitemissionsthat would
focusonspecificsitesthatwereon thevergeof or wererecentlydisturbed.Theseselectedsites
wouldbeobservedfrom spaceatregularintervalswith fine spatialresolutionopticalandthermal
sensors. These measurementswould be supportedby in situ studies and site specific
biogeochemicalmodeldevelopment.

Existing assetssuchas Landsat-7and ASTER may in part be able to meet the space
basedobservationalrequirementsfor this activity. However,the future missionscarryingfine
spatial resolution thermal sensorscapableof detectingthe intensity of fires have not been
identified.

Field studiesandmodeldevelopmentrequirementsproposedfor this activity overlapand
are included in activities associatedwith land cover/disturbanceproducts describedin the
previoussectionsandbiomassproductsdescribedin thenextsections.

Biomassandbiomasschange
New missions

Although initial biomassproductswill be developedfrom existing optical datasources
(seesection1.1.1),theseinitial attemptswill rely on "lookup table" approachesbetweenland-
coverand regionalbiomass,or on modeloutputsusing land-coverinputs and are likely to be
fairly crude. Furtherprogressin refiningglobalbiomassandbiomasschangewill requiredirect
measurementof three-dimensionalvegetationstructureusing new measurementapproaches,
culminatingin abiomass-specificmission(s)in ~2009.This breakoutwasdedicatedto exploring
innovativeremotesensingapproachesfor biomass.
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Presentationsreviewed existing remotemeasurementapproachesfor biomassand/or
biomasschangeand a missionconceptfor characterizingecosystemdisturbanceand regrowth.
Assessingthe associatedtechnologies(see below) confirmed that a variety of applicable
measurementapproachesfor biomasshaveprogressedto airbornedemonstrations.However,the
mostpromisingapproachesfor measuringbiomasschangesanddifferencesamonghigh-biomass
forests were also the least advancedtechnologically.Intercomparisonsof newer and more
establishedapproachesareneededto betterdefinethe biomassrangesandtime-scalesof change
where each method could be expectedto perform well on-orbit, and to develop synthesis
methodsfor data fusion.All of the major approachesstill needto be linked to one or more
modelingframeworksthatwouldpropagatemeasurementperformance/uncertaintyto uncertainty
in regional-to-globalland-atmospherecarbonfluxes. Participantsin the land-working group
expressedskepticismabout whether currentprocess',understandingand modeling capability
could do so unambiguously. Although useful for mission formulation and missionconcept
intercomparisonasa technologypriority, a biomasscarbon"OSSE"wouldbea lower scientific
priority thaneffectivelyaddressingtherole(s)of disturbancein theterrestrialcarboncycle.

Therewasalsoa workinggroupconsensusthattherequirementsoverlappedfor potential
missionsto measurebiomass,biomasschange,and ecosystemdisturbance.Biomasschanges
overa wide rangeof temporaland spatialscales,and includesresponsesto and recoveryfrom
disturbancesandclimatic signals.Disturbanceincludesbothvery rapid processes,suchasfire
and catastrophicwindstorms,and more incrementalchangesfrom causessuch as land-use
intensification,acid deposition,introducedpestsand pathogens,and humanexclusionof fire.
Somefrequenciesand scalesof disturbancemay also beaccommodatedwithin an ecosystem,
withoutwidespreadchangesin structure.

TableA5.3. Technologydevelopmentstatus:Biomass/BiomassChange(1-5Mg/ha)

Method OSSE In Situ & Ancillary Airborne Spaeeborne

NIR Lidar

(10-30m)

Hyperspectral VNIR

Hyperspatial,

Multispectral,

Multitemporal

Multiangular,

Multipspectral

(BRDF)

P-band SAR (fully

polarized)

Needed (VCL

using laser

altimetry link

models)

Needed

Needed

Needed

Needed

Commercial products

(small spot); SERC/GSFC

uplooking sensor)

Spectrometers

Needed: hand-held imaging

_ soectrometer
Commercial

PARABOLA

Improved component

allometric models;

signature models for
biomass

Demo: LVIS;

,Commercial: small

:footprint, no

waveforms;

Needed: operational
instrument

AVIRIS

TRWIS-3

j_ymao
Commercial

AirMISR

Vvarious others

AirSAR

VCL (2003);

SLA01 (flown),

SLA02 (flown),

SLA03 (2003)

EO- 1/Hyperion
(2000)

Warfighter (2003)
Commercial

MISR (1999)

ALOS (2003)

Biomass spatial
resolution

requirements?

Needed

L-band SAR Needed " Commercial ALOS (2003)

(quadpole)
InSAR Needed CommercialModels of scattering center

height, as f(biomass)

SRTM (2000, data-

buy by 2002?);
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Dual-frequency

VNIR lidar

repeat pass InSAR

(C, L band)

Needed Demonstration needed NeededDemonstration

needed; calivration &

validation options for

other biomass

missions

Data fusion Needed Modeling needed More development ALOS (2003)
needed Envisat (2002)

To define requirements for new missions, types of biomass change can be grouped

operationally by the associated rates of change in large-area carbon stocks. Requirements for a

"disturbance" mission would focus on measuring synchronous rapid transfers among carbon

pools over significant areas, whereas a second cluster of requirements relate to measuring rates

of ecosystem response over longer time-scales.

Biomass mission development approach

As stated in Sectionl.1 Land Cover, we can take existing satellite land cover products,

along with biomass data that already exists (much in the form of forest inventory data) and

through literature-based vegetation type/age/biomass associations produce an initial global

biomass map that will be useful for some initial carbon studies. Such an effort will also define

more precisely the limitation in generating biomass maps with existing space assets. How well

can biomass be estimated now in various ranges of biomass, and over what biomes? We will also

gain experience in using these initial biomass maps which will help define future requirements.

In addition, the VCL, if launched in 2003, could provide useful information on canopy

height and structure that when combined with allometry, and a knowledge of canopy type from

the land cover maps, should result in significantly better biomass maps. A sensor fusion

algorithm development effort is needed to combine the height information from VCL with

existing land cover sensors such as ETM+, MODIS, MISR etc. to produce vegetation biomass

and biomass change. However, the amount of global coverage obtained by VCL will depend

directly on its orbital lifetime, currently budgeted for 12 months. VCL cloud-free data would

cover most of the globe at least once at a one arc min. scale, but in order to observe biomass

change directly, a follow on mission would be necessary.

It is clear that passive optical (both broad band and hyperspectral), lidar, radar, and

BRDF sensors each provide some information for each of the biomass variables, but none

definitively by themselves. So, this raises the question of strategy. Do we proceed with
missions one at a time, or with combinations, and if so, which? Thus, we need to look at different

measurement concepts, assess their capabilities, provide rough costs for each combination and

make some assessment of how much of the land observational requirements would be addressed.

Each of these instruments have been flown over boreal, temperate and tropical ecosystems. So,

we might consider a data mining study. Or, if existing data is not adequate, it might be possible

to collect some additional data with existing A/C ground instruments. We might also propose a

series of a/c field campaigns using existing instruments focused on North. America, that is fly a/c

versions over BOREAS sites, Pacific NW and eastern deciduous forests in 2003, 2004.

We are proposing therefore, a series of workshop beginning late this year to better define the

Land requirements for the Land cover, Biomass/Biomass change and productivity variables and

to define the 3-D trade space. The workshop series would conclude by the end of 2002 resulting

in material to go into a solicitation requesting proposals for various measurement concepts.
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Perhapsthree to five would be selectedat the beginningof 2003for a pre-formulationstudy
lastingoneyear. At the beginningof 2004wewould[down selectandbeginbendingtin for a
2008launch.

Productivity
Productivityasdefinedin workshopdiscussionsis theuptakeof carbonby vegetationat

time scalesof minutes to yearsand is primarily driven by the physiological state of the
vegetationandphysicalstateof theclimateandsoil. Productivitydefinedin this way represents
the uptakeportion of the net carbonexchange.The actualnet carbonexchangefrom a land
surfaceis the differencebetweengrossprimary productionandplant respiration,heterotrophic
respiration,carbonemissionsfrom fires andfossil fuel emissions.Imbalancesbetweenprimary
production(usuallydefinedaseithergrossprimary production(photosynthesis)or netprimary
production(photosynthesisminusplantrespiration))arLdcarbonreleasevia respiration,fires and
fossil fuel emissionsresult in carbonsourcesor si_:s. Thus primary productionis only one
component,albeitthe importantsinkcomponentof the landsurfacenetcarbonflux.
Otherobservationalelementscoveredin the landbreak:out sessionssuchaslandcover,biomass
anddisturbancearefunctionallylinked to productivity.Someexamplesof theselinks include:
1) Land covercharacteristicsare typically usedto specifybiophysicalparametersin primary

productivitymodels
2) Biomassincreasesarearesultof theaccumulationin living tissuesof theproductsof primary

productivity
3) Biomasscan be usedas a parameterin plant respirationmodelsin the calculationof net

primaryproductivity
Disturbanceusuallyaltersthecompositionandstructureof thevegetationleadingto changes
in primaryproductivity

4)

The GCCP will contribute improved information and understanding of the following

components of primary productivity:

1) the absorption of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) by the chlorophyll containing

plant structures (expressed as a fraction of incoming PAR or fPAR)

2) the efficiency with which absorbed PAR is utilized to fix carbon from CO2 (expressed as

epsilon).

3) meteorological and soil conditions that control changes in fPAR and epsilon

fPAR is a function of the amount of green leaves, canopy structure and optical properties.

Epsilon is influenced by the amount of soil nutrients available to photosynthesis and the

physiological stress (water, temperature, pollution, etc) experienced by the vegetation.

Existing capabilities:

fPAR: Observations from various space-borne multi--spectral instruments at fine and coarse

spatial resolution have been successfully used to estimate fPAR. The recently deployed Terra

platform with the MODIS and MISR instruments are capable of producing highly useful

improved estimates of fPAR. It is important that the GCCP foster the full utilization of these

new data in carbon cycle models and ensure long term continuity in the availability of this type
of data.
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Epsilon: Currently, thereare no routineestimatesof epsilon derived from spaceplatforms.
Theremaybe somecapabilityfor estimatingchlorophyllcontentorwater stressusingthe green
bandandwaterabsorbingbandrespectivelyfrom MODIS. A numberof promising techniques
for estimating epsilon have been demonstratedusing hyperspectralresolution data from
helicopterandaircraft. The conceptof usinglasertechniquesto inducechlorophyll flouresence
asameasureof photosyntheticactivity hasbeenproposedbutasyet hasnot beendemonstrated.

Ancillary: Severalmeteorologicaldataassimilationmodelsareproviding forcing datato drive
carbon cycle models. Specifically, NASA's DAO is producing meteorologicalproducts in
support of the Terra mission. Also from Terra, the ASTER instrument will be providing
topographicelevationdatanecessaryfor hydrologicalcomponentsof carboncyclemodels.

Newmissionconcepts/activities
Theuseof remotesensingfor estimatingprimaryproductivity is eitherfairly matureand

operationalas in the caseof fPAR or only at the conceptlevel requiringfurther researchand
developmentbefore a spacemissioncan be proposed. Below is a list of new technological
approachesthat may lead to improvedestimationof primary productivity. In the casesof
hyperspectraland multi-angle basedconceptstechnologicalreadinessis high but it is still
necessary to demonstrate the usefulness/improvementsthese approaches provide for
understandingandquantifyingcarbonfluxes.In othercases,suchasfluorescencemeasurement
techniques,thetechnologicalcapabilitystill needsto bedemonstrated.

fPAR
1) ImprovedBRDF characterizationof canopystructureusingadvancedmulti-angleandmulti-

polarizationapproaches
2) Improvedestimatesof thegreenfractionof thecanopyusingmulti-spectrallidar imaging
3) Hyperspectralapproachesto characterizingthe "red edge"betweenchlorophyll absorption

andleafnear-infraredscattering

Epsilon
1) Hyperspectralapproachesto estimatingchlorophyll contentof the photosyntheticportion of

thecanopy
2) Hyperspectralapproachesto measuringacutephysiological stressbased on reflectance

changesinducedby thexanthophyllcycle
3) Passiveemissionmeasurementsof steadystatechlorophyllfluorescence
4) Active laserinducedchlorophyllfluorescencemeasurements

Ancillary
1) Soil moisture
2) Improvedprecipitationmeasurements
3) Soil freeze/thawstate
4) Dataassimilationmodelingwith improvedmeteorologicalaccuracyandexpandedto include

more carbon cycle relevant data such as vegetationphenology and atmosphericCO2
concentrations.

5) In situ,real time,tracegasandisotopiccompositionmeasurementtechnologydevelopment
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Measurementsof column and profile atmosphericC.02 concentrations as proposed in the

atmospheric break out group may be able to provide near direct measurements of productivity

especially those approaches that can make measurements both in the day and night.

Activities to be costed

We propose that NASA continue to invest in the above listed instrument concepts and
activities at least at a moderate level in order to capitalize on technological break-throughs and to

demonstrate the usefulness of established technologies to answer carbon cycle questions. Some

candidate approaches to improving primary productivity estimates that require further study are:

Hyperspectral approaches: In light of advances in data processing capabilities and instrument

construction, hyperspectral approaches need to be re-evaluated in terms of the costs and data rate

constraints that have limited the use of such approaches in the past. There is also a stated need

for the development of an in situ imaging hyperspectral spectrometer for algorithm development

and validation of aircraft and space borne imagers. Further field work is required that links

hyperspectral measurements with carbon cycle processes studied in situ.

Multi-angle and polarization approaches: More advanced instruments following on MISR and

other instruments of these types need to be demonstrated through instrument simulator aircraft

measurements closely tied to in situ calibration/validation activities.

Laser-induced fluorescence: Work has been initiated by NASA to develop airborne laser

techniques for measuring chlorophyll fluorescence of vegetation. However, scaling an aircraft

instrument to a space platform faces several technological hurdles.

OSSEs: Determining Measurement Requirements
Discussions at the workshop highlighted our lack of knowledge about the spatial and

temporal scales at which observations should be made in order to address the relevant science

and management questions that we have identified. For instance, at what spatial resolution

should space based observations be made that would be adequate to capture the carbon flux

consequences of disturbance. For every observational requirement, be it some aspect of

disturbance or biomass or productivity, the sampling and accuracy requirements are likely to

differ. In addition, there are likely to be trade-offs between observation resolution/frequency and

the precision of the observation itself, which may limit: the utility of particular remote sensing

approaches. In order to evaluate the strengths of each approach individually or in combination

we need more information detailing how technical advantages propagate to reduce uncertainty

within carbon flux models. The concept we propose to address these issues can be termed

"Observing System Simulation Experiments" or OSSE which is derived from a concept used to

develop observing systems for atmospheric properties. For land observations, the concept

involves using biogeochemical and carbon accounting models to predict what scale of
measurements and what accuracies are needed from a space observing system to achieve the

science goals.
Simulation studies aimed at designing appropriate measurement technologies may be

viewed as part of NASA's mission development process rather than as new science. This

argument would support the proposal that NASA devel[op an in-house effort to coordinate the

execution of land focused OSSE's for the development of new missions and other activities that
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would provideproductsmost usefulto the scienceand stake-holdercommunity. Suchefforts
would involvescienceteamsfrom outsideof NASA to providemodelsand scientific guidance.
Eachscienceproductmayhaveits own setof modelsand scienceteam. Even thegrossdetails
of this kind of activity havenot beenconsideredbut the benefitsof quantitativelyobservatinal
requirementsto availabletechnologiesareobvious.

By thenextworkshopwewill attemptto presentaroadmapthat establishesamechanism
for determiningmeasurementrequirementsfor new missionsand activities. The activities will
likely include further studies in the form of workshopsand white papers to define the
infrastructureneededto accomplishthe OSSEapproachfor land. It is hoped that further
guidancefrom ourScienceWorking Groupin themeantimewill helpusrefinethisrequirement.

Calibration and Validation

Land cover

The working group advocated continued support for international land-cover validation

campaigns. Existing efforts should be expanded to include several hundred sites, distributed

globally, covering Earth's major biomes for the purpose of validating land-cover itself. The

emphasis should be on providing an adequate sampling of spectral-temporal behavior of

vegetation types to (i) validate existing land-cover products and understand sources of error; and

(ii) provide a universally accessible source of training/validation data for future land-cover

characterization efforts. Part of this effort may be satisfied by an IKONOS data buy.

Validating biophysical variables (fPAR, LAI, NDVI) is already a priority for the EOS program,

and should be leveraged by the GCCP. Of particular importance are field campaigns, such as

BigFoot, that combine multi-resolution land-cover characterization with flux tower

measurements, to allow the "end-to-end" study of how variability in terrestrial vegetation affects

net ecosystem exchange (NEE).

Biomass

To validate space-borne observations of biomass and biomass change, a global net work

of sites would be essential. Such sites would augment calibration and validation activities

conducted for the NA campaign. Collaborations with established programs such as the LTER

program, FluxNet, Terra validation, the Tropical Forest Canopy Research program could

significantly enhance the GCCP validation effort. These programs already have established long

term sites where biomass, and biomass change are independently measured along with carbon

fluxes in some cases. The development of ground based instruments to place at sites to obtain

remote sensing measurements could support the development and validation of the various

measurement concepts.

Productivity

A number of field measurement programs have already been conducted to develop and

validate various techniques for vegetation productivity. Some of these programs, such as FIFE

and BOREAS have produced CD-ROMS containing well-documented field measurements of

hyperspectral reflectance, canopy optical and biological properties, carbon exchange,

meteorological conditions, soils properties. However, these observations have largely

concentrated on late regeneration and mature forests. Thus, there is a considerable gap in the

field measurements of disturbance and recovery. Further, few measurements of flouresence

using passive or active techniques have been conducted in conjunction with leaf physiology or
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carbon exchange measurements. As a part of field campaigns (e.g. North American), basic

measurements of this type would be necessary to develop productivity measurement concepts.

Field Experiments

The development of the new data products described in this report must include a

significant field studies component, both to support of calibration/validation of remote sensing

approaches, and to study biogeochemical processes relevant to carbon fluxes. Field work in

support of GCCP objectives requires coordination between instrument development teams,

science teams (measurement and modeling) and existing in situ measurement infrastructures.

The Interagency working group has articulated the need for a North American Field Campaign,

and a planning workshop is scheduled in the 2001/2002 time flame. The NA Field Campaign is

currently planned for the 2003 to 2006 time frame. The timing is fight for the GCCP to benefit

significantly from participation in such a campaign and the GCCP could in turn provide data

products and analysis tools that would support the objectives of the campaign. From the land

perspective, the involvement would focus on calibration and validation activities for the planned

biomass/biomass change and fine-resolution land cover products as well as the development and

validation of biogeochemical process models to use those observations. Existing ground or

aircraft-based instruments (passive optical, lidar, radar, BRDF, polarimetric) instruments could

be flown to explore and validate various measurement concepts and algorithms. In turn, these

instruments, as well as existing space instruments, could contribute data products for use in

scaling studies and biogeochemical flux analysis focusing on historical and current satellite-

derived land cover. Data mining from past and ongoing field experiments such as FIFE,

BOREAS and LBA could begin immediately and would contribute valuable data sets for

measurement concept development and algorithm validation in the grasslands, boreal ecosystem

and tropics. Future field activities in addition to the NA campaign would also contribute to

further develop and validate land cover products, process models etc. A global net work of sites

would also be valuable such as the LTER sites, the Tropical Forest Canopy Research sites etc,

where biomass, and biomass change are independently measured, and where ground-based

instruments could be mounted on towers and cranes for algorithm development and validation.

In the boreal ecosystem, some limited campaign in Eurasia would be valuable in extending

algorithms to this important geographic area. This could be in collaboration with European
Union activities.

Particular attention should be paid to field studies that resolve below-ground biomass and

soil carbon variability. These below-ground components, while not observable from remote

sensing, constitute a major source of uncertainty in ,estimating NEE from remotely sensed

observations of above-ground land-cover, biomass, biomass change, and productivity. The

working group recommends that NASA work with other agencies to (a) continue field studies on

estimating below-ground biomass and soil carbon; (b) support field studies that resolve sources

of variability in these below-ground components, and (c) support development of new in-situ

technologies for estimating below-ground components more accurately and efficiently.

Following the launch of new space capabilities in the post 2008 time frame, repeats of these

experiments would be needed to support calibration and validation of the new sensors.

Modeling and Data Integration

The GCCP proposes to develop observations and model products as NASA's

contributions toward quantifying, understanding and predicting carbon sources and sinks.
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Developing useful products from space observations requires models of various types to convert

raw signals into high level products. Since NASA is in the business of producing information

from space observations, the Agency is responsible for fostering the development of models that

utilize remote sensing data. Much work needs to be done to improve capabilities for merging

different types of satellite and in situ data. A promising approach for merging disparate data into

consistent and coherent products is data assimilation modeling which couples ocean and

atmospheric as well as land data and processes. We propose to support such activities as part of
the GCCP.

NASA as well as other agencies have a history of supporting the development and

evaluation of global and regional land biogeochemical models. Some of these models utilize

remote sensing data as inputs or for validation. Generally, these models account for disturbance

in overly simplified ways or not at all. Improved data sets of land cover, disturbance and

biomass derived from remote sensing products offer opportunities to improve the representation

of management and disturbance processes in models. The generation of new data sets along with

support for focused process studies and model development are activities that the GCCP

proposes to augment beyond current capabilities.

Below is a list of modeling activities, some of which have been discussed in previous

sections of this workshop summary, but are reiterated here for the purpose of consolidating the

modeling requirements under one heading. The gross details of our modeling strategy were not

well developed by the end of the workshop and are therefore more conceptual than definitive.

For land, the major groupings of modeling activities that need to be supported are:

1) Modeling the carbon consequences of land cover, management and disturbance

2) Modeling interannual variability and trends in primary productivity

3) Coupled land/ocean/atmosphere prognostic modeling

In support of modeling the following activities need to be developed:

1) improved remotely sensed inputs that characterize the state of the land surface

2) algorithm development and processing of data from existing sensors

3) production of improved data sets utilizing new data as they come on line

4) consolidation of existing in situ data from intensive long term field studies and inventory

archives and merge with satellite data

5) focused process studies

6) model intercomparison activities

7) modeling to define measurement requirements and uncertainties

The above list is not specific because the details of such a plan require further focused input

from the modeling community. A number of workshops and white papers are need to define:

1) science community data requirements - input data and validation information -what can we

do with existing assets?

2) critically needed improvements in process understanding

3) model intercomparisions

4) measurement requirements for the development of new missions

5) user/stake holder data/product requirements

Activities that need to be costed
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1) NRA directedatmodelingof carbonflux consequencesof disturbance,theutilization of new
disturbanceand biomassproducts generatedfrom existing data, and the measurement
requirementsneededfrom new observations. This activity could also include model
intercomparisons(-2002-2005)

2) Supportfor land modelcomponentwithin a NASA.dataassimilationsystem.This activity
may include funding for corecapabilitiesas well as for a supportteamof scientistsfrom
outside(-2003-2010).

3) Continuedsupportfor prognosticand assessmentmodelsbeingdevelopedboth by NASA
andby thescience/policycommunity.

Oceans(Workshop 2)
W. Gregg(chair),S.Signorini (rapporteur)
Attendees: C. del Castillo L. Dilling

F. Hoge J.Marra
T. Moisan C.McClain

R.Feely
J.Moisan
J.Christian

TheOceanCarbonWorkingGroup(OCWG)met severaltimesbetweenMar. 20 and22,
2001,aspart of the secondGCCPworkshop. The objectivesat this workshopfor the OCWG
were:
1)Definethespecifictechnologicalactivitiesandpotentialremotesensingmissionsnecessaryto
achievethegoalsof theoceancomponentof theNASA GCCP
2) Definethespecificscienceactivitiesnecessaryto achievethesegoals
3) Definetimelines

TheOCWGreiteratedthe3 overarchingscientificobjectivesfor theGCCP.
1) What is the seasonal-interannual-interdecadalvariability of oceancarbonfluxes at basin
scalesandsufficientto + 0.1Pg C/yr

2) What controls the magnitude and variability of ocean carbon?

3) What are the scientific consequences of changes in the global carbon cycle on ocean carbon

cycling processes?

The OCWG strongly recommended the formation of active calibration/validation

activities under the auspices of the GCCP. This calibration and validation team would have 4

main responsibilities:

1) assess accuracy of derived carbon variables in the: traditional manner of calibration and

validation activities

2) assure seamless time series of derived carbon variables for long-term remote sensing

observations - this is an activity that does not fall within the purview of individual missions, but

is critical for understanding natural variability

3) provide estimate of errors and error length scales of carbon-related variables - this is

important to characterize natural variability but also to support data assimilation

4) assure, adhere to, and develop standards for measurement, sampling, and handling of carbon-

related variables - this assures consistent and accurate observations, and may be established

through partnerships when possible
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The calibrationand validation teammust be coordinatedand comprehensive:it must
sampleALL relevantvariablessimultaneously,and it must act in concertwith simultaneous
activitiesof theotherdisciplines,i.e., landandatmosphere,wereappropriate.

The OCWG also supportedthe developmentof 1-3 field studieson US coastswhere
processexperimentsandremotesensingtestscan beperformed. Participationin formal field
experimentssuchasthoseplannedby NOAA in the North Atlantic andPacific is desirable. A
stronginteragencycollaborationwith NOAA andplannedroutinefield surveysis mandatoryto
provideroutine in situcarboninformationfor modelvalidationandassimilationandto support
remotesensingandin situ technologydevelopment.

The OCWGrevieweda comprehensivelist of specificscientificobjectivesthat included
informationona setof ocean,atmosphericandterrestrialvariablesthat is necessaryto meetthe
overarchingobjectives.Therewere3 changesto therequirementsfist:
1) land-seacarbontransferprocesseswere addedasa generalprogramcategoryto explicitly
includecoastalandriver processes.
2) particulateorganiccarbonwasaddedasa specificrequirementbecauseof its importancein
theglobal carboncycleandour objectiveof quantifyingpCO2,andbecauserecentpapershave
suggesteda possibility of evaluatingit from spaceborneobservations,makingit relevantto the
NASA GCCP,
3) bicarbonatewasaddedto therequirementslist becauseit dominatesthe inorganicportionof
oceancarbon,and becausethere is potential for observingit from remotesensing(although
feasibilitystudieswill needto becarriedout).

Technology Wedge

Methodologies to achieve ocean carbon objectives span literature review through proof-

of-concept. A summary of key parameters and methodologies for the technology wedge is

provided in bullet format below. The relationships between the various ocean physical and

biogeochemical variables and rates are shown in Figure A5.1. Also, we have identified 9

potential new technologies:

1) brightness temperatures (salinity)

2) active fluorescence(taxonomy, photosyn., HCO3)

3) passive fluorescence(taxonomy, biomass, photosynthesis)
4) UV (taxonomy, CDOM, nitrate)

5) NIR (taxonomy)

6) hyper or select-spectral (taxonomy, CDOM)

7) LIBS (Laser-induced Breakdown Spectrometer) (total ocean C)

8) in situ instrument development (ancillary variables)

9) radar enhancement? (gas transfer coefficients)

Ocean Technology Wedge: Key Parameters and Methogologies

• Ocean pCO2

• Gas Exchange Coefficient (external help needed)

Algorithms
_a In Situ Observations

Wave Tanks

n SAR

Radar Missions
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[] ProcessStudies
[] SST,SSS--) Critical Dependency

• PhysicalForcing (to beobtainedfrom availablesources)
[] OceanCirculation
[] OceanMixed LayerDepth
[] SurfaceIrradiance
[] SeaIce

• Primary Production
[] S-ActiveFluorescence
n Variable Fluorescence

[] Passive Fluorescence

[] UV - Amino Acids

• Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)

[] UV

[] Field Experiments

[] Calibration Technologies

[] Atmospheric Correction

• Biomass

o Active Fluorescence

o Field Experiments

[] Aircraft

[] Passive Fluorescence

A5.3. Workshop 3 (May 2 - 4, 2001)

Atmospheres (Workshop 3)

R. Kawa (chair), A. Andrews (rapporteur)

Attendees: S. Denning R. Chatfield J. Abshire

J. Burris F. Murcray W. Heaps

S. Pawson R. Engelen A. Aiken

C. Barnet D. Crisp L. McMillin

H. Singh C. Miller S. Wofsy
S. Ismail E. Browel R. Barne

M. Suarez P. Tans R. Salawitch

R. Menzies

Break-out Session #1

Discussion opened with an overview of the strategy for getting spaceborne CO2

measurements and inferring fluxes that was established at the previous two workshops.

Attention then turned to a review of the draft schedule of activities posed by the GCCP

development team following Workshop 2. Planned and existing space missions were

summarized to set the framework for proposed GCCP activities (chart needs lifetimes for

existing missions).
Brief discussion concluded that SCIAMACHY may yield some useful information on

CO2, but precision and spatial resolution will limit applicability to carbon problems. TES will

also provide extensive tropospheric chemistry information including CO, CH4, and some

organics (although organics will not be primary products;). The comment was raised again from
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the morning sessionthat CH4 + volatile organiccompounds(VOCs) makethe sameorder of
magnitudecontributionto theC budgetasCO2imbalance(- 1%of CO2). Thus,theGCCPis not
just CO2. CO alsohelpsdisaggregatefossil fuel contributionfrom othersources.HCN maybe
anadditionalusefultracerfor biomassburning.

Thepossibility of CO2sondeswasdiscussed.Theobjectivewould be to enablefrequent
CO2profiling with high precisionbut at low cost. The difficulty of intercalibrationof such
sensorswould likely leadto prohibitively largeexpense.Systematicerrorsin the observations
area very seriousproblemfor inferring fluxessinceanycalibrationbiaswill be interpretedand
integratedasa sourceor sink. Oneestimateis that biasmustbe eliminatedat the level of 0.1
ppmv.

Strategiesfor deploymentof additionalground-basedremotesensorsandanalysisof data
for CO2werediscussedat somelength. Thesemeasurementshavehigh valuefor calibrationand
validationof spaceinstrumentsaswell asindependentvaluefor inferringsourcesandsinkswhen
usedwith theexistingsurfacenetwork. They shouldbecollocatedwith the surfacesiteswhere
possible.Locationat ARM/CART siteswould allow integrationof CO2datawith measurement
of cloud and other radiationparameters.Measurementsacrossa rangeof latitudeswould be
desirableto simulatespacesampling. Dataacrosslongitudeover land would also beuseful to
look for flux divergence. First attemptsshouldbe at siteswith simpletopographyto simplify
interpretationandcomparisonto surfacedata.

Continuingdiscussionfrom Workshop2, datafrom the historical record of up-looking
spectrometerswasdiscussed. Data from the Network for Detectionof StratosphericChange
(NDSC) is a good source,althoughmanyof thesesitesareat high altitudesto avoid low-level
variations, which are the target of CO2 measurements. Wide spectralcoverageof these
instrumentsprovidesmanyconstituents,CO,CH4,N20, O2, etc. and the record contains a lot of

temporal information. NDSC spectra are generally available from the individual investigators,

but spectra are not in archive since the files are too large (-100MB/day). One needs to be

cautious of changes in station operation affecting the data. Raw data are available and need to be

analyzed in standard method. This is current NDSC procedure so mechanisms are in place that

CO2 analysis could fit into. It appears unlikely that NOAA would fund network augmentation.

High accuracy for these data is needed to avoid bias.

The need for improved lab spectroscopy on CO2, CO, and CH4 was identified in order to

attain highly precise and accurate remote sensing measurements. Note that there are no new

initiatives for CO and CH4 planned in the GCCP. The merits of MOPITT and TES data for CO

and CH4 were discussed. Data quality has to be established. The need and/or benefits of

collocated CO and CI-I4 for source/sink partitioning will be explored in measurement impact

studies. Although no instrument development for CO and CH4 is planned, learning to measure

CO2 to < 1% will inform methods for other species.

Discussion of field campaign activities identified that AIRS validation is missing. The

North American carbon budget experiment will provide an opportunity for validation of both

Aqua and Aura under current schedule. In general the measurement activities outlined on the

chart were accepted as appropriate and largely complete.

Continuing discussion focused on modeling activities. Confusion on the definition of

what is included in an OSSE led to a need to identify component model and algorithm

development more specifically. The question was discussed as to whether observational system

simulations should continue to be done by individual groups or if a central facility with standard

tests should be provided by the GCCP. A significant expense for GCCP computing was noted.
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Discussionwasdeferredto plenary. Modelingactivity chartwasgenerallythoughtto needbetter
description,organization,andintermediatemilestones/accomplishments.

A first presentationof budgetingassociatedwith modelingactivities provokedmuch
discussion. It wasgenerallyagreedthat the modelingactivitiesneededto be bettermotivated
andconnectedto the overall scienceobjectivesof theGCCP. Severalapproachesfor doingso
weresuggested.Atmosphericmodelingcannotbeplannedwithout integratingotherdisciplines.
Onesuggestionwasto focuson2 objectives:inversionmodelingfor sources/sinksandclimate
prediction. Lack of a role for regional scale modelswas questionedin suchan approach.
Clearerbig picture,crystallizedquestions,centralizedobjectives,hypothesistesting,andcritical
dependenciesneedto be fleshedout. Sub-groupon modelingobjectivesmay beneeded. We
needmodelsto connectconcentrationmeasurementsto fluxes,but how much improvementis
needed,what spatialandtemporalresolution,whatprocesses?Whatrole doesassimilationplay?

Breakout Session#2
A draft budgetwasdistributedfor participantsto review and commenton later in the

workshop. Theprimary topic of discussionwasto revisit the issuefrom yesterday:connecting
goalsto activity blocks. A draft conceptualframeworkwaspresented.Thelogic followed from
the first two USGCRPGoals (as applied to the atmospheresdiscipline), to inferring carbon
fluxes, to theneedfor CO2measurementsandmodels,to theGCCPactivities. A draft roadmap
of activities for the GCCPwaspresented.This draft frameworkwasgenerallyconsideredan
appropriatewayto connecttheactivities. It needsto bemadepresentable.

Therole of assimilationwasdiscussed.Assimilationprovidesonemethodto infer fluxes
at hightemporalandspatialresolution.Themeritsof usingassimilationto producea full global
CO2time seriesfrom variousobservationsweredebated. The usersof sucha field and their
requirementsneedto bedetermined.Comparisonwith independentdatais an importantwayof
evaluatingthe model and data consistency. Field campaignsneeddata on multiple scales.
Interactionsandcomparisonswith oceansandlandsare:neededto give bestestimatesaswell as
uncertainties. It is still importantto considerseparate,elementsto get the underlyingmodels
correct. Note thata variationin atmosphericCO2concentrationoveroceanis a minorsourceof
uncertaintyin calculatingair-seaflux, sohighly resolvedfield is notnecessary.

A concernwasraisedthat spacemissiontechnologydevelopmentwasnot includedin the
budget for mission activities, which was presentedin plenary, nor was it picked up in the
atmospherebudgetdraft. This issuewasraisedagainin theplenary.

A questionwasraisedaboutremotesensorsthatdonothavea pathwayto space,but that
mightwork from aircraft. Thesesortsof instrumentscouldbemotivatedby validationneedsand
will be consideredalongwith in situ sensors. Discussionconcludedwith further thoughtson
GCCPscope. Direct relevanceto CO2interpretationand modelingis the standardthat limits
GCCPinvolvement.

Land (Workshop 3)
J.Collatz(chair),J.Masek(rapporteur)
Attendees: M. Cao

G.Gutman
S.Houghton
R. Knox
S.Saatchi

W. Cohen R. Dahlman
F.Hall R. Hinkle
E.Kasischke J.Kimball
R.Miller R. Myneni
S.Ustin D. Wickland
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Discussions during Plenary

Thus far, the GCCP and for that matter the USGCRP CCIWG and the US Carbon Cycle

Science Plan have emphasized the CO2 budget of the atmosphere. What about other carbon

species such as VOC, CO and CI-h? Though the science community has generally pushed the

emphasis on CO2, the activities of the Land component of the GCCP involving biomass, land

cover, disturbance measurements will contribute towards understanding of CO emissions from

biomass burning and CH4 emissions from wet lands and biomass burning. A question arose on

the dependence of the GCCP on the success of measurements of CO2 from space. Even without

such measurements the proposed Land missions would contribute much to reducing uncertainties

in the carbon budget and are justifiable. While the proposed missions among the disciplines are

not necessarily dependent on one another, the science activities have to be integrated among all

disciplines.

Also discussed was the relationship between land science products and the needs of the

atmospheric modeling efforts. For example, how do biomass and biomass change as we plan to

estimate them relate to the CO2 budget of the atmosphere and the proposed NACP? Land and

atmospheres discipline activities must be highly coordinated around addressing the same over-

arching science questions and goals. It seems that OSSEs that couple land and atmospheric

processes is one avenue for maintaining coordination.

Land Breakout Sessions Report

Though landcover observations are needed and contribute directly to the other identified

observational requirements (disturbance, biomass change, productivity), it was argued strongly

by some that landcover should be included as a separate observational requirement. Given we

can already make useful measurements of landcover, disturbance regime and productivity, the

new capability that we need to emphasize in the land component of the GCCP is measurement of

biomass and biomass change. It was argued by some that the GCCP should not explicitly

include biomass as a derived product from existing sensors (land cover products) because:

(a) if we say we can already measure biomass how do we build a strong case for developing new

missions?

(b) we can only do it poorly now using traditional land cover products.

Initial Land Cover Products

Costed Activities

1) Workshops in 2002 to define processing methodologies, data sources and organizational

approaches

2) 2003-2005 - Manual processing of Landsat from '70s, _80s, 90s and 2000 to produce land

cover and land cover change products. Include support for science and algorithm

development

3) 2003-2005 - Develop and implement automated processing system utilizing Landsat-7

4) 2006-2011 Automated processing of Landsat follow-on merged with other data sources

including new biomass missions. Also must include science, algorithm development and

calibration and validation studies in support of products.

5) Resources to contribute to the development of a global biomass database assembled from

archives and inventories (in situ estimates) and provide support through NRA's for the

utilization of the new landcover products by the science community to study carbon
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sources/sinksassociatedwith landcovertype and landcoverchange. Activities to develop
initial landcoverproductsshouldnotjust emphasizeLandsat,but mergeothersatellitedataas
well, especiallyMODIS andMISR. Activitiesshouldalsoinvolveotherinternationalefforts
to derivespecificregionalandlandcover typeproducts.By coordinatingwith theseefforts
andsharingof data,costsmaybebroughtdown. Also, ratherthanwall to wall processingfor
specificepochs,certainregionsmay requiremore frequentanalysisof change,and others
lessfrequentanalyses.Decidethetimescaleona perregionbasis.

NewBiomassMissions
CostedActivities
1) Workshopsin 2002to define observationalrequirements,review existing information and

developapproachfor intercomparisonandevaluationof proposedmethods.
2) 2003-2005- Airborne field campaignsfor demonstrationand intercomparisonof remote

sensingmethodsfor measuringbiomassand biomasschange.Someof theseeffortswill be
partof theNASA contributionsto aninteragencyNACP.

3) Basedon resultsof workshopsand intercomparisons,Announcementsof Opportunityfor a
BiomassMissionshouldbereleasedandmissionformulationactivitieswill proceed.

4) Demonstrationand calibration and validation efforts need strong in situ componentof
biomassandsoil carbonmeasurementsaswell asanalysisof archivaldata.

5) Someairborne biomassstudieshave already been completedand further analysesand
comparisonsof thesedataneedto bepursued.

6) In situobservationsof biomassandsoil carbonin supportof airbornedemoactivitiesshould
alsobecoordinatedwith concurrentspacemissionssuchasVCL, ALOS,GLAS, (others?).

7) Given theseextra requirements,it was felt that the budgetallocationsto airborne/space
biomassmeasurementdemoandcalibrationandvalidationactivitiesshouldbeincreased.

New ProductivityMissions
Spaceassetsarealready in placethat have capabilitiesto estimateproductivity using

multispectraland multiangleopticalmeasurementsto obtainabsorbedPAR. It maybepossible
to measurethe efficiency of PAR utilization via hyperspectraland/or fluorescence(active,
passive)approaches.It wasproposedthatNASA continueto explorefluorescencemeasurement
technologyat amoderatelevel in casetechnologicalhurtlesareovercome.The contributionsof
hyperspectraltechniquesto estimationof productivitycouldbeevaluatedaspartof or extension
of activitiesinvolving hyperspectralmeasurementof landcover,disturbancestateandbiomass.
Initially workshopswouldbeconvenedto determineappropriateneedsandactionsfor improving
productivitymeasurements.

DisturbanceProcessesMission
A workshopin 2002shouldbeheldto consider/reconsiderexistingandplannedactivities

for studyingdisturbanceprocessesusingspacebornesensors.Oneoutcomecouldbea proposed
missionsuchasthevegetationrecoverymissionor asproposedby Ames.
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OSSEModeling
The GSFC team proposedthat a modest continuing effort be supportedto define

measurementrequirementsand other uncertaintiesusing biogeochemicalmodels linked to
atmospherictracermodeling(andatmosphericOSSEs).

FieldCampaigns
1) Workshopsin 2002to defineelementsof NASA'slandcomponentof theNACP. TheGSFC

teamproposedthat the NACP would consistof two intensiveyearsseparatedby a yearof
lower level monitoring and evaluationof previously collected data. The GCCP land
componentwould support-30 teamsto do processmodeling,processmeasurementsand
remote sensing calibration and validation as well as provide infrastructure support.
Additional resources would be required to support airborne measurementsfor
intercomparisonsanddemonstrationsof biomassremotesensingtechniques.

2) An additional extensivefield campaignperhapsin Eurasia or tropics is proposedto be
mountedneartheendof theNACPatapproximatelyhalf the levelof supportfor the latter.

3) It wasalso pointedout that other internationallysupportedfield campaignsareongoingor
plannedin areassuchasAfrica andSoutheastAsiaandthattheGCCPshouldidentify where,
whenandhow its resourcescouldaugmentthesestudiesin orderto achieveoursciencegoals
involving theglobalperspective.

DataSynthesis
It was proposedby the GSFC planning team that with sciencecommunity input

(workshops)the landcomponentof the GCCPwould includea modestcontributionto a larger
effort to provide the infrastructurefor distributing carbonand ancillary dataproductsto the
sciencecommunitythroughoutthedurationof theGCCP.

OtherScienceInvestigations
The GSFC planning team recommendeda modest level of support for integrating

biogeochemicalmodelsinto coupledland/ocean/atmospheremodelsas part of a larger model
integrationeffort. This effort wasenvisionedto dealwith prognosticearthsystemmodelingin
contrastto dataassimilationmodelingwhich also requirescoupledmodels,but is considered
elsewherein theGCCP.

OtherIssuesdiscussedin LandBreakoutsessions:
1) Mechanicsandstrategyfor developingtheGCCPpresentationfor NASA HQ
2) Contributionsof biomassmeasurementsto theNACP. Long term regionalsinksfor carbon

are likely to be slow processesinvolving among other things regrowth or aforestation,
processesthatarenot likely to beobservableduringrelativelyshortdurationfield campaigns.
What is therelationshipbetweenanaircraft flux measurementand landusecontributionsto
netcarbonfluxes? Certainlylandcoverproductswill help identify therelationshipsbetween
variouslandcoverstatesandthe fluxesof carbonassociatedwith them. In addition,oneof
the goalsof the NACP as statedin SteveWofsy's plenary talk is to establisha legacyof
observationsandinfrastructureto carry forwardin subsequentyears.TheGCCPbiomassand
land cover characterizationduring the campaignswould contribute to the baselinefor
continuedmonitoring.
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Oceans(Workshop 3)
W. Gregg(chair),S.Signorini (rapporteur)
Attendees: M. Behrenfeld N. Blough M.-E. Carr

J.Campbell P.Caruso C. delCastillo
A. Chekalyuk J.Christian M. Cleave
R. Feely I. Fung J.Goes
F. Hoge S.Hooker C.McClain
J. Moisan T. Moisan O. Spaulding
D. Vandermark R. Wanninkhof J.Yoder

The objectivesat this workshopfor the OCWG wereto review the oceancarbonplan,
activities,andbudget.

Rik Wannikof presentedan overviewof the stateof researchin air-seaexchange,how
SOLAS is approachingthe problem,and how the GCCPmight help. His suggestionson the
GCCPoceanplanwerethefollowing:
1) Theair-seaexchangeplanis inadequateandunder-funded.
2) Theplanrequiresa seasurfaceroughness-to-gasexchangealgorithm.
3) Theprogramneedsto link fundedinvestigations.
4) Theplanneeds4-5additionalinvestigationsto deve,lop thealgorithms.
5) $500-1000Kis requiredfor instrumentationandfield datacollection.
Dick Feely and Wanninkhofsuggestedthat moreemphasisbe placedby the GCCPon ocean
color-to-pCO2relationships,utilizing data synthesis(SST, SSS), algorithms, and in situ
technologydevelopmentandsampling(2-5additionalinvestigations)

Thereare breakthroughtechnologiesemergingfor in situ observationsof carbonand
carbon-relatedvariablesin theoceans.InezFungprese,ntedrecentresultsfrom theJim Bishop's
drifter, which measuresparticulateorganicbeneaththesurfaceandcanbe surfacedto correlate
observationswith satellite overpasses.Dick Feely discussedthe Liquid Core Wave Guide
technology,developedby R, Byrne (University of SouthFlorida), which can measurein situ
propertiesvery important and relevant to NASA, including pH, 3 DIC components,nitrate,
silicate,iron, phosphate,andammonium. Thesebreakthroughtechnologiesareimportantto the
GCCP. Development,testing,andseavalidationarerelevantto the program. Omar Spaulding
(NASA SBIR ProgramManagerfor CodeY) indicate,d that novel demonstrationprogramsto
collect data, innovativeusesof satellitecommunications,and field experimentsupportareall
validNASA concernsandrelevantfor NASA funding.

JoaquimGoespresenteda descriptionof a field samplingprogramin the Gulf of Maine
that hasrelevanceto theGCCP,andthe groupdesiredmoreexplicit links with suchprograms
andanactivesearchof furthercollaborationwith other,;uchprograms.

Tiffany Moisanpresentedacomprehensivelist of requiredvariablesto besampledduring
thecoastalfield samplingexperimentsproposedby the oceancarbonworking group. The list
was consideredexhaustiveand sufficiently developedto enable costing, but may require
refinementof strategy.

The groupreviewedtheimportanceof studyingCH4,giventhe suggestionearlierin the
plenarysession.The consensuswas that is wasof minor importancein global oceans(1% of
total CH4 budget). Although therewas dissent,it was basedon our considerablelack of
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knowledge about the issue. In a 10-year program, such as the GCCP, course corrections can be

undertaken if new results come to light and suggest pursuing this area of research.

Chemical species and detection limits of the Liquid Core Wave Guide (LCWG).

provided by John Moisan.

Chemical Species
NH

NO2 0.22 nmol

NO3 0.22 nmol

PO4 0.44 nmol

Fe2 0.36 nmol
Mn 2+ 0.89 nmol

Cu 2+ 0.62 nmol

Zn 2+ 0.36 nmol

Cd 2+ 0.31 nmol

Ni 2+ 0.16 nmol

LCWG detection limit (with a 5m guide)

0.50 nmol

Information

It has also been used to measure pH with a precision of the order of +/- 0.0005 pH units. A

system is in development to measure pCO2.
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Carr,Mary-Elena/NASAJPL
Caruso,Paul/NASAGSFC
Chatfield,Bob/NASAHQ
Chekalyuk,Alex/NASA WFF
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Appendj.x 7: GJoba| Carbon

Presentation to NASA Headquarters

June 18, 2001

Dr. Scott Denning

Dr. Forrest Hall

On behalf of the NASA carbon cycle
formulation team
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National Academyof...Sciences .

200t Report

"Greenhouse gases are accumulating in Earth's atmosphere as a

result of human activities, causing surface air temperatures and

subsurface ocean temperatures to rise."

"Temperatures are, in fact, rising."
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Greenhouse Gases and War ing

Atmosphenc CO2
37S1 ...............

_S04

looo 11oo 12oo 13oo 14oo 15oo 1600 1700 I_ 19_,0

A major contributor to climate

warming is the steady increase in

atmospheric greenhouse .ases.

Weather station records and ship-based

observations indicate that global mean surI:ace

air temper'uture warmed between about 0.4 and

0.8 o C (05: amd 1.5 o F) during the 20th

century.

Trends of surf,ace femperoture (195_.-1995)

Gicbol Hisforic,31 Climate Nefwork (GHCN)

___.._, .__

...
• ".. *;:. ( o ? ..{_;_. " _g_ °"

• • }" u-a _ "_ b' "' ,_" • .. "'"
• • " .._!_ 'JR" [_'_:'7" ',

..
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Climate Forcing FaCtQrs
.....

E

0

-p.-_
_r

1.4_*-0.2 Climate Forcings

_ c__ 0.7_. Volcanic

0 4-,-0 _ Aeroso s
Land .... (range of

0.3Ct_.05 0"3-+O'15 N,O Tropo.- Forced C .... T decadal

_ _ 0-15_'0.05 spheric Cloud Alter. _ ..... )
Other _ Aerosols Changes at-ions I I{_'_.1

CH, .0.1_.0.1TroRotoz_Znheeri c I _ I L_l Sun: _1-0__.0.2/ _o._--o.-,)_
(indirect via (indirect via -0.4_-,-0.3 _ (indirect via 0_)

Oaand FkO) stratospheric 1

" ozone) ]-IA z0.5

Estimated climate fordngs between 1850 and 2000

Other

I. Greenhouse Gase.: _ _ Anthropogenic_ _-- Natural .-_
r- Forcings " 'Fordngs

Climate warming from 1850 to 2000 resulted from both

human activities and natural causes.

Carbon dioxide played an important role.
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The G|oba| Carbon Cyc|e

About half the CO 2

released by humans is

absorbed by oceans and
land.

92 ~122

7 PgC*/yr

Will this continue ?

20

*PgC = Peta (I0 j-_)
of carbon
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Where Has All the Carbon Gone?

Into the oceans

Solubility pump

Biological pump

Into the land

CO 2 Fertilization

Nutrient fertilization

Forest regrowth, fire suppression, woody

encroachment, etc.

Response to changing climate
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What happens next?

"How land contributes, by location and
processes, to exchanges of carbon with the
atmosphere is still highly uncertain .... "

"These estimates [of future carbon dioxide
climate forcings] ... are only approximate
because of uncertainty about how efficiently
the ocean and terrestrial biosphere will
sequester atmospheric C02."

National Academy of Science, 2001
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Prediction of

future climate

forcing is
therefore

uncertain as

well.
Peta (10 _s) grams of carbon/year
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As CO 2 emissions

have increased, the land

and oce,'ms have

absorbed more and

more carbon

Projections of future

CO 2 levels depend on ot

knowledge of the

biosphere ,and how

it interacts with climate.

Given identical

human emissions,

different models

project dramatically

different futures

Uncertain Futures

Ocean Flux to Air Land Flux to Air

lO ]:r_ ........ ..., .... .-._:- ._-... -:

6 _:4::::_:_-_`_>:``;;:`::_::_`_[_>_::e;.s:_.-_4>`v?k:_<;_>c:_e>_.'`_j

=

° !!i:i,;i-2 o

-8

1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100

1ooo
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8O0

700

:300

200

Atmospheric CO2

,i:,iT:ii_k_TL;.:iiii_,)(iii;_<,ili
,:;:_,..,;i:-,t_!>-:..':';!-_._.__..;c.. S _.'(.,:?:

1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100

Global Mean Temperature

m "-_iL_:Ctt_!.:!:_2'_;', ;:.:(Z';;';{rz,'-z,:.e :-. " ..;W I

13 / ...... " ............ : '_'""" ..... ' " _

1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100

Which is correct? How can we know?
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P tential Consequences
...... :........ . ...: '::':'.'_ "T':.... =:"':-r "'" .r.,"_::e:_'pT:?=':'._':,_.,-..'-:T,.7{::_£;...._....... . -

_ Changes in climate with impacts on
Water Resources

Food and Fiber Production

Coastal Regions
Severe weather events

Land cover/Land use

Health

I Economic costs of mitigation,

damages, and adaptation

"The costs and risks involved are difficult to quantify at this

point..." NAS 2001 report
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Rationa|izing tlhe

Global Carbon Observing S.YStern

Field studies and basic research elucidate

processes responsible for carbon exchange

Remotely sensed imagery and other spatial data
products allow models to be extrapolated in space
and time

:_ Trace gas concentration data from flask sampling
network can be inverted as an integral constraint

on models and extrapolation methods

':_ But we are currently unable to obtain a useful
overlap of scales between process-based and

integral methods
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Synthesized

Biosphere
Data Series

Projections

Future atmospheric CO 2

concentration due to

environmental changes,

human actions and past

and future emissions.

Modeling

Data Assimilation

Fossil Fuel,

Land Use

Other

Scenarios

Assessments

Effects of land management

and land use, on terresu'ial

ecosystems and ocean

dynamics, anti carbon
sources and sinks over time.
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Satellite Biospheric Data _ Field Campaigns

Vegetation Photosynthesis I_ Validate Remote Sensing

With Ground observations

Ocean Photosynthesis With Aircraft CO, Budgets

Meteorology Develop Remote Sensing Methods

Temperature Develop Process Models

Cloudiness Validate Models

Calibrate Sensors
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NASA's |nvo|vement is Critical.
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Ongoing Carbon Cycle IPmanni,_g

The U.S. Global Change Research Program has
defined critical carbon cycle science questions

and proposed a research strategy.

_. An Interagency Working Group (IWG), including
NASA, NOAA, DOE, USDA, NSF, USGS, has

responded to the USGCRP.
_. Articulated Interagency Science Goals

Developed an Interagency Plan
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USGCRP Science Questions

_i What has happened to the CO 2 that has already
been emitted by human activities?

How do land management and land use,

terrestrial ecosystems and ocean dynamics, and
other factors affect carbon sources and sinks

over time?

_ What will be the future atmospheric 002

concentration resulting from environmental

changes, human actions and past and future
emissions?
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U$GCRP Science GoaEs

1. Quantify North American carbon sources and sinks and the

processes controlling their dynamics.

_ 2. Quantify the ocean carbon sink and the processes controlling its

dynamics.

3. Quantify the global distribution of carbon sources and sinks and their

temporal dynamics, and report the "state of the global carbon cycle"

annually.

_t 4. Evaluate the impact of land use change and land and marine

resource management practices on carbon sources and sinks.

5.Project future atmospheric CO2 concentrations and changes in

terrestrial and marine carbon sinks.

6. Provide the scientific underpinning, and evaluations from specific test

cases, for management of carbon in the environment.
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Agency Activities and Assets
,. -- . ....: ..................... .

NASA
Global time series (1972-2001) with

(Landsat, SeaWiFS, EOS TERRA).

Remote sensing research and airborne

missions.

Field campaigns - temperate, boreal.

tropical ecosystems with

interdisciplinary studies.

Synthesis data sets.

Ocean, terrestrial and atmospheric

modeling/data assimilation.

NSF
Fundamental earth science research,

process studies, field campaigns, air-

sea interactions, biodiversity research,

National Center for Atmospheric

Research.

USGS
Landsat data repository, topography
and land cover maps.

NOAA
Meteorological/climate data series.

Sea surface temperature time series.

Vegetation properties.

Atmospheric CO 2 flask network.

Ground and aircraft CO 2.

Weather models (NCEP).

Ocean CO 2 studies.

DOE
Fossil fuel emissions, U.S. land cover.

g_'ound measurements of CO 2

e:<change, carbon enhancement

studies, carbon data bases.

USDA
Forest carbon inventories, remote

sensing research, agricultural and

carbon management studies, forest

carbon cycle science and management
research.
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LAND COVER DiSTURBANCS:

Landsat Land Cover Change

Santa Cruz, Bolivia 1984 -1998

Io 5'0 1_okm UMD/LTP NASA GSFC
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Boreal Sunmter
Biospheric net carbon fixation

for 1997-2000.

SeaWiFS land and ocean data.

Carnegie-Ames-Land and

Goddard-Rutgers-Ocean Models.

Austral Sumnter

0 25 50 75 100

NPP (gC m _ month _)
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Surface F|ux and Atmespheric
Transport Mode|s
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Critical Gaps

MISSING:

Global time series of CO 2 atmosphere-

surface exchange.

MISSING:

Ecosystem carbon storage due to

biomass and its change.

Carbon consequences of disturbance.

MISSING:

Measurements of critical biochemicals

mediating global ocean surface layer

uptake and export of carbon.

Models of air-sea CO 2 exchange.

SOLUTION:

Design and launch satellite to measure

column and profile CO 2.

Develop and use data assimilation

techniques to generate surface flux
fields.

SOLUTION:

Design and launch satellite to measure

biomass and its change.

Process on-orbit satellite data to map

disturbance and recovery.

SOLUTION:

Develop satellite sensor to measure

c,.rganic and inorganic compounds and

models to compute carbon uptake.

Develop exchange process models.
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Calibration/Validation [ I

Data Synthesis

03/14/2002

GCCP Goals _B_ Activities

%
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GCCP Phased

2001,2002

o Continue to provide

data sets and research

results from ongoing

NASA carbon activities.

o Publish multi-agency

coordinated GCCP plans.

Science

Mission/Technology

o Release competitive

GCCP solicitations.

Science

Mission/Technology

De|iverables
......... .

03/14/2002 GCCP - Code Y

Missions/Technel¢gy

Proof-of-concept or science demonstrations
Most observations require new technology

New missions phased as technology readiness matures

Comprehensive science missions require successful
demonstrations

Reliable technology

Adequate measurement & algorithm ,[)recision and sampling

Successful data distribution and utilization to science community

Endorsement of science community

Missions/technology to be selected through competitive
process.

Solicitations handled through usual NASA mechanisms.
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FROMSPACE

_Lidar

Carbon Flux, Month 7

-or;T-_'-

10-' kg CO_ m'%-' t,-,

Spectrometer Concept

0.5

0.z

A

002

_o.,"

0.1

0
0

Current Flask Network)

f

1 2 3 4

Instrument Precision (ppm)
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Ocean carbon from space

0,09

"_ o.oa

0.07

_=- 0.06

0.05

. 0.04

o 0.03
J_
<_ 0.02

0.01

03/14/2002

Bands/Capabilities Complimentary* to VIIRS

*Discrimination of tcrrcswial

mad open _x:can dissolved

org,'mic matter (DOC)

,l_lV effects ot] marine photosynthesis

.Aeolian iron detection

-Esdmation of pholosyntheticefficiency from

Fluore_ence Line Height

.Ltmar calibratioll (all bands)

*not included in VIIRS

350 375 400 425 450 475 500 525 550 575 600 625 650 675 700

Wavelength (nm)
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Fluorescence Line Height (FLH)
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Biomass from Spac;e

Hyperspectral
Concept

' Imaging P-band SAR with

, i Lidar Profiling Lidar Concept
_ Concept

E h
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EXPECTED RESUUT$

Characterize the most likely response of land and ocean CO2 sources and
sinks to climate change.

Provide quantitative understanding of processes that control variability of
atmospheric CO2 sources and sinks.

Reduce uncertainties in predictions of future levels of atmospheric CO2 for

specific emission scenarios.

Establish a sound scientific underpinning for management of carbon in the

environment (e.g., reforestation, marine management, sequestration)

Provide the scientific basis to assess (quantify) the economic and societal

impact of various carbon sequestration options

Policy implications:

NASA's charter is to provide objective scientific information to decision
makers ... this information is needed to guide future international

agreements designed to manage carbon in the environment.
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A sound scientific basis to evaluate economic

consequences of policy decisions.

Agriculture
Water resources

Marine resources

Energy

Mitigation

A U.S. satellite-based assessment

capability to provide independent
assessment information for

International treaty negotiations

Compliance

___

U.S. must pursue a leadership role in carbon science

to support its leadership role in global policy.
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Backup
(No_ included i. this document. Some backup

mater_al is included _n the compan_o, document,

"Cost _nalysis for Recommended NA$_ Carbo.

Cycle Research")
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APPENDIX 9. ACRONYMS

ACRIMsat

ACS

ADEOS

AOL

AIRS

AIRSAR

AGCM

ALI

ALOS

ARC

AMSU

ARM/CART

ASTER

ATIP

ATMS

ATS

AVHRR

AVIRIS

BOREAS

BRDF

CDH

CCM

CDIAC

CDOM

CEOS

CLIVAR

CMDL

CNES

COBRA

CrIS

CZCS

DAAC

DAO

DIAL

DIC

DOC

DOE

ECMWF

ENSO

EO

EOS

EOSDIS

ESSP

ESTO

Active Cavity Radiometer Radiance Monitor satellite

Attitude Control System

Advanced Earth Observing Satellite

Airborne Oceanographic Lidar

Atmospheric Infrared Sounder

Aircraft Synthetic Aperture Radar

Atmospheric General Circulation Model

Advanced Land Imager
Advanced Land Observation Satellite

Ames Research Center

Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit

Atmospheric Radiation Measurements/Cloud And Radiation Testbed

Advanced Spacebome Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer

Advanced Technology Initiatives Program

Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder

Access To Space

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

Advanced Visible and Infrared Imaging Spectrometer

Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function

Command and Data Handling

Community Climate Model

Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (DOE)

Colored Dissolved Organic Matter
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

Climate Variability and Predictability Program

Climate Monitoring and Dynamics Laboratory (NOAA)

Centre National D'Etudes Spatiales

CO2 Budget and Rectification Airborne experiment
Cross-track Infrared Sounder

Coastal Zone Color Scanner

Distributed Active Archive Center

Data Assimilation Office

Differential Absorption Lidar

Dissolved Inorganic Carbon

Dissolved Organic Carbon

Department of Energy

European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts
E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation

Earth Orbiter

Earth Observing System

EOS Data and Information System

Earth System Science Pathfinder

Earth Science Technology Office
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ERBE

ERS-1

ESE

ETM+

FAO

FASIR

FIFE

FOCAL/

SEQUAL
fPAR

FPI

FrE

FTS

GAC

GAIM

GCCP

GCM

GCOS

GISS

GEMS

GEOS

GEWEX

GHCN

GLAS

GLI

GMI

GOES

GPM

GPS

GRFM

GSFC

GTE

GTOS

HAPEX

HIRDLS

HRPT

HSB

HTR

IASI

ICESat

ICSU

IDS

IFSARE

IGBP

IGFA

Earth Radiation Budget Experiment

European Remote aensing Satellite-1

Earth Science Enterprise

Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus

Food and Agriculture Organization (United Nations)

Fourier-Adjustment, Solar zenith angle corrected, Interpolated Reconstructed

First ISLSCP (International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project) Field

Experiment

Francais Ocean et Climat dans l'Atlantique Equatorial/

Seasonal Response of the Equatorial Atlantic Experiment

Fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation

Fabry-Perot Interferometer

full-time equivalent

Fourier Transform Spectrometer

Global Area Coverage

Global Analysis, Interpretation, and Modeling

(NASA) Global Carbon Cycle Plan
General Circulation Model

Global Climate Observing System

Goddard Institute for Space Studies

Goddard Earth Modeling System

Geodynamics Experimental Ocean Satellite

Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment

Global Historical Change Network

Geoscience Laser Altimeter System

Global Imager

Global Modeling Initiative

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite

Global Precipation Mission

Global Positioning System

Global Rain Forest Mapping (project)

Goddard Space Flight Center

Global Tropospheric Experiment

Global Terrestrial Observing System

Hydrological and Atmospheric Pilot Experiment

High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder

High Resolution Picture Transmission

Humidity Sounder Brazil

High Technology Readiness

Improved Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer

Ice, Cloud and land Elevation Satellite
International Council of Scientific Unions

Interdisciplinary Science
Interferometric SAR for Elevation

International Geosphere-Biosphere Program

International Group of Funding Agencies for Global Change Research
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IGOS-P

IOC

IOCCG

IPCC

IPSL

IRS

ISLSCP

IWG

IHDP

lip

IKONOS

IMDC

IIP

IPCC

ISAL

ISLSCP

JER- 1

JGOFS

JPL

KSC

LAI

LaRC

LBA

LCC

LCWG

LEO

LIBS

LITE

LVIS

LSPs

LTER
MAPS

MBLA

MERIS

MICM

MISR

MLS

MOBY

MODIS

MOPITT

MOS

MRLC-

NLCD

MSFC

NACP

NASA

Integrated Global Observing Strategy Partnership
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